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establishment is not feasible.-7. The reasons why introduction of adult 
franchise is not at present feasible.-8. Factors suggesting a restricted 
franchise: economic, .educational and political ba.ckwardness.-9, 10. 
Factors suggesting a wide franchise: immediate and prospective reforms 
in the constitution. The constitution at present in force.-11. Tbe 
constitution to com~ ·into force in the immediate future.-12. The 
constitution to conie into force five years thereafter.-13. The franchise 
now to be introduced must be such as to be capable of expansion by easy· 
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responsible government promised to be inaugurated in the State after fi. ve 
years.-14. The appropriate size of the electorate must first be roughly 
determined.-15. Objections to this method of proceeding stated and 
answered.-16. The electorate for Bhor State should be between 10 and 
15 per cent. of the population.-17 •. The material was wanting on which 
to base franchise recommendations which would produce an electorate of 
just the desired size, and such material was not easy to obtain.-18. But 
time pressed for quick decisions.-19 .. The Committee had therefore to go 
upon such insufficient material as was available to it. It urges Govern· 
ment to adopt the Committee's recommendations for franchise qllalifi· 
cations as they are, and to submit them to revision on the eve of the 
introduction of wider reforms five years hence.-20. 

Franchise Qualifications. 

Property will be the main foundation of the franchise. No education 
test supplementary to property tests need be imposed.-21. But it is 
necessary to provide an alternative education test.-2Z. 
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Quali/icafions based on Taxes.-Payment of Re. 1 ot moha.taita.-23. 
The dhangar maha.l levied on sheep~keeping dhangars cannot be made a 
basis for the fra.nchise.-24. But the dhangar mahal paid by buffalo· 
keeping dhangars on one buffalo kept by them will entitle them to the 
suffra.ge.-25. Royalty on hirda and ranwa fee do not afford a. basis for 
the franchise.-26. 

Qualifications based on Property: 

. Agricultural Land.-Holders of alienated as well as unalienated land, . 
assignees of land revenue and ,khots will be given the right to vote. The 
possessory occupants and not the registered occupants of land will have 
the right.-27. Rs. 8, 6 and 4 will be the qualifying standard of land 
revenue assessment in different tracts. The· proportion in which the 
different standards will apply.-28. The tenants too will be enfranchised 
-29. The ruie concerning the qualifications based on land revenue . ...:...3o: 

• 
Hau1~e Pt·operty.-Qnly Bhor town, nine specified villages and vi11ages 

in the Velwa.nd valley will have the right to the franchise on this basis 
Both owners and occupiers of houses will have the right.-31. • 

Salary.-Government servants dra_wing a. monthly salary of Rs. 20 
and Government· pensioners drawing a. monthly pension of Rs. 7 will be 
entitled to the fra.nchise.-32. 

Qualifications based on Educatian.-The passing of the vernacular 
fourth standard examination or the attainment of education of an equiva· 
lent standard will be a qualification for the vote.-33, Those claiming 
this qualification will have ta_ apply for enrolment and establish their 
claim.-34. · . 

Special Qualifications for Women.- Women as such will not be subject 
to disqualification. They will be entitled to the franchise if they possess 
the prescribed qualifications in their own right. Probable numbers that 
will be so enfranchised.-35, 36. For women the educational qualifica· 
tion will be that of bare litera.cy.-37. The enfranchisement of women on 
the basis of their husbands' qualifications is not recommended. -38. The 
State should vigorously promote literacy among women in order rapidly 
to increase their voting strength.-39, 

Special Qualifications for Backward Classes.- For the untouchables and 
. forest and hill tribes the general property qualifications will be halved 
and the education qualification will be mere literacy. Since further incre
ases in the electoral strength of these ·classes will depend mainly upon an 
increase in the number of literates, the State ought to make special 
attempts to diffuse education among them.-40. Mahars and ramoshis 
who enjoy watans or, not enjoying them, have a. liability placed upon 
them for performing village service will have the right to vote.:-41. 
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The age requirement for vot~rs is the completion of 21 years. Plural 
voting is strictly forbiaden. No voter will be permitted to stand as a 
candidate for election in more than one constituency.-42. 

Citizenship and Residence. 

It is unnecessary to require that voters and candidates should- be 
11 citizens " of the State.-:-43. As the rulers or subjects of Indian States are 
allowed to'take part in elections in British India, so might II aliens n be 
allowed to take part in the election to the Bhor Legislative Council.--44. 
No residence requirement is prescribed 'for those who satisfy conditions of 
property qualification, but in the case of those who claim enfranchisement 
on the basis of education alone a residence requirement of a simple kind is · 
prescribed. These provisions will apply to candidates as well as voters. 
No pos~alvoting will be allowed.-45. 

Restrictions on Candidature.- A person will be allowed to stand as a 
candidate for election in the constituency. in which he is enrolled or in 
any other territorial.constituency situated. in the same taluka, but in no 
consUtuency of a different taluka.-46. Arguments against restriction 
-47. Arguments for restrlction.-48. The main reason for adopting thE) 
restriction.-49. Unrestricted candidature will create a monopoly for 
the advanced classes.-:50. Encouragement to local representation is 
necessary.-51. Therefore, a middle co:urse is adopted,-52, 

Constituencies. 

Single-Member Constituencies.- Opinion was divided on this question 
a.mong the witnesses.-53. Minority representation requiring plural· 
member constituencies is not a question of urgency in Bhor State.-54 • 
The single-member system ·is therefore the best.-55. Advantages and 
disadvantages discussed. The verdict of a British Royal Commission.-56, 
57, Sudhagad taluka's demand for a multi·member constituency not 
acc~pted.-58. · · · 

J)i.stributioo of Seata . .- The twelve elective seats will be .distributed as 
follows : one seat for the urban constituency of Bhor ; one seat for the 
special constituency of inamdars; and two seats each for the five talu· 
kas.-59. Sudhagad taluka's claim for a third seat cannot be conceded 
-~ . . 

Urban Constituency of Bh(Yf',- Reasons for recommending the forma· 
tion of a separate urban constituency for Bhor town.-61. The formation 
of this constituency appears inevitable.-62, The rest. of Vichitragad 
taluka gets as a result only two seats,. which is unfair. But the injustice 
cannot be remedied.-63. 'The franchise qualifications for the urban 
constituency will be broadly the same as municipal franchise qualifica .. 
tions, with a few modifications which are rnentioned.-64. 
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Special Constituency of Inamdars.-:.. A demand for class electorates was 
put forward by inamdars and the untoucbables,..!.65. Public · opinion 
opposed to the inamdars' constituency,-66, Inamdars' view-point.-67, 
The Committee's qwn conclusion is that a special constituency should be 
established for inamdars.-68. Reasons for arriving at this conclusion. 
-69. The specific recommendation of the Committee is that inamdars, 
watandars, etc. with an annual inam income of R~. 25 should be formed 
into a special' constituency to elect one from among themselves. They 
will, however, be given the option to remove their names from this consti
tuency and vote or stand as candidates in another constituency if they are 
otherwise eligible for the purpose.-70. Reasons for allowing this option, 
-71. 

The Untouchables' Claim/or a Special Seat.-The untouchables have no 
political consciousness nor special interests. Therefore, they cannot be . 
given a seat either in communal or general electorates.-72. Special 
electrorates are harmful.-73. The Committee hopes that the Council 
will not neglect the interests 'of the untouchables.-74. 

Delimitation.-The delimitation of each taluka into two electorates for 
the purpose of electing to two seats is left to officials.-75. 

Qualifications of Candidates. 

Higher property qualifications will not be imposed" upon candidates 
than upon voters.-76. Experience of countries 'where auch qualifications 
are prescribed.-77. An education test will, however, be prescribed, viz. 
the candidate should have passed the vernacular fourth standard or should 
be certified as having attained education of a corresponding standard.-78. 
The Government might allow e:x:ceptions.-79. Candidates should be 
required to make a deposit, which would be returnable to them unless 
they secured a certain proportion of votes polled.-80. A return of 
election expenses required of candidates.-81. The age requirement for 
candidates will be that they should bave ·completed thirty years.-82. 

Disqualifications. -The disqualifications for both voters and candidates 
would be modelled on the lines of the Government of India Act, 1935, . 
the disqualifications being capable of removal at the bands of Govern. 
ment. In considering the removal of ~he disqualification for candidature 
of persons sentenced to two years, q_overnment should pay attention to 
whether tbe offences of which these persons were convicted were committed 
in circumstances involving moral turpitude.-83. Voting to be by 
secret ballot.-84. Method of recording a vote.-85. 

Nominated Members. 

Several sections of the community having no chance of success at the 
polls, it was necessary . for the Committee, in order to achieve a complete· 
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ness for its recommendationa., to suggest that the deficiencies in the 
result of elections should be made good by nominating unoffiQ.fal repre· 
sentatives of · these sections to the Council.-86. The Committee's 
recommenaation in this behalf is that a member of the untouchable 
castes, a member of the hill and forest tribes, a person who, though 
perhaps not belonging to these castes and classes, would voice their.needs, 
and a woman should be Included among the nominated members.-87. 
Similarly important interests which fail to receive sufficient representa .. 
tion in the election should be given representation through nomination. 
If by using the power of nomination in favour of unofficials in this way· 
official members are thought to be insufficient, officials who are not 
members may be allowed to attend the CJuncil, as occasion demands, for 
the purpose of giving information and putting forward the official point 
of view, without, however, the right of voting being conferred on them •. 
Nominated unofficials should, before appointment, be informed that they 
would enjoy freedom in voting and that their tenure of membership 
would be for the life of the Council.-88. 

Conclusion. 

The Committee's modest aim is to make the Council as fully repre• 
sentative of the popular will as is possible in existing >circumstances. 
leaving it to the future to extend this limited franchise so that ultimate. 
ly it will become universaL-89. But, in order that public welfare ·will 
be fully secured, Government and the people must work ln harmony and 
co-operation, the electors returning honest and instructed representatives 
and Government giving increasing weight and finally full approval to 
their views.-90, .Aoknow ledgments.-91. 

Part 11.-Minutea of Di11ent. 

Adult Franchise. 

( Dissent by Mr. G. B •. Potnis.) 

Adult franchise oan be immediately introduced; suoh introduction is 
also desirable. The limited franchise if introduced will only entJ:enoh the 
position of vested interests. Various franchise proposals criticised, 
-9Z to 98, 

Separate Constituency for Bhor. 

( Dissent by Mr. K. G. Deo. ) 

The formation of an urban constituency for Bhor involves injustice 
to the people of Vichftragad taluka. and should be avoided.-99 to 101. 
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Restrictions on Candidature. 

( Diss~nt ~Y Messrs. Vaze, Panse, Sane and Potnis.) 

Where no 'compelling necessity for restrictions exists, there· should be 
freedom for pe.rsons ~ligible to become candidates to offer the:mselves for 
election in any territorial constituency, as in fact is the case in British 
India and several States.-10l. Such freedom does. not amount to an 
indirect extension of the franchise.-103. Nor does the formation of 
single-member constituencies necessitate restricted candida.ture.-104 
Freedom for candidates is not uncongenial to representative government: 
-105. Freedom for candidates does not take away the right of voters to 
vota for local candidates and is therefore unexceptionable.-106. 
Restrictions, not imperatively required by local circumstances, are morally 
wrong and politically inexpedient.-107. A residential qualification 
which operated to restrict the freedom of candidates was imposed in three 
provinces in British India, but it was imposed ·without justification and 
has now been removed.-108, The British practice gives full freedom 
to candidates with happy results.-10t. In U.S. A. freedom is restricted 
by custom, hut with results depl~red by all.-110. No legal bar should 
be imposed in Bhor State, so a~ to prevent the election of 'Cancttaates of 
conspicuous ability only because they come from a different taluka. 
-111. The fear that upper classes of society will monopolise legislative 
seats if unrestricted freedom is allowed is unfounded.-112. The 
restrictive provision recommended in the Report should therefore not be 
sa!lctioned, but full freedom given to candidates to stand for any 
territorial'oonstituehcy.-113. 

Special Seat for lnamdars. 

The main question. whether inamdars require special protection of 
any kind is ignored by the Majority.-:-114. They appear to be numerous. 
-115. Also economically, educationally and politically advanced 
enough to take care of tbemselv!,ls.-116. Nor is it contended that they 
will not win seats in open competition.-117. If protection were needed, 
it should take the form of reservation of seats in joint electorates, in order 
to obviate the evils of special electorates, which the Majority themselves 
a.dmit.--118. The experience of British India does not support the Majority 
recommendation.-119. The proposed constituency will not consist of 
territorial magnates as in British India. Nor, it is presumed, is it meant. 
to buttress conservatism.-120. The inamdars ask for a. special seat, but 
this demand ought not ,to be conceded.-121. Nor is the demand any_ 
thing like unanimous. Several inamdars oppose it a.e injurious to their 
class interests as well as to the general interests.-122. The dissentient 
Members, although entirely unoonvinced of the need for special protection 
to the . inamdar class, ·were prepared, as a compromise, to offer them a 
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reserved seat in mixed electorates, but the offer was refused by the 
Majority. The Majority's recommendation should therefore ba turned 
down.-123. 

A Seat for the Untouchables. 

Acceptance of :inamdars' claim involves in present conditions denial 
of untouchables' claim.-124. Evidence of the witnesses helonging to 
the touchables classes analysed.-125,· 126. Evidence of the witnesses 
belonging to the untouchable classes examined. Why the demand of a 
communal electoral cannot be supported.-127, 128. The demand for 
weightage in elective representation should be met by giving one elective 
and one appointive seat.-129. The elective seat to be guaranteed to the 
untouchables could only be taken from Vichitragad taluka, ·which 
would willingly give it to them.-130. The grant of a special seat to 
inamdars imposes a vote on the grant of an elective seat to the untouch
ables.-131. In order ~o make an elective seat available to the untouch
ables and yet provide a seat for inamdars, the dissentient Members propos· 
ed a via media, viz. that the latter seat should be taken from Pa wanma wal 
taluka. But the compromise was rejected.-132. The Majority's argu
ments for denying a seat to the untouchables examined.-133. Conclu· 
sion.-134. 

Nominated Members. 

In the Committee's recommendation on this subject the official 
members bear no part. Mr. Deo insists upon five of the eight nominated 
members (excluding the President) to be unoffi.cial.-135. 

Appendix I.-List of witnesses ( pp~ 114-116 ). 

Appendix H.-Questionnaire ( pp. 116-119 ). 

Appendixiii.-Statistical Information ( pp. 119-125 ). 



Bhor Constitution Committee, 

Part I.-Report . 

. CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

1. The Bhor Constitution Committee was ap· 
pointed in pursuance of the announcement made by the 
Rajasaheb on the occasion of the celebration of his 
sixty·first birth-day on 16th December 1938. Au 
English version of the relevant portion of. the 
announcement, which was made in 1\tlaratbi, is given 
below, as published in the Administration Report for 
1938-39: 

Responsible government has been declared to be 
the goal of my administrative policy as long 
before as in 1932 by enacting a special law for 
the purpose, and I avail myself of this occasion 
to reiterate the same in public. 

With a view to facilitate the realisation of the 
above ideal· and -to train the people in the art of 
administration, a Legislative Council for the 
State was established by me in 1928, and ·a. 
beginning was thereby made to enable the ·people 
to get an opportunity of participating in the 
administration of the State. Some time there· 
afj;er were inaugurated the Taluka Local Boards 
in 1932, when the constitutions of these local 
self-government . institutions as well as the 
Legislative Council were so framed and amended 
as to place the non·official members in them in 
a majority. · Now, therefore, as a further step 
in that very direction and with the object of 
advancing a step towards a gradual evolution 

The Ruler's 
announce
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of representative institutions, I declare my 
intention of applying the elective principle to 
the Legislative Council and to all the local self· 
government ins~itutions, which will in future 
be constituted as follows ; 

The duration or life of the Legislative Council 
will be at any one time hereafter of five years, 
and of the twenty·one members of the Council 
twelve will be non-officials elected by a system of 
direct vote. The President for the period will be 
a non-official nominated, while the Vice· President 
will be an elected one. The budget, excluding 
the privy purse, will be placed for discussion 
before the Council and the members will have 
the right of suggesting cut motions, which, how· 
ever, will not be binding on the Dar bar, 

. . . . . . . . . . 
Not long hereafter I intend to appoint a mixed 

Committee, with a non-official President, to report 
their recommendations to the Darbar in the matter 
of fixing the franchise · limit, the formation of 
electorates or constituencies, . framing of the 
procedural rules of the Council and the like. 

• , I e I t I t • I e· 

Gentlemen, the above are the things which I am 
determined to do for the present. Of course, 
the idea underlying all these reforms and 
concessions being to associate the subjects in a 
gradually increasing manner with the ·admini· 
strative machinery of the State and to educate 
them · in the modern ideas and methods of 
government, to facilitate the realization of the 
above ideal, . I herein declare that, if the present 
atmosphere of peace · and order is found to 
prevail in the State in future and the members 
of the prospective Legislative Council, in a spirit 
of co-operation and good·will with the Darbar, 

2 
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brought conviction to its m:ind regarding their 
actual capacity ta exercise to the best further 
higher rights and showed their genuine and 
sincere intention to use them for the good and 
progress of the State, after the new Council's 
life of five years is over,. I intend to give effect 
to the following three reforms : 

(a) The ·conferment upon the Legislative 
Council of the right to elect its President 
from among its elected members ; 

(b) The taking ~p of a member, from the 
elected members of the Legislative Council, 
as Minister in the Executive Council and 
to entrust to his charge the nation-build· 
ing departments like education,- medical 
aid; and' 

(c) The making of the budget, excepting the 
privy purse, votable by the Legislative 
Counc~I,. subject to the reservation of tbe: 
right of certification resting in uie. 

As the bringing into being of the above three 
reforms is a question· of five years from now, I 
see no reason to enter into its detail at' this time. 
The framing of- rules; etc.; regarding the same is 
a matter "to be properly dealt with in future · 
according to the conditions then prevailing. 

2. Th~ Committee itself was appointed on 18th 
August 1939, and the order of appointment is con· 
tained in Resolution No. 5 of Fasli 1349 published in 
an extraordinary issue of the State Gazette of the same 
date. The personnel of the COmmittee was as follows : 

Chairman. 

Mr. S. G. Vaze. 
Official Members. 

Mr. K. M. Kumthekar,. 
3 

Personnel of 
the Commit· 
tee. 
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Mr. V. G. Ranade; 
,, N. G. Ambekar, 
, S. S. Kale, 
, V. V. Bavdekar. 
Unofficial Members. 

Mr. G. M. Pause, 
, G. B. Sane, 
, G. B. Potnis, 
, Krishnaji Ganesh Deo, 
, A. P. Konde Deshm ukh. 

Xlmmittee's personnel remained unchanged 
uun ..... o.Jout the course of the deliberations that have 
taken place so far, except that Mr. R. V. Apte was 
appointed a member in place of Mr. Kumthekar on 
20th July 1940, by which time the Committee had taken 
decisions on most of the points which were before it for 
consid~ra tion. · 

3. The terms of reference to the Committee ( to 
give an English rendering of them ) were : 

(i) To whom should the right of voting be 
given in existing circumstances· at the election 
of the members of the Legislative Council of 
Bhor State? 

(ii) What should be the qualifications of 
candidates standing for election to the Legisla· 
tive Council ? 

(iii) What should be the constituencies which' 
are to return members of the Legislative 
Council? 

(iv) ·What. should be the electoral law and 
electoral rules governing the election of the 
members of the Legislative Council ? 

( v) What should be the rules for the transac· 
tion of business in the Legislative Council in ac· 
cordance with the terins of the announcement r 

4 
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The Committee was as~ed to take these matters into 
consideration and submit its recommendations to the
Rajasaheb. 

4. It is obvtous that the electoral law and electo· 
ral rules can be formulated only after Government 
has ·passed orders on the recommendations of the Com· 
mittee in regard to the first three terms of reference, 
and that the rules governing the conduct of legislative 
business will be required after all preparations have 
been inade for the holding o£ elections to the Legisla· 
tive Council. For this reason the Committee decided 
at its first meeting to take in hand first the questions 
raised in the first three terms of reference. And this 
Report embodies the Committee's recommendations 
only on these questions. L~ter, the Committee will 

. frame proposals with regard to the questions included· 
in the last two terms of reference. 

5. The Committee was first assembled by the 
Diwansaheb on 4th November 1939, and at this meet· 
ing the procedure for subsequent meetings was fixed 
and a questionnaire was decided upon which was to be 
issued for the purpose of eliciting public opinion. The 
questionnaire is printed elsewhere as an Appendix. 
With it was given, as will be seen, such statistical in· 
formation as was then available to the Committee and 
as was thought likely to be of help to the would·be 
witnesses in giving evidence.' Arrangements were 

... made to send the questionnaire to about 700. indivi· 
duals and public bodies, and a general invitation was 
issued to the public through eleven newspapers to help 
the Committee with advice. ·We must thankfully 
acknowledge. that the Committee's request for··co·opera· 
tion evoked a very good response. More than 150 re· 
presentations were received (vide Appendix I) and 
among those who submitted them were all classes of 
intelligentsia and men in all kinds of occupations like 
traders, inamdars, farmers and peasants. The Commit· 
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tee's only regret is that women, untouchables and hill 
tribes were not as largely represented as it would have 
liked, though their cause was espoused by a few wit· 
.nesses, some of them belonging to their own sex. and 
class. Oral evidence was tendered by some 100 witnesses 
( vide Appendix I ), and the Chmmittee considers it its 
duty to saythat the written and oral evidence received 
by it afforded much valuable guidance in its work. It 
considered all the evidence at a meeting held at Bhor 
from 6th to 9th May 1940, when it framed· conclu· 
sions on most of the major points. On other points 
conclusions were reached by the Committee at a meeting 
held at Bho~ on 21st and 22nd July 1940,. when the 
draft Report was adopted. 

G. The Chmmittee would like to add that it has, 
in regard to most of the questions which came within its 
purview, made a deliberate attempt. to frame its recom· 
mendations in accordance with the opinions placed 
before it by a majority of the witnesses. It has thus 
every reason to hope that its recommendations, however" 
imperfect they may be in· themselves,. will be gene· 
rally acceptable to the people of the State. This, in 
the Committee's judgment, is the chief merit of its re· 

· commendations. Individual members of the Chmmittee· 
showed willingness to adjust their own views to those 
of' the Chmmittee as a whole, and tlie conclusions 
arrived at represent, in several, cases, a compromise so 
effected between differing views. It is only on points 
of major importance that a divergence of opinion is 
indicated in the following pages and on points of vital' 
importance dissent expressed; but it must not be sup· 
posed' that on other points there was absolute unanimity, 
though the recommendations concerning. them may be 
said to represent the consensus of opinion in the Com· 
mittee. It may be stated here, in order to prevent 
misunderstanding, that the Report is a piece of compo· 
site authorship, paragraphs 47 to 52 of Chapter Vll; 
and the whole of Chapter X, in respect to which 
Minutes of Dissent have been appended, being from· 
one pen anJ the rest o£ the Report from another. 

6 



CHAPTER II. 

EXTENT OF THE FRANCHISE. 

7. Our terms of reference did not restrict us to a 
limited franchise; on the contrary, we were free to 
consider even the immediate adoption of universal suf• 
£rage. We accordingly included in the questionnaire 
drawn up for consulting public opinion a question as 
to whether universal adult suffrage could be immedia· 
tely established, and whether, if this was not feasible or 
advisable in present conditions, its establishment should 
be regarded as the ·ultimat~ goal. The evidence we 
received in answer to the question was almost complete• 
Iy unanimous that while the introduction of universal 
suffrage was not at present attainable its attainment 
must be looked forward to as the final stage in the 
progressive development of the franchise. "We share 
this view on both the points. The constitutional deve· . 
lopment {)f the State has been definitely set by the · 
Uuler, in his declaration of January 27, 1932 · (since 
embodied in Act I of 1342 Fasli ), in the direction of 
democratic responsible govern~ent, and such a govern· 
ment implies almost inevitably that all citizens, barring 
such obvious exceptions as minors, insane persons, etc., 
should be entitled to vote in the election of the mem· 
hers of the legislature. It is now the accepted theory of 
government that everybody on whotn the Government 
operates should have a vote, and this principle "bas in 
fact become the general rule in all advanced democra· 
tic states. There is no reason why the Bhor State, which 
aspires in course of time to be numbered among these, 
should not have it laid down that adult franchise would 
be its goal in electoral arrangements, and that it would 
be its firm 1~esolve to advance steadily to it pari passu 
with every increase in powers conferred upon the Legis· 
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lative Council. We are unable, however, in agree· 
ment with most of the witnesses who tendered evidence 
to us,. to recommend the immediate application of 
·universal manhood and womanhood suffrage, or even 
manhood suffrage, accompanied though these may be by 
certain possible devices intended avowedly to check the 
size of the electorate. 

8. It is hardly necessary to elaborate the reasons. 
A direct vote is yet something new to the State. It is 
in force only in the Bhor Municipality ; . and there too a 
bare twenty per cent. of the population are enfranchised. 
This again is a very recent development. The princi
ple of direct election was first introduced in the munici· 
pality in 1929. So far as the ~egislative Council is 
concerned, a part of its unofficial members is elected by 
the members o£ the Bhor Municipality and taluka 
boards who, except for the municipality, are themselves 
all nominated by Government. H the people of the 
State are mostly unfamiliar with the mode of direct 
election even in loc..'ll government concerns, so are the 
officials unfamiliar with the administrative duties 
which such election casts upon them. In a State having 
a large number of small and detached villages these 
duties will be particularly arduous. While therefore 
we are in favour of admitting to the electoral franchise 
as large a number of persons as may reasonably be 
believed to be capable of exercising it in an intelligent 
and responsible manner, we cannot agree to invest all 
persons of lawful age with this privilege, irrespective 
of any kind of property or educational test, at the very 
first launch of the State on to the current of self-govern· 
ment and thus put in grave jeopardy the success of this 
modest enterprise. (.Mr. Potnis disagrees with the other 
members of the Committee in this view: he is in favour 
of adult franchise being introduced immediately. · A 
separate Minute of Dissent recorded by him will be 
found in Chapter XIII.) 
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9. The franchise must therefore be a limited one 
in the initial stages, and we can only endeavour to make 
the limitations as broad and the suffrage provisions as 
liberal as circumstances will permit. The entire.citizen 
body or even a major portion of it cannot now, by 
enfranchising it, be endowed with active citizenship; 
our aim will only be to enfranchise as large a portion 
of it as at present seems practicable and desirable; and, 
even· if the proportion of citizens in whom the right of 
voting is vested appe..ttrs small, to see that no impor· 
taut and numerous element in the population is excl u· 
ded from it. In approaching this task we had to strike 
a balance between two opposite considerations, one 
demanding exercise of caution and the other urging 
boldness in devising our franchise scheme. The popula· 
tion of the State is in an extremely backward condition 
economically, educationally and politically. There are 
hardly any industries in the State. · The population 
subsists almost wholly on agriculture. The soil is 
generally poor, warkas land predominating to the 
extent of 62 per cent. of the cultivable area. This 
warkas land of a particularly poor quality is used to 
some extent as an adjunct to rice land, but to a very 
much larger extent for the cultivation of inferior millets. 
The mode of husbandry practised on such land is 
necessarily of a rude type, and though the people show 
great ingenuity in damming up water-courses and 
stepping fields on the hill slope and thus raising a rice 
crop wherever possible, rice land amounts only to 10 
per cent. ·The result is shown in the low assessment 
obtained. Even this low assessment, it should be noted, 
was, when introduced, based on a much higher rating 
than that app~ied to adjoining villages in British 
districts. For it is well·known that the British Survey 
Department, when formulating proposals for assess· 
ment in ·Indian States, usually allowed rates which 
were 15 to 20 per cent. higher than in the adjacent 
British territory in order to induce the Princes to give 
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their consent to the introduction of the Survey tenure; 
and the Settlement Reportf! of Bhoi·. State bear ample 
testimony to the fact that this policy was followed in 
that State also. The general appearance of the villag· 
ers is enough to show the exceedingly low level of 
material prosperity at which they live. 

10. In the matter of education also the condition 
of the people, though considerably improved in recent 
years, is still very unsatisfactory. The amount of 
illiteracy is woefully large. There are, in every thou· 
sand persons, as many as 965 who are illiterate or 
unable to read and write and only 35 who are literate. 
(The figures given here are quoted from the 1931 
census returns. ) The . magnitude of illiteracy will 
become manifest when we reflect that in 1881, when 
the movement of mass education had hardly begun, 
there were in the Bombay Presidency 935 illiterate 
and 65 literate persons in every thousand. That is to 
say, the spread of literacy, miserably inadequate as it 
was at the time in the Presidency as a whole, was still 
greater there some fifty years ago than it is at the 
present date in Bhor State. The usual disproportion 
between male and female literates is to be found in 
this State' also. There are in every thousand males 60 
who are literate, while in a similar number of females 
there are only 11 who are literate.. Put otherwise,_ 
there is one male literate in 17 of his sex and one 
female literate in 91 of her sex. Compare these with 
the figures for the British districts of the Bombay 
Presidency : there is one male literat~ there in 7 of his 
sex and one female literate in 27 o£ her sex. Bhor 
State lags very much behind Sangli State also in the 
matter of education. Whereas in the latter the per· 
centage of scholars to the total population is 6~6, in 
the former it is one· third of this. When it is borne in 
mind that ·illiteracy shuts out people from the chief 
means o£ acquiring a knowledge of things outside the 
limited range of their personal observation and experi· 
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ence, the need for going slow in a· .general extension of 
the franchise becomes apparent. Politically, too, the 
people of Bhor State suffer from a COlTesponding back· 
wardness. They are yet comparative :::trangers to the 
working of representative institutions even in the local 
government sphere and more so in the larger sphere of 
State administration. Though stirrings of a poll· 
tical consciousness are to be vividly observed in these 
latter years and though popular grievances are vigoro· 
usly put forward when they become acute and their 
redress forcibly urged, a steady political activity 
on the part of organisations through which political 
education can · be continuously imparted to the 
public on questions which ordinarily lie beyond their 
ken is almost non-existent. 

11. If on the one hand this economic, educa· 
tional and political backwardness of the col_llmunity 
for which we have to frame a. . franchise scheme 
requires us to proceed with care and with due atten·. 
tion to safety, on the other the considerable consti· 
tutional changes to be brought about immediately 
and contemplated in. the near future bid us go 
forward, so that the electoral machinery may be 
adapted to the constitutional framework. Ifis a com· 
monplace of political science that the franchise should 
bear a close relation to the rights of self· government, and 
that an increase in the latter should be accompanied by 
an enlargement of the former. For this reason it would 
be pertinent to consider what the present constitution is 
and what altera~ions are proposed in it. The Legislative 
Council was first constituted in 1928 with 20 meJ,nbers, 
half official and half unofficial, appointed by the Gov· · 
emment and with the Diwan as ex-officio President. 
To it was given the power of asking questions, moving 
resolutions and discussing the budget. Four years 
later the composition of the Council was changed in 
favour of the unofficial element, though the' Council's 
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power underwent no increase. The Diwan still remain· 
ed ex-officio President, but the n~mber of official and 
unofficial members appointed by Government was re. 
duced each from 10 to 7, and 6 elected unofficial 
members were added, maintaining the total number of 
members as before. The Council was also given the 
right of el~cting a Deputy President from among the 
unofficial members. This reform in the composition 
of the Council secured to unofficial members a majority 
of 13 to 8 whereas before there was an official majority 
of 11 to 10, counting the Diwan-President among the 
members. But the principle o£ election then introduced 
was o£ little practical value. For of the six members thus 
elected five taluka boards, themselves wholly nominat
ed, elected one each from among the unofficials appoint· 
ed by Government and the Bhor Municipality, consist· 
ing of an equality of nominated and elected members, 
elected the sixth from among its unofficial members. 
Had the taluka boards been reconstituted, as was 
intended to be done three years after their creation, on 
a partially elective basis, the system of election intro· 
duced into the Council, might have had some amount 
of reality~ As it is, even the indirect election then 
supposed to be introduced has till now remained a 
make· believe. . 

12. However, the reforms announced by the Raja· 
saheb on 16th December 1938 constitute a real advance. 
The total strength of the Council will remain as before 
at 21, but four-sevenths or 12 of the members will be 
unofficials elected on a system of direct voting. The 
number of seats out o£ the. remaining nine that will be 
assio·ned to unoffici.als to be appointed by Government 

0 . . 

has not been fixed, but it is only reasonable to assume 
that a fair proportion of these will be filled by spokes
men of communities and interests that will fail to secure 
adequate representation in the elections. Popular repre· 
sentatives will thus be in an assured majority in the 
new Legislature, and, what is of far greater importance, 
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they will be the agency, if the suffrage now to be 
conferred is properly used, for an authentic expression 
of the general will of the people. The President will 
be an unofficial appointed by Government and the 
Deputy President will continue to be an unofficial elect· 
ed by the Council. The powers granted to the Council 
are not to be materially increased, in so far as the 
terms of the announcement go, except· in one respect, 
viz. that whereas till now the budget was presented to 
the Council for general discussion, hereafter the members 
will also have the right of proposing motions for reduc· 
ing budget appropriations. The Council is thus placed, 
by reason of its statutory unofficial majority, in a position 
of exercising a large measure of influence, if not control, 
over the financial policy of the Government. ..On the 
general policy also, it can, provided it knows how to 
wield its powers, exert considerable influence, and for 
the same reason. It is true that the Council will still 
remain juridically a purely advisory body ; it will have 
no determining voice either in legislation, administra· 
tion or finance. But in practice it may come to have 
an appreciable share in all these, though in theory its 
powers will not extend beyond giving expression to the 
popular will which the Govern.ment may or may not 
choose to carry out. 

13. !f the constitutional development in being 
appears to be but limited, it is very much greater in 
prospect. For the Ruler's announcement contained also 
a solemn promise to introduce further reforms five years 
after the constitution of the reformed Council, provi· 
ded this Council showed, by using the powers granted 
to it for the promotion of the common weal, that it had 
justified the trust committed to its' care. These reforms 
consist in the right to elect the President from among the 
elected members (the Deputy President can be a nomi· 
nated unofficial, but the President must be an elected one); 
the right formally to divide the House on the budget ; 
and, what is of far-reaching significance, the intro4uc• 
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tion of a measure of responsibility in the government by 
entrusting nation-building departments to the admini
stration of an elected member of the Legi"slative ~uncil 
who, as Minister, will be responsible in the first instance 

· to the Council and ultimately to the elctorate. The 
last particularly is a reform of outstanding importance 
as it changes the whole character of government. 
When it is inaugurated, the Legislative Council will be 
in a commanding position in a part of the governmental 
field. In this sphere it will not merely influence but 
control tkt executive; it will be converted from a body 
of advisory powers into one which will possess the final 
and definitive power of shaping and executing public 
policies. This is a change not of degree but of kind, 
and the new dispensation that is opening before the 
people of Bhor Sate must be held to comprehend, along 
with the reforms that will come into operation immedi .. 
ately, those that will come into operation five years 
hence. 

14. We of the Committee, who are commissioned 
to devise a suitable scheme for the franchise, must keep 
in mind both these reforms. The suffrage that we are to 
recommend must be such as will not only serve the 
needs of the Legislative Council for the first five ye..ttrs 
but will be susceptible of an easy .expansion, so that it 
will be wide enough to justify the exercise by the Legisla • 
ture of the very much more extensive powers to be con· 
£erred upon it thereafter. Under a system of responsible 
government the Legislature controls the executive but 
is itself under the control of the electorate ; thus the 
executive is in the final analysis responsible to the ele· 
ctorate. And it follows from this that if responsible 
government is to function well and justly, the franchise 
on which the electorate is to be based must be so broad 
as to represent all sections of the people in right pro· 
portions. In view, therefore, of these wider reforms 
which are calculated to effect a fundament.ttl change in 
the system of government, we shall be justified, and 
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indeed in our opinion are required, while paying due 
regard to the factors that enjoin caution, so to devise 
the franchise that at the next stage it can easily be 
made sufficiently wide for the superstructure of respon· 
sible government that is to rest upon its foundation. 

15. We have stated above the general considera. 
tions that guided us in framing our recommendations, 
and the practical questions that we had to answer were : 
How broad, in the light of these principles, should the 
franchise be? What should be the size of the electorate? 
What ratio should-it bear to the total population? For, 
after all, nowhere is the franchise determined with re· 
ference to any a priori theory as to the fitness of an 
individual to cast a vote. That a v0ter should possess 
the ability to vote in an intelligent and the will to vote 
in an upright and public-spirited manner is a proposi· 
tion that is readily granted ; but difficulties arise in 
giving concrete application to it. The proposition it· 
self does not afford much help in evolving a workable 
principle or devising a practical solution. For no in· 
fallible or even fairly reliable criteria have been or · can 
be discovered of the personal. attributes which may be 
said to constitute an ability to vote intelligently and a 
disposition to vote conscientiously. Certain. qualifica· 
tiona, which being intended to be. applied to a mass of 
people must necessarily be low, can but raise the pre· 
sumption that the possessors of them are endowed with 
the judgment that is necessary to form a correct opinion 
of the political, economic and social. issues that coml3 
before the legislature ; and as to the moral worth of the 
voters one am orily proceed on the assumption that 
where large numbers are concerned a voter who will 
empl~y his. power for the public good will be the 
,general rule. 

16. We are at pains to _say all this at such length 
because a goodly number of witnesses have taken excep· 
tion to the very question we addressed to them as to 
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what in their opinion, speaking roughly, would be the 
proper size of the electorate. This appeared to them 
to be an essentially wrong proceeding. Find out first, 

I 

. they said, the constituents of a fitness for voting and 
then give the right to vote to such as satisfy the re
quirements and withhold it. from others, however large 
or small may be the resulting number of those to whom 
the right accrues or to whom it is denied. For the 
reason stated above it is not practicable to go on this 
basis. In the House of Commons, on the last occasion 
t'wenty·two years ago when the franchise was widened 
in England and made co-extensive with adult suffrage, 
Sir Herbert Samuel, as he then was, addressed himself 
to the question : " How to distinguish between the 
thoughtful voter and the non-thoughtful voter ? " and 
he answered the question thus: "I have seen at the 
Mint an automatic balance which deals with the stream 
of sovereigns as they come through and casts out on 
one side those which are even a grain over-weight and 
those whicli fall short of their respective weights, pass· 
ing those which are of the right weight. But you can .. 
not weigh men by any automatic balance. I£ only you 
could, the problems of democracy and government 
would be very much simpler than they are. " And he 
went on to add that one could only adopt some broad 
distinctions, his final conclusion being that " You must 
necessarily take the mass-the good· with the bad-and 
trust to them ; and, in the long run, they will prove 
trustworthy. " This is all that it is . possible to do ; 
and the method that is, therefore, generally followed is 
to form a sort of idea as to the total strength of the 
electorate that St;ems. desirable and then to prescribe 
conditions of voting which would produce such an ele· 
ctorate, though in devising these conditions C.'lre ought 
to be taken to secure as far as possible that those that 
are brought on to the electoral roll will be fit to vote, 
however vague and indefinable this fitness may be. 
\V e could not take a different route. 
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17. Among the witnesses who appeared before us 
both classes of people were strongly represented. There 
.were those that would keep the franchise rather narrow 
at first in order to insure that such power as· the 
constitution had granted would fall into the hands of 
persons who could use it wisely and effectively, hoping 
that later on it would be possible to broaden the 
franchise as the example of the success achieved educa• 
ted the people at large in the use of this power. There 
were also those that would from the outset make the 
franchise somewhat wide, believing that nothing te~ds 
to quicken the political intelligence of a people so much 
as the actual exercise of a vote, and that even if in the 
initial stage they used it ill things would right them· 
selves quickly in the later stages. But even the first 
who would play for safety generally gav.e expression 
to the opinion that the electorate should not embrace 
less than ten per cent. of the tota~ population and the 
second who would plump for a wide franchise from 
the commencement, even if they bad to proc~ed by the 
method of trial and error, expressed themselves by a 
large majority in favour of 20. or 25 per cent. We 
ourselves agTee that, considering the present and 
prospective political development of the State, a 
minimum of ten per cent. of the population ought to 
be enfranchised ; that a higher percentage, could it be 
reached, would be desirable ; and that it would be both 
inexpedient and unpractical to aim at more than 15 per 
cent. at present. 

18. We did not think it necessary to arrive at a 
more definite and specific conclusion than this, because 
we are so circumstanced that even if we proceeded to 
formulate our recommendations with a view to 
enfranchising a certain fixed proportion of the popula· 
tion we should be unable to say with any degree of 
confidence which conditions should be prescribed to 
qualify for a vote so that the desired proportion would 
in fact be obtained. "\V e called for information about 
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the number of persons that would fulfil certain condi· 
tions as possible bases for the franchise. But the 
information collected and presented to us was in several 
material respects extremely unsatisfactory. Some of it 
was obviously wide of the mark ; and some other was 
such as to inspire us with a grave doubt as to its 
accuracy. We could have had the information collect
ed afresh ; but unless some extraordinary precautions ~ 
were taken we could·not be certain that these figures 
were not again at fault. 

19. Moreover, it would have taken more time than 
we felt we could allow. At the session of the Legislative 
Council held in January 19·38, when a prayer was 
made to him for extending by a year more the life of 
the present Legislative Council which was then about 
to run its course, the Rajasaheb expressed his earnest 
wish that the fixation of the franchise and the forma
tion of constituencies would, among other things, be 
"completed with the utmost ·dispatch," and it was 
clear from what he then said then that while a year's 
delay seemed inevitable he did not contemplate more 
than a· year for the opening of the reformed Council. 
Already when we entered on our task two years -;bad 
elapsed since his pleasure was known, and we did not 
feel ourselves justified in getting fresh statistics on 
which we could base our conclusions. 

20. Apart from the Ruler's wish of which we 
were aware, we ourselves thought it infinitely better 
to finish our work with the greatest possible expedition 
and to make such provisional recommendations as were 
practicable in the circumstances, keeping the general 
considerations in mind, than to delay the inauguration · 
of the new reforms in the hope of achieving a degree 
of finality for . our recommendations. The reforms 
intended to come into operation after the close of the 
first term of the reformed Council are of such a far• 
reaching character as to necessitate a review of the 
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electoral position- in any case; we therefore thought 
that while we should give the best consideration we 
could in framing our recommendations on the basis of 
such knowledge as we possess at present, the occasion 
of this review had better be taken to step up the 
electorate if it fell short of our expectations and to 
correct any discrepancies and defects thl:lt might be left 
in it. But we recommend that the franchise qualifi.• 
cations we have proposed be sanctioned for the time 
being, whatever be the size of the actual electorate they 
may produce in the end. It is of gt•eater importance, 
in our opinion, to proceed with the in..'luguration of the 
reformed Council as soon as practicable .than . to spend 
a good deal of time in getting an electorate of just the 
right size. ' 

21. ·with these preliminary observations, we turn 
to our main task of considering, since the franchise must 
be restricted, what tests should be imposed to restrict 
its universality. -These tests can be twofold, based on 
property and education. The term "property" is 
used here in a wide sense, including ownership or 
occupation of land and premises, payment of taxes, 
-receipt of income, salary or wages, etc. Property is 
everywhere the main foundation of the fmnchisa when 
it is restricted. One reason for it is that property 
gives to its owner a stake in the country and a real 
interest in its welfare, and another that possession of 
property acquired by industry and thrift affords pre· 
sumptive evidence that its possessor is more fit for 
a share in government than· a propertyless ·man may 
be supposed to be. In several countries, in addition to 
the property qualification, au educational qualification 
was at one time required, and in most of them it was 
no more than a bare literacy.. ·Any qualification 
applied to large numbers must necessa~·ily be ve1•y low f 
and it was thought that those who did not possess even 
the elements of an education wet•e obviously ·unworthy 
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to exercise the responsible function £rst of choosing 
the members of a legislature and then of holding them 
to account on matters of policy. But this test has 

. now been generally discarded, for it is recognised that, 
whatever be the merit of a high educational require· 
ment, it has to be ruled out in any system of a demo· 
cratic suffrage, and mere literacy does not necessarily 
connote any greater intelligence, political or any other, 
th..'l.n the mother-wit with which an illiterate farmer or 
peasant on an average manages his affairs. \V e are in 
agreement with this view and do not insist upon 
literacy as a condition of voting on top of other 
conditions like the ownership of property or the pay· 
ment of contributions for the maintenance of the State. 

_ 22. Though we thus reject literacy or any other 
educational test as an additional requjrement, we are . 
firmly persuaded that it is necessary in Indian condi
tions to provide some lcind of education test as an 
alternative qualification and as an independent means 
of acquiring the right to vote. In the Hindu 
community junior members of joint families and an 
overwhelming proportion of women in all families 
would on account of the law relating to property 
be excluded from the franciiise if the latter were 
based solely upon a property test, and for this reason 
an educational qualification must be laid down as 
another avenue through which large classes of persons 
can have their names registered on the electoral roll. 
Another reason which makes it imperative to allow a 
separate educational test is that it affords the one 
possible means, so long as universal suffrage is not 
introduced, by which masses of people in the lower 
strata, who on account of their poverty cannot fulfil 
a property qualification and would thus be shut out 
from the vote, can be enfranchised. And the great 
merit o£ an education test is that, provided the State· 
pursues a vigorous policy o£ educational expansion by 
providing the necessary facilities on an ever-increasing 
scale. it automatically brings larger and larger numbers 
on to the voters' list. \Ve have therefore made 
provision for property tests and separate education tests. 
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23. There is little scope in the State for basing the Mohatarfa. 

franchise on the payment of taxes, but what scope 
there is must be fully utilised. The mohatarfa levied 
upon all persons engaged in any kind of business at the 
rate of Rs. 2 on every Rs. 100 earned as profit in the 
business in the course of the year yielded a little over 
Rs. 1,000 last ye..1.r. 0£ this about one· half is collected in 
Bhor town, and in the year 1939 when the general elec· 
tions of the Bhoi' Municipality took place 84: persons 
were enrolled on the municipal register in virtue of a 
payment on their part of Re. 1 or more in the way of 
the mohatarfa. We propose to maintain this franchise 
qualification in Bhor town for election to the Legisla· 
tive Council, and we must in equity recommend its 
extension to all other places. A contribution of Re. 1 
in this way appears too lenient a condition when 
compared with the contribution to 1ttnd revenue which 
we recommend in the next Chapter as a condition to 
secW'ing the right of suffrage. But the persons who 
are assessed to this tax form a distinct c1ttss in the 
population which it would be advisable to enfranchise. 
in a somewhat liberal measure. We found ourselves 
unable to accept the suggestion made to us that the 
trading community be formed into a special electorate 
or combined with the special electorate for inam· 
.dars and watandars, and we were the more disposed on . 
that account to include them in the voters' register on 
conditions which are easier than those which are made 
applicable to landowners. Such inclusion, we are 
convinced, will bring in· an intelligent section of the 
people worthy of encouragement and will add an ele-
ment of diversity to the list of voters which it is dcsh·-
able to secure. 
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24. Another tax that is capable of being used as a 
franchise qualification is the 'fee levied upon buffalo
keeping and sheep-keeping dhangars. This tax is not 

. collected by the State direct from those w bo are liable 
to pay it. The right to collect the tax at certain rates 
is sold by auction to contractors, who pay the amount 
for which their bidding was accepted and coilect the tax: 
from the dhangars. The sums which were paid last 
year into the State treasury on account of the tax on 
buffalo-keeping and sheep-keeping dhangars were about 
Rs. 1,500 and Rs. 900 respectively. The dhangars 
form. a part of the population which it is essential on 
the grounds of social justice to bring on to the electoral 
roll in as large numbers as possible, and for this reason 
we think it highly desirable to find a place for them h\ 
the electorate on conditions which will not be too hard. 
Of the two classes of dhangars mentioned above those 
who keep flocks of sheep are nomadic people who 
usually have no permanent abode in the State. For 
the purpose of taxation they are divided into two 
classes, those whose stay in the State is limited to 
a week or less and who are charged at the rate of 
Re. 1-9-0 per hundred sheep which they keep and 
those whose stay is longer and rna y extend to six 
months and more and who are charged at the rate of 
Rs. 3-8-0 per hundred sheep. 'With the former we 
are obviously not concerned, but even the latter are 
not a settled community. It is not, we are told, as if 
they live all the year round in the State, moving about 
from place to place within the State limits, where 
their business may take them ; but most of them come 

· from outside and pass through the State, though their. 
sojourn in the State is often of a fairly long duration. 
There were about 125 dhangars last year who paid 
each of them Rs. 3 and over. But, on the information 
received, we are afraid, we must deny the franchise to 
even the more sta.ble of the sheep-keeping dhangars . 
.Moreover, we must take aecount of the serious and 
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almost insuperable difficulty the candidates will 
. experience in approaching them, even if the right to 

vote were conferred upon them. For these reasons we 
are compelled to withhold the suffrage from all sheep· 
keeping dbangars. 

25. But the buffalo-keeping dhangars are o£ an 
entirely different kind. They are definitely a perma· 
nent element in the population and economic.'l.lly they 
are better off than the· other class. Their accession to 
the electorate is desirable in every way· and should be 
facilitated by all means in our· power. The buffalo· 
keeping dhangars are required to pay each Rs. 1-12-0 
in cash for every buffalo they keep, except that gavdas 
amongst them whose status corresponds to that of 
patils are wholly exempt from the tax and margales 
whose status corresponds to that of chaudhans are 
exempt from the tax leviable on half the number of 
buffaloes kept by them. Our recommendation, there· 
fore, is that all gavdas and margales and all buff..'llo: 
keeping dhangars who have paid a tax on at least one 
buffalo in the past year be given the right of voting. 
As it is the custom amongst the dhangars for each 
youth to set up for himself as soon as he b~comes old 
enough to can·y on his profession, our recommendation 
will bring in almost the whole o£ the adult male popu• 
lation of buffalo-keeping dhangars. This is a result 
which we very cordially welcome. But the total 
numbers affected are not large. The permanent resi· 
dents among the buffalo·keeping dhangars are returned 
at about 300, and those who paid Rs. 3 or over in the 
way of the tax or dhangar mahallast year numbered 
only 187. For the number of payers o£ this tax one has 
to depend at present on the figures that farmers of the 
tax supply. The information obtained in this way is not 
~t the moment very reliable. But it is possible, even 
within the structure of the existing arrangements for 
auctioning, to insist upon accurate statistics being 
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furnished by the contractors, and it is Sllggested that 
the authorities will pay heed to this. 

26. There is a third form of tax with a fairly large 
· yield, viz. Rs. 6,000 a ye..'lr, which, could the amount 

of its levy from individuals be ascertained, would have 
been very valuable. This is a royalty on hirda. But 
it is paid not by those who collect the fruit, but by 
contractors and other vendors who buy the fruit from 
those who collect it and export it for ·sale, paying a 
duty at a certain rate. How much is collected from 
each individual cannot be discovered and the tax can· 
not therefore be made the basis of the franchise. 
The fee on minor forest produce from which was 
derived a revenue of about Rs. 1, 7 50 last year is 
realised in exceedingly small amounts, and this must 
also be left out of account for the purposes of the 
franchise, 

CHAPTER IV. 

PROPERTY QUALIFICATIO~S. 

27. La1id.- In regard to the qu..<tlification based 
on the assessment of agricultural land, it will apply, 
as in British India, to holders of Government land 
bearing assessment and also, to holders of alienated 
lands which are rent·free or on which a quit·rent is 
levied. It will also apply to assignees of land revenue 
who have been granted the right to enjoy the revenue 
assessed on a particular area of land or who receive 
the revenue direct n:om the revenue payers. Similarly, 
iu khoti villages khots, who have no proprietary rights 
in but are revenue farmers of the villages which they 
manage, will be entitled to the franchise. The provi· 
sions in this behalf will be drafted on the lines of 
similar provisions in the Bombay Province. No record· 
of-rights being introduced in Bhor State, the register 
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maintained by Government of landholders who are 
legally responsible for· the payment of Government 
dues cannot be said in every case to reflect the actual 
state of landholding in the State. A man in whose 
us.me any particular field stands in the Government 
records may possibly have been dead long ago, and 
his successors may in reality be jointly holding it 
without their names being entered as khatedars. Or 
the khatedar may have transferred his field to others 
and yet no change may have been effected in the 
records to show the transfer. Such things are not only 
possible but common as there is no obligation on indivi • 
duals con·esponding to that in section 135 C of the 
Bombay Land Revenue Code to report their acquisition 
of rights in land. We understand, however, that 
though no changes in landholding are recognised by 
Government unless it is formally apprised of them, 
the village account boo~ show who have in fact paid 
the assessment aQd who are in reality sole or fractional 
owners of any piece of land and what their holdings 
are. In making out a list of the landholders who are 
entitled to the franchise, care will have to be taken to 
include in the list not those who are entered as kha.te· 
dars in the Government records but those who are 
in actual possession of the whole or part of the fields. 
The possessory occupants and not · the registered occu· 
pants of land are the persons who should find entry in 
the electoral roll. Instructions to this effect were given 
by Government while collecting statistics of l~nd· 
holding for the use of the Committee. The public 
should by a notification be called upon to establish . 
their claims to the vote on account of this qualifica· 
tion, but subject to this the entries in the village 
accounts should be regarded as conclusive evidence 
as to the possession or non-possession in any particular 
case of the qualification. 

28. The ·Committee has come to the conclusion 
that the normal standard of assessment which should 
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entitle a landholder to the right to vote .should be 
fixed at Rs. 8, but in view of the great divergence in 
the pitch of assessment on account of the poor quality 

. of soil and other local conditions the standard must be 
reduced to Rs. 6 and Rs. 4 in certain wide tracts. 
The variations are noted below : 

(a) Vichitragad taluka : 
(1) Bhor municipal limits-Rs. 8. 
{2) Shirwal tract-Rs. 8. 
(3) Utravli and Ambavde tracts--Rs. G. 
( 4) Hirdoshi tract-Hs. 4. 

(b) Rajgad taluka : 
(1) To the east of the Shivaganga-Rs. 6. 
(2) To the west of the Shivaganga-Rs. 4. 

(c) Prachandgad taluka : 
Whole of it-Rs. 4. 

(d) Pawanmawal taluka : 
Whole of it-Rs. 4. 

(e) Sudhagad taluka : 
Whole of it-Rs. 8. 

According to this recommendation in regard to the 
application of varying standards of assessment, out 
of the total population of 1,36,446 in the State 
( exclusive of Bhor town in which there is a negligible 
quantity of agricultural land) 37,736 people or 
28 per cent. will , come under the operation of the 
eight-rupee standard, 2 2, 2 31 or 16 per cent. under 
the operation· of the six·rupee standard, and 7 6,4 7 9 
or 56 per cent. under the operation of the four·rnpee 
standard. 

29. We propose to confer the voting privilege as 
well on tenants as on landholders. All the witnesses 
were in favour of their inclusion in the voters' list, 
and, in accord with them, we ·would include all 
kinds of tenants, from the permanent to the yearly. 
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Some·of the witness~s pressed strongly their view ott 
the Committee that, the relative economic position of a 
landowner paying a certain amount of_ assessment and 
a tenant cultivating land on which that much assess• 
meut is due being vastly different, a higher rental 
qualification should be fixed for the latter than the 
corresponding assessment qualification for the former; 
but this view did not find much support among the 
witnesses in general, and we ourselves see no reason so 
to discriminate to the disadvantage of the tenant. A 
large number of witnesses suggested n definite figure of 
rental which in their opinion would on an average be 
paid for land which bore the assessment required for 
qualifying. a landowner. But there seems to be no 
'particular merit in specifying the amount of rent. 
Even if produce rents could be commuted into cash, 
_the method would be inapplicable to cases in which 
a system of crop-sharing prevails. . The easiest method 
of. assessing a tenant's qualification would be that 
which is followed in British India, viz. to lay down 

·that a tenant who is on land bearing the amount of 
assessment which qualifies the landowner to be a voter 
should hip1self become a voter. But it has been 
pointed out to us that, on account of many tenants 
cultivating small portions of survey numbers, it will not 
be possible to . ascertain the amount of assessment 
_which the plots let to them bear~ In such cases a 
different method of assessing a tenant~s qualification 
has to be followed. It can only be a rough and ready 
method. We recommend, therefore, that the multi~ 
·pie pf ,assessment represented by rent be . rega~ded as 
three, and.that. if the rent is payable in kind instead of 
in cash ten maunds be regarded as the proper rent fot• 
land bearing Rs. 8 assessment. In the case of khots~ 
tenan.ts, one paying ;Rs. 12 ~r tm ~am_1ds to 
his · landlm·d should be treated as a tenant culti· 
vating Ian<) with an a~sessment of Rs. 8. This. method 
should; however, be followed only where the mode· in 
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common use cannot be applied, viz., that of basincr a 
' . h 0 tenant s ng t to the franchise ·on the quantity of rent .. 

ed land bearing the requisite amount of assessment. 

- 30. Following the provisions in this respect in 
British India, it may be laid down as follows : 

A person shall be qualified to be included in 
the electoral roll of a constituency if he-

(1) holds, or occupies as a tenant,- alienated 
or unalienated land, being land included 
in that constituency assessed at, or of the 
assessable value of, not less than Rs. 8

1 
Rs. 6, or Rs. 4 land revenue, according to 
the standard fixed for different tracts ; or 

{2) is the alienee of the right of the Govern
ment to the payment of rent or land 
revenue amounting to not less than Rs. 8 
in respect of alienated land in that consti
tuency; or 

(3) is a khat or sharer in a khoti village in that 
constituency and is responsible for the 
payment of not less than Rs. 8 land 
revenue. 

31. House Property.- The difficulties which 
attend on an attempt to make the voting qualification 
dependent on the ownership or on the occupation or 
tenancy of a house or building are obvious in those 
places where no tax or rate based on the annual rental of 
houses or buildings is levied. A number of bogus claims 
are likely to be advanced if liability for the payment of a 
tax or rate does not attach to such claims, and for this 
reason in British India and most of the States this kind 
of qualification is allowed as a general rule ·only in 
towns where the annual rental of premises can be 
accurately determined with reference to the tax which 
goes with it. Only in exception..r.tl cases is a deviation 
from this general practice permitted; and the South· 
borough Committee, on whose recommendations quali· 
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fications for a direct franchise were first introduced in 
British India, was at pains to show why in. any parti· 
cular town the c.tpital value of the premises 14'\d to be 
made the basis of the qualification although the annual 
rental was not there subject to a tax. Knowipg that 
much scope is left for misrepresentation on the part of 
the claimants and for miscalculation on the part of 
those who are appointed to examine the claims in places 
where no house tax is levied, we hesitate. to recommend 
the annual rental or value as a generotl basis of qualifi· 
cation. In Bhor State a house tax is imposed only in 
Bhor nnd Shirwal by the loC:ll bodies for local purposes. 
The annual payment of a house tax of Re. 1 qualifies a 
resident of Bhot• for the municipal franchise ; so also 
the payment by a tenant of the annual rent of Rs. 24. 
We propose the same qualifications for the legislative 
franchise in Bhor. In Shirwal the house tax is levied 
on the basis of the value of a house. In no other place 
i~ a tax levied on house property. \Ve l'ecommen.d that 
in Shirwal, Nasrapur, Yelhe, Kolvan, Pirangut, Pali, 
Jambhulpada, Nadsur and Atone the legislative fran· 
chise be conferred on owners of houses worth Rs. 500 and 
over and on tenants paying annually no les$ th..ttn Rs. 12 
as rent. In the Velwand valley the owneu and occu· 
pants of houses of Hs. 200 and over should enjoy the 
franchise. Outside of these places we do not recommend 
the franchise being conferred on this basis. It would 
be no great hardship either. In villages the system of 
renting houses is not prevalent. Every peasant probably 
has his own house, however modest in dimensions and 
structure it may be. The house qualification will thus 
not add many voters and will certainly not make for a 
diversity of voters. 'Ve would therefore leave it out 
in all places except those enumerated a hove. -

32. Salary.-Income cannot be employed in Bhor 
State as a basis for the franchise save for those who are 
in Government employ. Private firms employing men 
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btl a regular salary are few; and the income o£ men 
engaged by traders, etc., is too uncertain to afford a 
suitable basis for the right of voting. The question 

. was, therefore, considered whether Government· emplo· 
yees enjoying a ·certain amount of salary should be 
given the fr.anchise. It was felt that thus to bring in 
a class o£ persons who would consist exclusively of 
Government servants was somewhat open to objection. 
A witness who would be the last person to be suspected 
of entertaining a prejudice against the Government 
appeared before us and pleaded that though Govern· 
ment servants should not be debarred from voting at 
the elections of the Council, they should not qua Gov· 
ernment servants be permitted to exercise the franchise. 
As a matter of fact neither in British India nor in 
many States do Government servants as such enjoy the 
franchise. But in our CGmmittee it was insisted that 
all persons in the employ of Government who draw a 

-Salary of not Jess than Rs. 20 a month and all Govern~ 
ment pensioners whose pension is Rs. 7 and over a 
month should be given the right to vote. The former 
class numbers about 125. The Committee agreed to 
recommend the enfl·auchisement of both clas~:es, in 
view particularly of the fact that most o£ the Govern· 
ment servants in receipt of a monthly salary of -Rs. 20 
and over would anyway come on to the electoral 
1·oll in virtue of one qualification or another. 

CHAPTER V. 

EDUCATION QUALIFICATION. 

33. In an earlier part of the Report (vide para. 22) 
we have stated that while we would not impose a supple· 
mentary education test on those who are otherwise 
qualified to vote we consider it necessary to make 
education i~ itself the basis. of ~he franchise) apart 
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ft•om any .other qualifications, and the qu.estion is. what 
such an alternative educational qualifioo.tion should be. 
The suggestions we have received from witnesses in this 
connection_range from a bare literacy to the passing of 
the yernacular final or the matriculation examination, 
though not a small n~ber have counselled us to take 
a middle course and fix the passing of the verna· 
cular fourth standard examination or the . possession 
of education of an equivalent standard as a suitable 
qualification.. we follow this counsel. Completion of 
the high school or even the vernacular school course 
would be. too stiff a standard to prescribe in this State. 
The number of students who passed the matriculation 
examination and the vernacular final examination 
from schools in the State last year was 27 each or 54 
in all. This would be a meagre annual addition to the 
educated electorate. On the other hand mere literacy 
would be too low a standard. It is notorious that all 
over India an awful amount of wastage · takes place in 
primary schools, there being a · small percentage of 
pupils who complete the lower primary stage.. Those 
who leave school_at an earlier stage often lapse into 
illiteracy if they have acquired literacy before. For 
the attainment of permanent literacy it is thought 
essential that a pupil should have completed the lower 
primary course. As the recent report of Messrs. Abbott 
and Wood says, " Literacy does not consist in l'eading 
and writing but in the use of reading and writing, " 
and what we desire to secure in the voter who finds a 
place on the register in . virtue of the educational 
qualification alone is that he is in sufficient measure 
acquahited with the tools of knowledge and not merely 
that he could boast of having at one time made· such 
acquaintance. ·Our recommendation, therefore, amounts 
to no more than that the educated1 voter should have 
attained to a permanent possession of literacy. It 
would be unwise to go below this minimum standard. 
At present there are 33 schools in the State teaching up 
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to the vernacular fourth standard, and to date 2,185 boys 
and 448 girls, or 2,633 children in all, passed out of 
the State schools after finishing the lower primary 

. course. Last year's output o£ such pupils was a little 
less than 150. · This again is too small a yearly addi· 
tion to the num her of voters. It would not be a net 
addition either, for there will be many duplications of 
those who, on coming of age, will be qualified for the 
franchise on other tests. But. we feel ourselves to be 
in a position of helplessness in the matter of lowering 
the educational qualifimtion. 

34. It should be stated here, however, that, by 
providing for this independent educational qualification, 
we are not thinking merely of future additions to the 
electoral roll; we desire that in the roll that will be 
com piled in. the beginning all such persons will be 
included as will satisfy the test. We are aware of 
the difficulties with which the officials entrusted with 
the con~pilation of the register will be faced, but they 
are not insurmountable. It should be left to those 
who claim to possess this qualification to apply for 
enrolment. Some of these may have received educa· 
tion in English ; they may be passed as satisfying the 
test without any further scrutiny. In the case of a 
great many of. those who have not received such educa· 
tion it may be difficult to obtain records from school 
authorities. But some officials may be specially 
appointed for the purpose of determining whether parti· 
cular applicants are or not, in a general way, up 
to the standard connoted by the completion of the 
lower primary course. We admit that there will be a 
certain amount of indefiniteness in the application of 
this test, whatever rules be framed on the subject. But 
we would, even at the risk of an unequal working of 
the rules irt individual cases, aim at an enlargement of 
the electoral roll from the commencement rather than 
look to the future for such enlargement from, if we 
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may say so, men of education~ · In the future a certi· 
ficate of having passed the fourth vernacular standard 
may be rigorously insisted upon in the case of those who 
are now of the primary school age and in the case of those 
who. "rill come after, but what should be required in 
the case of older people is an education which, in · the 
judgment of those appointed for the purpose, is 
roughly of a standard equivalent to the vernacular 
fourth. 

CHAPTER VI. 

LOWER QUALIFICATIONS FOR 
SPECIAL GROUPS. 

35. Women.- We do not propose the imposition 
of a sex disqualification on women. They will thus be 
entitled to exercise the franchise i£ they possess the 
requisite qualifications detailed above. But the 
number of those who will be thus enfranchised will be 
very small. Few women hold property ir:i their own 
right, and even if women are permitted, as we recom· 
mend, to come on to the electoral roll in virtue of theh• 
own property qualification, it is not expected that 
women voters will form more than a twentieth part of 
the total electorate, even if so much. In British India, 
under the Montagu·Chelmsford reforms, women 
laboured in the matter of the franchise under the 
disability o£ a sex bar, which, however, was removable 
at the wish of the Legislative Council, and which in 
fact was later removed in every Province. In the 
Bombay Presidency the female franchise was granted in 
1921; even so in the general elections that took place in 
1923 it was found that, under the qualifications then in 
force which were based purely upon property, there 
was only one woman for every 21 men on the voters' 
list. In the elections that were held three years after 
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the ratio of women to men electors became l to 19. 
The ratio would in all probabi1ity be even more un· 
favourable to women in Bhor State, in so far as the 
property qualifications are concerned. 

~6~ But we have also added educa:tion per se as 
an independent means of enfranchisement. The educ.'l· 
· tional qualification will help somewhat to alter the 
proportion in favour of women. Though absolutely 
the number of men who will be qualified on the basis 
of this test will be very much larger than that of 
women, the relative disproportion between them will 
tend to become less, albeit to an exceedingly small 
extent. Girls' education is making up lee·way in an 
encouraging fashion in recent years. The number of 
girls under inst1;uction has increased within the last five 
years from 500 to about 950. Ther~ are two girls at 
~chool now for every five boys. These figures are given 

. only to show that the educatiol_! test will operate to 
reduce the gulf between men and women voters, to 
a minute degree in the beginning and more and more as 
years go by .. · 

3 7. But we are not · satisfied with· the result. 
Only 45 girls were certified as having completed the 
lower primary cours·e last year. vV e .must have a 
larger addition to the women's electorate every year· 
And though we should not be understood · as saying 
anything now which detracts from our earlier remarks 
on the insufficiency of bare literacy as an. alternative 
qualification, we are compelled to recommend its adop· 
tion in the case of women. The law and custom 
regarding. property-holding. are so disadvantageous to 
them and female education, in spite of its recent 
advance, is yet so very much behind . male education, 
and withal the need for bringing women nearer to a 
position o£ equality with men is so urgent and impera
tive that no alternative is left to us. Even in ·British 
India it has become necessary to go below the standard 
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o£ permanent literacy and introduce bare literacy as an 
independent qualification for women. In Bhor State, 
where things are even more unequal for them, we can· 
not afford to be sticklers for the maintenance of what is 
ordinarily regarded as a minimum educational standard. 
'\V e must in common with Bti.tish India adopt literacy 
in the sense of ability to read and write in any language 
as a sufficient voting qualification for women. Some of 
those who drop off before they complete the lower 
primary course will thus be added to the electoral roll, 
and easy means will be placed within the reach of 
women by which they can increase their electorate from 
year .to year. It is even more necessary in the case of 
those who are to be enfranchised on the basis of literacy 
than in the case of those who are to be enfranchised on 
the basis of a higher educational qualification to make a 
personal application for being placed on the electoral 
register and to establish their claim. The State will 
have to make arrangements for having such claims 
examined and decided. 

38. Another means adopted in British India for 
increasing women voters is to enfranchise women on 
the strength of their husbands' property qualifications. 
We are not disposed to recommend that this means be 
employed in Bhor State. We are fully alive to the 
need for further extending women's strlf1:age; but there 
11ppears to be such complete apathy in regard to all 
matters of public concern among the women as a whole 
and more particularly such want of appreciation of the 
value of the vote by them that we do not at present feel 
justified in conferring the right to vote on women on th~ 
ground of qualifications possessed by their husbttnds. 
We feel a serious apprehension that the right would 
in many cases be either not exercised at all or exercised 
at the dictation of the male persons in the family~ 
In either case it would lead to abuses which, at the 
.first introduction of the direct vote, should be avoided. 
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39. The utmost length to which we can go in 
giving the franchise to women is to lower the qualifica· 
tions which they in their own right should possess, and 
literacy is proposed for them expressly for the purpose 
of reducing the disparity in voting strength between 
men and women. It is unfortunate that the disparity 
will not be sufficiently reduced even when we go to the 
extreme limit in lowering the qualification, but, as 

. observed by the Lothian Committee, "literacy is a quaJi .. 
fication which almost any woman who has the will can 
acquire," and " it is a qualification which will increase 
the number of women voters year by year as opportu .. 
nities for education improve."- ·Moreover, it may be 
presumed that a fair proportion of such women as 
become entitled to the suffrage on the ground of 
literacy, low as the qualification is, will have the desire 
to exercise the suffrage, provided sufficient· polling 
facilities are placed within their reach; but a very much 
larger proportion of those who may be brought on to 
the voters' list on account of their husbands' qualifica· 
tions will leave their pr~vilege unused. For these 
reasons the only concession that we would recommend 
to be given to women for the present is that the 
education test for them be lowered to that of bare 
literacy. It is hoped that active steps will be taken by 
the State to secure the rapid promotion of the educa· 
tion of women. 

40. Backward Classes.- The untouchables or 
scheduled castes and hill and forest tribes like .dban· 
gars, katkaris and thakurs require a lowering of the 
qualifications if they are to be placed on the electoral 
roll-in any appreciable numbers. There was au over· 
whelming preponderance of opinion among the wit .. 
nesses that made representations to us that the property 
qualifications be halved and the test of education as an 
alternative ·qualification be fixed at literacy in their 
case. "\V e endorse this suggestion and recommend that 
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effect should be given to it. Even with such a lowering 
of the qualifications, we are afraid that a very small 
percentage of these sections of the population will be 
enfranchised and that their voting strength will be far 
less than that of the other comparatively more advanc· 
ed classes. Not only will the present register of the 
backward class voters be restricted, but the only 
practicable means to which we Ctln look forward in 
future for its eventual expansion is the improvement 
which literacy among them will undergo. Literacy is 
by no means an onerous test, and it is very much to 
be wished that special efforts will be made by the State 
to promote the growth of edumtion among these classes, 
not only because education is in itself a valuable 
acquirement, but because it is for the bulk of them 
the only means of obtaining a share in government. 
There were about a hundred children belonging to the 
untouchable classes and 25 belonging to the dhangar 
community under primary instruction in the State 
schools last year and there was not a single child be· 
longing to the thakur and katkari classes who was at 
school. The importance of the spread of education 
will thus be readily understood. 

41. · We feel that we must leave the matter at that ; 
but we take comfort in the fact that we are in a 
position to make a recommendation which would bring 
a large number of mahars and ramoshis on to the 
electoral roll. The village services performed by these 
servants are rendered in common by certain families 
who often enjoy watnns for the purpose. As the watans, 
where they exist, are shared by all the members belong· 
ing to these families, so is the liability to render service. 
And, following the provision made in this behalf in 
the Bombay Province, we recommend that whoever 
belonging to the mahar and ramoshi communities is 
held liable by Government for the performance of 
village service should be enrolled in the voters' registet·. 
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We do riot make the enrolment of these classes depen· 
dent on their being watandars for the reason that the 
mahars in Sudhagad taluka, we understand, are liable 

.. to render service although they do not enjoy watans, 
and it is but proper that they should be included among 
the voters with the mahars who, . if they bear liability 
for work, are also guaranteed a reward for it. Since . 
mahars form 86 per cent. of the total untouchable 
population in the State, we are gratified to see that the 
recommendation that we now make will help a very 
considerable proportion of this neglected community. 

42. The Committee's recommendation in regard 
to the age requirement is that the elector should hav.e 
completed 21 years. Its further recommendation is 
that plural voting should be absolutely forbidden and, 
to anticipate a point that will arise later, that no voter 
should be permitted to offer himself as a candidate for 
election in more than one constituency. If a person is 
qualified for the vote in two or more constituencies, he 
may have his, name included in the electoral roll of 
each of them. But ~ven if a name appears on the 
register of two or more constituencies, the person . 
concerned can vote only in one of them. It will be 
for· him to choose in which constituency he will cast 
his vote and to communicate his choice to the otficials 
appointed for the purpose in time. Thereupon his 
name will be retained only in that constituency and 
removed from the rest. But the rule of one man one 
vote will be enforced in every case without exception. 

CHAPTER VII. 

CITIZENSHIP AND RESIDENCE. 

43. A suggestion was made by several witnesses 
that the right to vote and the right . to stand as 
candida.tes for election to the Legislature be restricted 
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to the "citizens " of the State. The Committee, 
after giving the suggestion due thought, has come to 
the conclusion that it is unnecessary to complicate 
what is at bottom a very simple matter by importing 
into it intricate legal problems of nationality and 
citizenship. There is no substantive law of citizenship 
nor of naturalisation enacted in the State. The matter 
is in a somewhat fluid condition; and even if a law is 
passed defining citizenship in a precise way, it would, 
if rigidly followed in franchise matters, deprive not 
a few persons of participation in the rights of· active 
citizenship, whatever be the stake that they may hold 
in the State. A disability such as this will only 
damage the public interest. For in this State many 
men of intelligence and position, belonging origin.'llly 
to the State, find it to their advantage, while retaining 
their interest in the affairs of the State, to settle in 
a neighbouring Brit.ish district. · They would, if 
afforded the necessary facilities, give considerable. help 
in the State's political development, and it would be 
wrong deliberately to raise obstacles in the way of such 
men coming forward to t.tke a share in the government 
in this formative stage in the history of representative 
institutions. . 

44.. Moreover, the view urged upon us ignores the 
relationship that subsists between the different States on 
the one hand and between the States and British India 
on the other. Recognising this inter·statal comity, the 
Sbuthborough Franchise Committee recommended, at 
the time of introducing a system of .direct election in 
British India, that the right of voting and the right 
of candidature be thrown open to the subjects of Indian 
States as well as to those of British India. To this the 
Government of India demurred on theoretical grounds, 
the validity of which had to be admitted ; but practical' 
considerations such as those to which we have adverted 
and which weighed with the Southborough Committee 
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led the Joint Select Committee of Parliament to 
leave the decision in the matter in the hands of the 
Provincial Governments, which lost no time in removing 

. the bar from the subjects of Indian States. And indeed 
both the rulers and subjects of these States were 
permitted, if otherwise qualified, to take part both as 
voters and candidates in the election of the legislative 
bodies in British India. Bhor State may reciprocate 
by raising no objection to British Indians on the 
ground of nationality. Necessary safeguards against 
too wide an extension o£ the right to vote and 
the right to stand as candidates to so-called aliens 
(who in the case of Bhor State will mostly be British 
Indians and ·subjects of other Indian States ) can 
always be provided by imposing suitable conditions of 
residence on voters and candidates. 

45. This brings us to a consideration of the 
question as to the residence requirement that should 
be prescribed in the electoral rules of this _State. On 
that our conclusion is that no actual residence of a 
specified duration need be insisted upon either in the 
case of voters or in the case of candidates. Similarly~ 

it is unnecessary to provide for any residential condi· 
tion in the case of those who are entitled to have 
their names entered on the register of voters in virtue 
of a property qualification. All such should be 
presumed to have a sufficient stake in the State and 
to take a sufficient interest· in the management of its 
affairs to be permitted both to vote and to offer them .. 
selves for election to the Legislative Council. Some 
kind of residential qualification· will obviously be 
required of those who claim to be enrolled as voters' 
on the strength of the education test alone. In their 
case the condition which, in our opinion, should be 
imposed may be expressed in this wise :. 

A person shall not be · qualified to be an 
elector in any constituency in virtue o£ his educa· 
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tional qualification unless he is · resident in that 
constituency. 

Explanation. -A person shall be de.emed to. 
be resident fn a constituency if he-

(1) ordinarily lives therein; or 
(2) has his family dwelling-house therein 

which he occasionally occupies ; or 
(3) maintains therein a dwelling-house ready 

for occupation which he occasionally 
occupies. 

It may be stated here that this kind of residential 
condition is thought· sufficient and is in force in 
several provinces of British India from the time of the 
Montagu-Chelmsford reforms and in some of the 
Indian States. As a safeguard against the possibility 
of any large incursion at the polls of voters who live 
habitually outside the State, we would prohibit voting 
by post and would have the voters cast their votes in. 
person. . If such voters came from. a distance to 
exercise the suffrage personally, it would mean that 
their interest in the State is not transient but enduring. 
Nor do we think it necessary or desirable to impose. 
a more stringent condition upon candidates. The 
possibility of abuse of this condition on any appreciable 
scale can only arise in the case of candidates.. But we 
may safely count upon the voters, · with whom the 
final decision rests, to reject a candidate whose connec .. 
tion with the . State is nominal or anything but 
intimate. 

Restrictions on Candidates.* 

· 46 •. ,Ve may at this point dwell on the question 
. as to,.whether a person. should be aliowed to stand as 

a candidate only in the constituency in which · he is 

• A Minute of Dissent from the recommendation in thia seotion 
ortbe Chapter will be.fouild in.Chapter XV. · · 
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enrolled as a voter or whether he should be allowed 
to do so in any constituency provided. he is enrolled as 
a voter in sorne constituency.· ( By "constituency" 
·here is meant only a general constituency ;· · for, 
as regards the~ special constituency of inamdars 
whose formation we are going to recommend, 
those ·alone can stand as candidates for that 
constituency who are included in its electoral roll. ) 
On this point opinion was divide4 among the 
witnesses, some favouring the first course and some 
the second. There were also some others who favoured 
a course intermediate between the two. They were 
for allowing a person enrolled as a voter in a 
constituency to stand as a candidate for any of the 
constituencies in the taluka in which is situate the 
constituency in the electoral roll whereof his name 
appears as a voter. A majority of the members of 
the Committee take this view and make a recommenda~· 
tion accordingly. These members are not in favour 
of restricting the candidature of persons only to those 
constituencies in which they are enrolled as voters, but 
are in favour of restricting it to the constituencies in the 
taluka which includes the constituency in which they 
are enrolled. As a number of witnesses pressed strongly 
the view that no restriction of any kind be imposed 
upon the right of voters to stand as candidates for 
any of the constituencies in the State, the reason.g 
which led the Committ~e by a majority to reject thi_s· 
view are set forth below at some length. 

4 7. Those who would allow unrestricted freedom 
to candidates to stand for. any ~onstituency based their 
supporting arguments upon two, among other, ·main 
conditions of the people observable in the State. . They 
ll,rgued that a big majority of the State population, 
excepting 'that in the capital to,vn and some other· 
big villages, being uneducated to a great extent, 
economically backward and quite unfamiliar with the 
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syst~zn:."of .. voting and election, m,en of intelleGt~l :and 
positiol'!tU .c:ap~~ity 4s. well as. those having. ~he . will: 
and leisure. requis.ite for filling seats of ~leClted _members 
and doing. work in the. Legislative Council may b~ 
found to be either wanthig or insufficient, at 'least' 
in ·some of the talukas. Whereas, as the maxlm goes. 
that ''fust stroke is half the battle," what is necessary-:-:-'· 
more especially, when representative institutions ~re: 
to launch upon their first career of work in the State
i~ that the.allotted small ntunb~r of elective· seats in 
the Council, if it (number) is to be turned to good and· 
effective ·account, ~hould be occupied by the right type: 
of men available in the State, that is, . by men who 
enjoy the· confidence arid popularity of the . general' 
public in the whole of the State. To achieve this 
obj~ct provision should be made in the constitution· 
rul¢s of the · Coundl · to remov.e . all obstacles in the· 
path of such men and to fa'cilitate their entry. into tile· 
field of candidature for Council election. · ~ · · · 

. 48. The above purpose in view would be, they Arguments 
say, best served if it is ruled ·that a voter in one o1· . forrestriction~ 
more constituencies can -offer ·himself · for election in 
any constituency in the ·State though his -name is 
non-existent in the voters' lists of the 'latter consti~ 
tuency. The two-fold object~of : course,' not an 
'unpraisewortby one-underlying this proposed arrange~ 
mentis, firstly, that the voters should have before them 
the best men in the State as candidates from . a~n:ongst 
W,hqm to elect and, secondly, that as a result of 
the above, the· election affair should be . an easy 
{ ca.ndidates being well-known persons) one for the 
~lectors. But this suggestion, amounting in effect 
t9 n:othing else bu_t ~n indirect . extension of the 
~lectorate, the merits. an~ demerits of the l'l.tter,. as 
noted elsewhere, hold good in tli~ case o£ this suggestion 
also. As; . on practical . ground~f we . recommend the 
si'tnple method of single-member; constituency fo~ 
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election as the best for the . State; we obviously feel 
reluctant to endorse this suggestion for acceptance. 

. 49. Our main reason for disfavouring this sugges· 
tion is that, in a way, it is apprehended, it runs 
counter to the very root-idea of granting representative 
ipstitutions in the State as elsewhere. What iS' prima· 
rily and particularly aimed at in the establishing of 
s~ch institutions and especially in the system of 
election by direct vote is that the general public 
should thereby be familiar with modern ideas and 
methods of government and get an opportunity of 
educating themselves in the same by participating in 
the administration of the State. It is with this very 
end in view that the Committee has, under conditions 
prevailing in the State, thought it fit to eularge, to 
the utmost extent possible, the field of franchise by a 
resort of devices of halving the property qualification 
and the like, where needful. If, therefore, the fran· 
chise is lowered and extended in order that ·a maximum 
possible number of subjects in the talukas of the State 

· should be enabled to take part in and know what 
voting is and how best the right is to be exercised, it 
would not stand to reason to welcome any suggestion, 
howsoever well-intentioned it may be, which would 
tend in the end to limit the scope or opportunities of 
candidature of voters in a . taluka, whether it is 
intellectually well-equipped or not for the same. 

50. In the first place the Committee sees no reason 
to agree to the view implied iu the suggestion and is 
not prepared to accept th..'tt people in any of the talukas 
in the State are so backward as to be unable to come 
forward·for seeking election. Comparatively one taluka 
may be a little more advanced than any of the rest. 
The difference, if at all, is, as is everywhere found to 
be~ the case, one of degree and not of quality. But that 
is no sufficient reason to insert a provision, though of a 
permissive · nature, iu the constitution-rules of the 
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O:>uricil, the ~tirrlate result "of which is', it is reasonably 
feared, most probably likely to close the door of Council 
through candidature to voters in the so·c..t.tlled backward 
talukas in favour of tho_se in the so-called advanced 
ones. For, if that were done, the contest for election 
between an educated candidate and a relatively unedu• 
cated one is obviously to be unequal and so, for fear of, 
though not certainly yet probably, being defeated the 
latter will be rather disinclined to enter the contest 
with the result that the backward taluka would, in this 
respect, remain for ever so and unaccustomed to 
Council-work and that Council-membership will be but 
a monopoly and profession of very few of the advanced 
class. Such a state of things, which knocks off the 
very basic idea of representative institutions and where· 
in public interest also is bound in thi long run to 
~ufEer, is neither intended nor desirable. 

51. This disadvantage by itself is quite enough to 
outweigh all advantages proceeding or contemplated 
from the suggestion. Moreover, though education is 
taken-and not unrightly so-as an index: of intellec· 
tual fitness for candidature, the converse o£ it is not an 
unexceptional truth. It cannot be supposed or said 
with certainty that an uneducated (in the usually 
accepted sense of school or coUege education) person 
is always incompetent to understand or do Counci~ 
work; for, it is common knowledge and experience 
that men· engaged in worldly affairs and possessing 
~trong common sense are as wise as educated persons. 
0£ course, chances of mjstakes occurring in the practis· 
.ing stage are to be taken, as this ( election ) is but a 
beginning in the State·; and, as it is well said, . "men 
learn through mistakes," people of backward talukas 
must be given the right and opportunity to commit 
misbikes, learn the right thereby and come up . by 
practice itself to the level of the calibre of their 
advanced brethren to do Council-work. Experience is 
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the best teacher iri the world and, as they say, "the 
wearer knows where the shoe pinches," so a voter; with 
all his drawbacks in other respects, standing as . candi-: 
. date for election from his ~ owri. constituency is in ~ 
better position to know and to express the _ de$ires, 
wants and grievances of his electorate than one of a· 
distant part in the State and offering himself ·as !.\ 

candidate for the former's constituency . 

. 52. Instead, therefore, of leaving it to the will and: 
wisdom of voters to accept or reject· candidature o£ 
one not of their -constituency and immediate or near 
acquaintance in preference to that of one of their own 
taluka, it would be fitting, appropriate· and. beneficial 
in the nature of condit~ons obtaining in th~ State so 
to rule that voters will be encouraged to stand for 
election from their own taluka and be gradually mor~ 
and more fit for Council-work by taking part in it. 
The Committee, for the present at least, therefore, sees 
no reason. to lend its support to· the suggestion 'under 
discussion. It is, however, prepared to go to the lengtli 
of recommending that a voter in a constituency of a 
·taluka or unit of administration can offer himself 
as a candidate for election in any other constituency 
of the same taluka, although he is "not entitled to be 
registered and his name does not appear in the voters' 
list of the latter constituency; for, it is hoped, this. 
will meet half way "ith the aim of the inaker of the 
suggestion, without causing any serious disadvantage or 
.injustice to any one else. · · · -

CHAPTER VIII. 

SINGLE AND PLURAL CONSTITUENCIES. 

· 53. On the question of single-member or plural~ 
member constituencies, opinion in the Stnte, to judge 
from the evidence that was given before us, was 
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sharply divided, though on the whole a majority of 
t?e witnesses appeared to favour the single-member 

. constituency plan. No one of course 'proposed that 
all the twelve elective seats in the Legislative Council 
should be filled by the electors at lal"ge from the whole 
State on a single ballot, each elector ·having twelve 
votes. The grave objections to which such a system 
would lay itself open were patent to every one. The 
ignorance of the ordinary voter concerning candidates 
from ·distant parts, which would reduce the election 
to a farce, carries its own condemnation, even 
apart from the practical difficulties and inconveni .. 
ences that would be experienced in operating this kind 
of system. All witnesses · were agreed that the State 
must be divided for the purposes of election into 
different units, and the only point of difference among 
them · was· whether the electoral units should either 
wholly or. approximately correspond to the admini~ 
strative divisions ·of the State, the electors in ~ach 
unit casting a vote for the number of representatives 
allotted to it, or whether these units should be further 
split so that there will be as many units. as there· will 
be representatives to be chosen, a single member being 
chosen from each • 

. 54. The advocates of multi-member electoral 
divisions based their preference for this system. mainly 
upon the belief that its adoption would insure or at 
any rate facilitate the representation of minorities, 
'!fhether of class, interest or opinion. . It may be admit• 
ted at once that the single-member system cannot 
satisfy, and does not profess to satisfy, the demands 
that may· be made uport it for minority representation. 
All that the system can claim is that, by the Iaws of 
probability, it will give to all important minorities 
a hearing in the legislature and protect them from the 
tyranny of majority rule. If, however~ ;,t is desired 
that representation should be assured to minorities 
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against all ha.zards, the single-member system cannot 
be introduced. Minority representation of necessity 
involves the formation of plural-member constituen .. 
. Cies. But we hav;e not observed the emergence yet in 
the State of any minority group to which the formation 
of two·member, three-member or even four-member 
constituencies will afford any material assistance in 
obtaining representation in the Legislative Council. 
When such large minorities appear on the horizon, 
time will be ripe for considering the introduction of 
any of the various systems calculated to secure due 
representation for minorities· such as the Cumulative 
Vote, which bas attained ·much popularity in the 
surrounding districts of British India, or the Limited 
Vote which has now a dwindling number of advocates, 
or Proportional Representation which is making rapid 
headway in man.y countries-systems all of which 
require multi-member constituencies for their ope1;a • 
tion. · 

55. But all these systems have one common feature, 
viz. complexity, and with an electorate such as what 
we shall have in Bhor State simplicity is the g1;eatest 
desideratum. I£ minority representation is not such 
an urgent object to strive for, a single-member system 
is easily the _best . in the circumstances. It is the 
simplest of all possible systems. It is also the · most 
eCOJ?.Omical. While the advantages of comparative 

_ inexpensiveness are not to ~e . undervalued, those of 
, ~implicity cannot be overrated, particularly in the case 

of voters largely uneducated and almos~ tot..'llly un• 
familiar. with th~ use of the vote. · 

Advantages. . 56. Moreover, another great advantage· incidental 
to the single-member method is that it helps to establish 
a dose relationship between the representative and ·hi~ 
constituents. The smaller the electoral district, the 
better known is the candidate likely to be to the voters· 
and ·the· more intimately acquainted· with the local 
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needs and trends of public opinion. It is true that the 
method suffers somewhat from the defects of its 
merits, inasmuch as the very close concern which a 
member returned by a small electoral district takes in 
its welfare is apt to make him regard himself ::fs a 
representative of local interests in a way which is not 
true of one who is chosen by a large district. A broad 
outlook is thus in danger of giving way to a narrow 
outlook. While we do not deny the possibility of such 
an undesirable state of things arising, multi-member 
constituencies do not always choose candidates who 
are. free from a parochial spirit. Another objection 
urged against the single-member system, viz., that 
it leads to the election of men of an inferior calibre 
by narrowing the range of choice of the voters, we 
have sought to meet somewhat by permitting a. person 
qualified to stand as a candidate to offer himself for 
election in any of the constituencies in the taluka m 
one of which he is enrolled as a voter. 

57. The most serious ohjection to the system, Disadvan· 
however, consists in the fact that, when it is, joined, as is tages. 
our recommendation, to the relative majority method, 
under which to secure election it is not necessary for a 
candidate to obtain more than half the valid votes 
cast but only more votes than any other candidate, 
it sometimes has the result of a minority of voters 
returning a majority of representatives. Such a 
phenomenon is not rare, and devices like the Second 
Ballot or the Alternative Vote are used to remedy this. 
defect. These devices are again of a complex nature, 
and we do not propose their adoption. The rough 
and ready expedient wh{ch has served British India so 
well need not in this 'State at. the commencement of 
representative institutions be improved upon. The 
judgment of a Royal Commission on the working of 
the single·member system in Great Britain is: ''None 
has been devised more simple to the elector; more 
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rapid in operation, more straightforward in result 
-advantages, in an instrument fo~· use by a large 
electorate of varying intelligence, which it is difficult 
to over-estimate." To the electorate in Bhor State, 
it need hardly be said, the advantages will be of far 
greater value. "'VV e have no hesitation, therefore, in 
recommending that constituencies be so framed that 
one representative will be chosen from each of them. 

58. \Vitnesses from Sudhagad taluka urged with 
one voice that even if single-member constituencies 
were formed for the remaining talukas their own taluka 
should be allowed to elect from one constituency to the 
two or three seats that might be allocated to it. We 
realise that Sudhagad taluka is somewhat better situated 
in this respect than the rest; but it only means that 
the disadvantages attaching to a plural·member consti· 
tuency will be less felt there than elsewhere, without, 
however,. any special advantages flowing from it. 
-Accordingly we see no reason to make an exception in 
the case of Sudhagad taluka. 

CHAPTER IX. 

URBAN CONSTITUENCY. 

59. The distribution of the twelve elective seats 
should, in the Committee's opinion, be made as 
follows : one seat for the urban constituency of Bhor; 
one seat for the special constituency of inamdars ; and 
two seats each for the five talukas. The reasons which 
decided the Committee to allot a seat to Bhor and 
another to inamdars are given in detail below (vide 
paragraphs 61 and 66 to 69 ). In dividing the other 
ten seats equally among the five talukas the Committee 
is conscious that strict justice cannot be done as 
between one taluka and another. For this purpose 
jt would have become necessary to take away a portion 
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from one taluk:a and add it to another for electoral 
purposes. But we thought it best to follow the . 

. administrative divisions in the case of all general 
territorial seats. The resulting inequality is not very 
serious, except for Vichitragad taluka. To this latter 
we have adverted below in para. 63. 
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60. We may at this point refer to the claim for Sudhagad's 
• claim for an a third seat put forward by most of the Witnesses additional 

from Sudhagad taluka. The claim was made in the seat. 
belief that no seat would be given to any special class 
or interest and that in the allocation of general seats 
"V"ichitragad taluka would rightfully have three seats 
assigned to it. The witnesses thus saw one loose seat, 
which they naturally wished to appropriate to their 
taluka. Valious reasons were given as to why this 
seat should go to Sudhagad taluka. We have 
carefully examined all these reasons, only to find that 
they are not sufficiently strong. But we. need not 
detail them here, nor express our view of each of them, 
since the basis on which the claim was advanced has 
been radically altered by the Committee in the arrange· 
ment of seats. 

61. The question of forming urban constituencies 
is a very simple one in Bhor State. Everywhere the 
distinction between a town and a large village is 
somewhat arbitrary ; but in Bhor State, which consists 
pr~·eminently of small villages and hamlets (the 
number of villages with a population of over 1,000 is 
12 and that of villages with a population between 500 
and 1,000 is 59), the distinction is particuL.'trly 
tenuous. · The only place which has any pretensions. 
to be regarded as a town is Bhor, and though the claim 
of even its population to possess the characteristics of 
a distinctly urban community may be open to dispute, 
we would urge that this claim be recognised. It forms 
the metropolfs of the State and as such attracts to it 
members of the learned professions and contains within 
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features of a town, as distinguished from a village in 
which is to be found a predominance of primary 
occupations. It contains a population of over 5,000 
and is also endowed with a municipal corporation, the 
two criteria that are usually applied in order to distin· 
guish between town and country._ The Bhor Munici· 
pality has two-thirds elected members with an elected 
President. A concentration of educational institutions 
in Bhor also points to a higher intellectual status and 
a wider outlook of its population. The town has a 
high school with 250 pupils, of whom nearly 60 are 
girls. Of the total school-going population in the State 
over one-fourth receives education in the schools of 
Bhor and of the girls under instruction nearly 
one-third. ·The percentage of literacy in Bhor town is 
calculated at a little under 60. The introduction of 
representative institutions on an elective basis in the 
town may also be presumed to be evidence of the 
possession by its population of greater capabilities of 
political development. 

62. The question on its merits thus :;resolved itself 
in our minds, but we noticed that the suggestion to 
form Bhor into a separate constituency aroused not 
a small amount of opposition from; a number of 
witnesses, mainly from fear that ir'this were done 
Vichitragad taluka would be enabled to lay claim to 
four seats in all. As a matter of fact only three 
seats have been allotted to the taluka, and consequently 
the objection to Bhor as an urban constituency will 
very likely disappear. But we must state here that, 
even if we were persuaded to take the view that Bhor 
has not the characteristics of a town and should not 
enjoy a separate constituency, there was no alternative 
open to us but to form it into a separate constituency. 
I£ Bhor formed part of a general rural constituency, 
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the franchise qualifications for it would have to be the 
same as for such a constituency. For instance, the 
education test as an alternative . qualification would 
have to be the vernacular fourth ·standard. There 
would be no reason then for maintaining,_ as we haye 
done, the matriculation or school final or vernacular 
:final examination as the educational standard. But if 
the educational qualification were only the vernacular 
fourth, then the legislative qualification would be 
_lower than the municipal qualification, which would be 
an anoD,laly. If such an anomaly was to be avoided, 
we foun~ that we could do so only by constituting 
Bhor into a separate constituency. 

63. But this in its turn has led to other disadvan· 
tages. The fusion of Bh9r with a number of villages 
and the framing of a constituency for all of them 
would have been unfair to the villages, the voters 
in which would have been swamped. by the voters 
in Bhor. But such injustice to these villages has been 
remedied only at the cost of a different kind o£ injustice 
to the villages of Vichitragad taluka as a whole. For 
a population o£ 37,000 in that taluka has now been 
left with two seats like every other taluka, whose 
average population is less than 25,000. This 
glaring injustice we have been unable to rectify, 
and it is but due to the taluka that we should at least 
unreservedly confess our inability in the matter. 
(Messrs. Potnis and Deo, as will be found fl'Om their 
Minutes of Dissent, are opposed to the grant of a 
separate constituencj to Bhor town. ) 

64. vVe have, in prescribing franchise qualifications 
for the urban constituency of Bhor, followed in general 
the municipal qualifications. The number of municipd 
·voters at the last general municipal election was nearly 
20 per cent., and we did not feel that there was any. 
justific..'ltion to raise the qualifiGations so as to decrease 
the number of voters for the Legislative Council 
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election. · Nor did we feel at liberty to lower the 
q~alifications, thus making the municipal qualifications 
htgher than the legislative qualifications except where 
this became absolutely necessary. The' only changes 
that we recommend should be effected in the qualifi
cations f01• the municipal franchise are as follows : 

(1) the standard of salary of persons in 
Government and municipal employ be 
raised fr?m Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 ; 

(2) that of pension of Government pensioners 
be reduced from Rs. 7-8 to Rs. 7 ; 

(3) that o£ assessment be reduced from Rs. 15 
to Rs. 8 and o£ rent (where the assessment 
due on rented land cannot be de~ermined) 
be reduced to R.s. 24; 

(4) that of assessment and rent and other pro· 
perty tests for untouchables and ramoshis 
and for dhangars, katkaris and thakurs be 
hal£ of what is prescribed for other castes ; 

(5) the education test as a separate qualifica· 
tion be literacy for women and for the 
castes mentioned in ( 4) abov e. 

CHAPTER X:. 

INAMDARS' CONSTITUENCY*. 

65. Now we come to the subject of special electo· 
rates. Special representation through an electorate of 
their own was claimed for tlie inamdars and the 
harijans in the State by some of the representatives 
who gave oral evidence before the Committee as well 
as by some among those who sent in replies to the 
questionnaire issued by the Committee. The mass of 

• A Minu.te of Dissent is nttached to this section of the Report 
in Chapter XVI. 
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evidence on the point was discussed by the members of 
the Committee ·among themselves from the points of 
view of both principle and local needs and conditions. 
vVe take their cases for consideration in order as below. 

66. Opinion of the public in general, as ascertained 
from the above two sources of written and oral evidence, 
was against the granting of special electorate to 
inamdars, etc., while those among the witnesses who 
could be regarded as voicing the sentiments and 
aspirations of this privileged class were strong and 
emphatic in their advocacy of the formation of a special 
constituency for them. The long and short of the 
public view· point seemed to bet firstly, that the 
constitutional and financial interests of inamdars, 
hakdars, etc., are safeguarded by their sanads and also 
by the treaties of the State with the British Gbvernment. 
Similarly, the State budget comes for discussion before 
the Council after their share of the State revenues is set 
apart ; and, secondly, that, forming nearly, as they 
say, a third of the State population, owning likewise a 
third of the State land and being thus men of influence, 
they themselves are more likely to be returned by 
general constituencies ; and, thirdly, that special 
·electorate begets narrow·mindedness, sectarian spirit 
and a permanent dislike for and inability to dip into 
general election campaign, and is thus more of a 
hindrance than help to the development of a healthy 
and corporate political life. 

67. The sympathisers of the special electorate 
system, on the other hand, argued that, though the 
general interests and grieYances of · the inamdars, etc., 
can be presumed to be adequately looked after by all 
the members of the Council, still· the present trend of 
public li£~ and opinion leaves little room for supposing 
that this privileged class will sequre due representation 
through general election, unless spec~al provision is 
made to obtain that end. Besides, they are persons 
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who have played a large and successful part in the 
history of the State and even long long before that, 

. and as such possess in the State a vast amount of 
vested interest of a special nature and of diverse kinds 
arising out of their double relationship-that is, with 
the State and with the public as well. This particular 
and important stake deserves special recognition. 

68. We. have given our deep thought to this 
question and have come to regard that this is a point 

. in the determination of which local conditions and 
desires of those concerned ought to predominate and 
carry the day. It cannot also be denied that inamdars, 
etc., are, as a class, men of considerable social status 
and also, as enjoying hereditary higher rights, have a 

. deep-rooted, substantial, unmistakable and peculiar 
stake in the State; and that legislative and administra· 
tive activities of the Council are bound to -systematise 
relations between the various classes of the community 
and, as such, the fear is that it is likely to touch and 
directly or indirectly affect the interests of the inam· 
dars, etc., at many points. Moreover, an average 
member of the Council is not expected to understand 
the complicated nature of their rights and liabilities. 
The need is, therefore the more apparent and urgent 
that there should be some one in the Council of their 
own choice to watch matters of particular concern 
to them, to lay before the Council their view-point or 
expert know ledge of the ct=tse and thereby try to 
influence the opinion of the members one way or the 
other. Our considered opinion has been that their 
demand for special electorate is not, under present 
conditions, unreasonable or unjustifiable. Hence, we 
have made our recommendation accordingly. 

69. Of course, it is not to be supposed that we 
are unmindful of the many benefits of joint electorate 
system and of the consequential necessity for the 
inamdars to be gradllally prepared to move with the 
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democratic spirit of the times in their own interest. 
Stil1, we cannot ignore local conditions and require· 
ments, nor can we sacrifice them in striving for 
attaining a dead and nominal uniformity, at' least in 
the formative and initial stage of our Council; for, 
account must be taken -of the facts that we are experi· · 
menting with the first step of the ladder of elective 
system and dealing with local conditions which are 
similar to those that were obtainable in the adjoining 
British districts in the pre·:Morley·Minto reforms times. 
:Moreovt;!r, it cannot be lost sight of in this connection 
that the inamdars have been given a separate repre• 
sentation from the very inception of representative insti· 
tutions uptil now in the constitutions existing in 
British India or in any other Indian State. Hence, it is 
believed, this aspect of the problem that has influenced 
us in making the aboye recommendation will remove 
all misunderstanding, if any, about it. Although ·we 
have thus satisfied the present and passing need and 
expectation of this class, it is· hoped that the prospective 
Council will set up a tradition of non·s'ectarian work, 
which will belie the apprehension ·entertained by · the 
inamdars, etc., and convince them of the safety of 
their case in public hands and that this will only be a 
temporary measure, which can be dispensed with at a 
later stage of constitutional progress of the Council. 

70. The Committee's specific recommendation in 
this matter is that all inamdars, hakdars, etc., whose 
aggregate annual income from inams of an· kinds in 
the whole State is not less than Rs. 25 should ·be in~ 
eluded in a special inamdars' electorate, and that this 
electorate should be given the right to return . one 
representative to the Legislative Council. The general 
scheme in respect to this electorate is that those whose 
names are entered in the special constituency o~ inam· 
dars will be eligible to vote or to stand as candidates 
for election in that :constituency alone. They will, 
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however, be given the option to waive their right in 
this constituency and exercise instead the right, if it 
belongs to them, to vote or to stand as candidates for 

· election in any other constituency, provided they make 
known in time to the proper authorities their intention 
so to exercise the option ; but in no case would an 
inamdar be permitted to vote or to offer himself for 
election both in the inamdars' constituency and in a 
territorial constituency. In order that the option given 
to the inamdars may be effective, it will be necessary 
while compiling electoral rolls for territorial consti · 
tuencies to prepare lists of all inamdars, mentioning 
against their names their inam income, however little 
or much it may be, in any particular territorial 
constituency. If it is Rs. 25 or over, their names will 
be included in the electoral rolls of both the special 
inamdars' constituency and the territorial constituency. 
1£ it is between Rs. 8 and Rs. 25 their names will be 
included in the electoral roll of the territorial consti· 
tuency and also entered in a record for the purpose 
of finding out if this income, added to the inam income 
in the other territorial constituencies, totals Rs. 25 and 
above, thus entitling them to be included as voters in 
the special constituency. If it is below Rs. 8, their 
names cannot be included in the electoral roll of the 
territorial constituency, but will be included in that 
of the special constituency, . provided this income 
when added to the inam income in the other 
territorial constituencies amounts to or exceeds 
Rs. 25. Those inamdars who :find entry into the 
electoral rolls of both the special constituency and any 
of the territorial constituencies will have their names 
retained in the former and scored off the latter unless 
they have previously intimated according to rules to be 
made on the subject t_hat they prefer to have their
names included in a territorial constituency, in which 
case their names will be retained in the electoral roll of 
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the territorial constituency and taken out from that 
of the special constituency. · 

1 

71. The idea underlying the option given to those 
who will be included in the special . constituency of 
inamdars to vote in or stand for election in a t~rritorial 
c<;>nstituency is that of giving an opportunity to both, 
the inamdars and the rest of the community, to , 
endeavour to bridge the gulf that seems to separate 
them and to develop bonds of common interest and 
wide outlook, form habits of co-operation in the 
intervening period and thus prepare them for joint 
electorate system, which is generally the aim and .object 
of democratic institutions. The Committee hopes that 
this earnest wish of theirs be fulfilled by experience of 
Council work. 

Claim of the Untouchables.* 

72. Another class whose desire for a separate 
constituency was regJ.rded by some of the witnesses 
as necessary and legitimate is that of the so·called un~ 
touchables or the harijans among the Hindu commu• 
nity. Their grievances, social, economic and religious, 
were stressed upon as entitling them to have a special 
electorate and seats proportionate to, if not more than, 
their population ratio. The harijans number in · the 
neighbourhood of a tenth of the total of State popula• 
tion. So, if population figures were th!:! only consi· 
deration before us as the test entitling a body of.people 
to claim and to grant due representation in the Council, 
we could have very gladly met the desire of the 
harijans in this respect. But, for granting a special 
electorate, presence of two things at least is essential. 
The people ought to be sufficiently advanced in the 
scale of political consciousness and they must have 

• A Minute of Dissent is attached to this section of the Report 
in Chapter XVII. · 
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some special interest to guard as against that of the 
rest of the classes in the community. Now, it is an 
admitted fact, so far as circumstances in this State are 
. concerned, that the harijan people are wanting· in these 
important requisites. Socially, intellectually and 
economically they, as a class, are too backward to make 
a discriminate and responsible use of the right of vote. 
Their stake in the State also is neither so separately 
pronounced nor so material. In these respects their 
case presents vast difference as compared with that of 
the inamdars and hakdars. -

73. In disfavouring the suggestion of a special 
electorate for the harijans it is not in any way to be 
supposed that the Committee approached the question 
from their own pre-conceived notions in the matter or 
that they were not sympathetic with their grievances 
and disabilities. The Committee is quite alive to 
these and bas taken an unbiassed view of the problem 
and has definitely come to the conclusion that special 
electorate is not only no remedy, but on the contrary 
is' worse than that in achieving its purposes of ·re· 
dressing their grievances. In principle itself, special 
electorate is not a general rule. It is only an exception; 
for like the lion's den, there are many ways to it but, 
practically speaking, no way out of it. Hence, it ought 
to be shunned altogether. At , least no resort to it 
should be made where it is not so necessary and is 
likely to be more harmful than beneficial. The Hindu 

. m~nd bas of late come to realise the unbearable position 
and pitiable condition of harijans and has determined · 
to remove their grievances. 0£ course, the process is 
bound to be slow; but, the ball is set in motion in 
right earnest and there is no reason· to fear or 
despair of the ultimate result. Special electorate under 
these circumstances is likely to perpetuate their present 
isolation. and breed ill·will or, in the least, apathy 
towards their cause in the mind. of t~e touchables 
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among the Hindus. The prospect of their obtaining 
an honourable position among the classes that consti
tute the Hindu society are brighter UI1der joint 
electorate system ; for, good results from. good-will 
and co·operation of all. Hence, we are constrained; 
in the ultimate interest of the harijans themselves, to 
deny to lend our support to this artificial and baneful 
harder o£ special electorate. 

7 4. At the same time the Committee hopes that 
the future Council will be watchful of the interests 
o£ the ·harijans, if any, and transact its business 
with a view to surely and ·earnestly, though 
gradually, minimise their all possible grievances and 
promote their assimilation into the Hindu society of 
which they form an essential fraction. To facilitate 
the realisation of the above object the Committee has 
been liberal in lowering by a half the scale of property 
qualifi~tions of franchise to enable them to take a 
growing interest in public affairs and properly appre· 
ciate the value of vote by being familiarized with 
Council work relating ·to the day-to-day administra· 
tion of the State. 

75. We are asked under our terms of reference to 
recommend the formation of constituencies for the 
holding of elections.· The special inamdars' consti· 
tuency will extend over the whole of the State and the 
urban constituency of Bhor will extend to the 
municipal limits of Bhor town. We have recommended 
that ten other constituencies be framed, two for each 
taluka. The actual delimitation may well be left· to 
the official agency. We believe that the variation that 
we have recommended in the qualifying amount· of 
land revenue according to the economic conditiqn . of 
the different tracts will result in the number of voters 
in each tract being roughly i~ proportion to th~ 
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popu1ation of that tract. It would therefore be 
enough in our opinion, in formillg the constituencies, 
to bear chiefly in mind the population o£ the villages 
'to be grouped in a constituency and the means of 
inter-communication between them. 

CHAPTER XI. 

QUALIFICATIONS OF CANDIDATES. 

76. Several witnesses suggested that highe.r 
property qualifications be fixed for a candidate for · 
election to the Legislative Council than for a voter. 
Associating the ownership of property with the 
possession of certain qualities in the individual which 
indicate legislative fitness, they seemed to think that 
even if the franchise was low and the electors included 
a ·nup1ber of persons with little property and thus 
presumably with little knowledge of things in general, 
the resulting harm would be very much mitigated if the 
voters were asked to elect from amongst people every 
one of whom would be a man of substance and thus 
of some amount of discernment. If the scope of 
the electors' choice was thus narrowed, it would not 
much matter ( such was the mode of reasoning ) 
upon whom ultimately the choice fell. The actual 
qualifications thus proposed differed very considerably; 
some of them were so high as to make the Legislature 
an oligarchic body and some, though higher than the 
qualifications for a voter, were still so low as to . make 
their imposition almost useless for the end in view, 
but high enough to become an unnecessary irritant. 
Neither kind of qualifications can be recommended. 

77. Experience has shown that in countries 
where higher property qualifications are prescribed 
for members than for voters serious practical difficul· 
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ties have often to be faced. Such qualifications usually 
take the form of. receipt of a . clear annual income or 
possession of real property above a certain amount, 
and· close scrutiny of these qualifications is required 
before any candidates are permitted to contest the 
elections. But even this sct·utiny cannot be final. 
Recently in one British Colony five out of eight 
members returned to the Legislature have had their 
election declared void by the law courts for failure to 
possess the requisite qualifications. The waste of public 
time and money involved in ~he process is criminal and 
must be avoided. The kind of special qualifications 
for candidates that were pressed on us by witnesses 
were of this nature and appeared to us to be somewhat 
indefinite or at any rate such as would render it 
difficult to decide whether in particular case$ the con• 
ditions were satisfied or not; and for the reason stated 
above as well as for the reason that such qualifications 
would limit the choice for voters without sufficient 
cause we are against the imposition of any separate 
property qualifications on candidates for election to 
the Council. 

78. The Committee was placed in a similar 
dilemma in considering educational qualifications for 
candidates. Education, it is true, is a better index to 
those qualities which are essential in a wise and capable 
legislator than the possession of property. But apart 
from the fact that a formal education cannot be 
regarded as wholly reliable evidence of legislative 
competence, the education test must be so high even if 
it is to insure a minimum degree of fitness in one 

. who may be chosen to fill a seat in a legislature 
as to be beyond the present equipment of a consb 
derable proportion of the people in the State. On 
the other hand, if it be made low enough to throw 
the Council's doors wide open, it would defeat 
the object for which an education test is at all to 
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be prescribed. The Committee was conscious of the 
difficulty facing it on both sides, and some of the 
members were consequently of the opinion that no · 
.educational quali$.cations be required of candidates 
a.nd that the choice of representatives be left without 
r:eserve to the electors. But the Committee as a body 
came to the conclusion that upon the whole it would , 
be well to lay down that no voter should be permitted 
to offer himself as a candidate for election to the 
Council unless he had passed the vernacular fourth 
standard or was certified as having attained education 
of a corresponding value. 

79. Even so the Committee recognised that excep· 
tions would have to be allowed. \Vhile therefore 
recommending that this educational qualification be 
fixed; it wishes the Government to take power to itself 
to remove the disqualification that may attach to certain 
people who would offer themselves as candidates on 
account of their being unable to fulfil the education 
test. This power should be exercised by the Govern· 
ment in all appropriate cases, and would·be candidates 
should also be permitted to pray for the exercise of the 
power in their favour. In any case if a person has 
,Qbtained from a competent authority a certificate 
which shows that he possesses the educational qualifi· 
cation required of a candidate, it should not be open to 
anyone to question or for a civil court to set aside 
that person's ·candidature on the ground o£ education. 
The finding of the authority appointed for the purpose 
of looking into the educational qualifications of candi
dates should be final. 

80. At this point we would recommend the 
insertion of a provision requiring a candidate for 
election to the Council on his acceptance of nomination 
to make a deposit of cash or its equivalent to the value 
of Rs .. 50, which ·would be forfeited in the event of his 
not seeming one·eighth of the total number of votes 
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polled at the election in which he stood as a candidate. 
Such a provision is highly desirable for the purpose of 
discouraging speculative or vexatious candidatures. 
While there should be freedom for all to offer them· 
selves for election, it is necessary to weed out mere 
freak candidates. A multiplication of candidatures, 
some of which are frivolous, only helps to confuse the 
mind of the elector, and in a syst~m of single-member 
election by relative majority the larger the number of 
candidates the greater is the danger of the return of 
the least popular candidate. Therefore a rule such as 
we recommend would be salutary inasmuch as it 
would insure the genuineness of candidates without 
restricting in any way which would be unfair the range 
of choice offered to the electors. 

81. We may perhaps add a remark here about the 
desirability of a provision requiring a candidate· to 
make a statutory return o£ his election expenses within 
two months after the polls. It would of course be laid 
down . which kind of expenses can be legitimately 
incurred and which cannot. For the present nothing 
more than a declaration by the candidate of the amount 
actually spent by him is contemplated, and it will be 
for consideration on a future occasion, after sufficient 
experience is gained, whether the election expenses 
could not and should not be limited to a certain 
maximum amount. If this be found practicable, it 
would place candidates of unequal economic standing 
on a more equal footing. But at present we do not 
advise any such action being taken. 

82. The Committee considered what the minimum 
age limit should be for the members of the Council. In 
Great Britain and generally in the British Dominions 
nothing more than the attainment of the majority or 
21 years is required; but in several other countries a 
higher age is prescribed, which is often 25, and a still 
higher age for the second chamber where the legislature 
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is bi·c~meral. In' British :iridia the ·age.·. requh•ement 
is that:tJie~·calididate 'shouid ha~e\.tttaihe'd:'the' age of 
25ri;.Most members of the Committ"e~ ·thought·, no~~ 
ever, that it would be better in Bhor State ·to prescribe 
that the candidate standing for election. should have 
completed thirty years of age,. and this is tbi recom· 
mendation of the Committee. · 

' ~ l -

83. :.The disqualifications attaching to electors ·and 
candidates should, the Committee .~~ks, be fJ."!lmed 
generally on the lines of the Government Q~ Jndia Act,: 
1935. No,person should be regarded as q~J.i:~ed to 
have his name entered on any register of voters if he is 
of unsound mind or is suffering the punishment of 
transportation, penal servitude or imprisonment to 
which he may have been sentenced. Since no person 
will be capable of being elected 'a' member of the Legis· 
lative Council who is not entitled.to vote at such an 
election, these disqualifications will apply 'td 'candidates 
also. Another such disqualification for being a cari.ilidate 
would be that a person is an undischarged insolvent. 
It is universally recognised that the legislative function 
and administrative· office are mutually incompatible, 
and it is everywhere provided that no holder of an 
office of emolument under the Government should 
pe qualified to offer himself for· . election in the 
Legislature. A similar provision should be intro· 
duced in Bhor State. As in British India, a conviction 
involving a sentence of two years or more should 
constitute a bar to election for a period of five . years 
from the date of expiration of the sentence, but 
it should be within the power of Government to 
remove the disqualification in suitable cases. Perhaps 
it may be added that in considering such cases 
Government might pay special attention to whether or 
not the offence of which a particular person is con· 
victed was committed in circumstances' involving 
moral turpitude. Disqualifications resulting from 
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corrupt practices or election offences have also to be 
provided for, as we understand that the law dealing 
with this subject in British India has already been 
applied in Bho.r State. 

84. It is· now universally recognised. t~at elections ~a~~~t~Y 
cannot be free unless effective arrangements are made 
for the voter to express his choice in secret. Until 
fairly recently, however, voting was public in many 
countries; in England till1872 and in France till1914. 
The system of voting in full view of the public appears 
atJfirst sight to have the great advantage of developing 
in the elector a sense of responsibility ; but in fact it 
has only been found to expose him to pressure, which 
often becomes· 1irresistible, to vote for the candidates 
favoured,. It~ the Government;' ·landlords; (employerS! t 1md 
such other powerful clements in- the population. The 
system has therefore now given place almost in every 
country to one of seci·~t· ballot, and in Bhor State .11lso 
we rec~mmend that that system should be introduced. 

· s·s~· 'In regard to the method of recording a vote, Method of 
we' reconlmend the adoption of the'. symbol system. voting. 

The Hammond Committee· describes it as follows in its 
repo~t: "In this· case a' token such as a tree, an um· 
breila. or a bicycle is printed on the left side o£ the 
ballot paper opposite each candidate's name and the 
voter is instructed heforehand by the candidate as. to 
the particular token against which he is to put" ·his 
mark." In.order further to help the elect6r; the polling 
officer should be allowed, as the Qommittee recommends, 
to ''make. a cross on the.ballot paper according to· the 
direct1mi of the . elector, showing the same, if, ,so 
requested by 'the eiector, to any one perso~ whom'' he 
may 'designate.·" It appears to us that: nothhig further 
ca:n 9·e done; fu. the existing state 'of illit'eracy of .the 
electorate,. to' preserve secrecy of the ballot, which is 'an 
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essential condition qf a free and independent suffrage. 
The St~te must of co1,1rse provide the necessary facilities 
~or the exercise of the franchise. The polling day 
should be declared a holiday and a sufficient number of 
polling stations should be provided, the elector thus 
not having to travel too long a distance to reach the 
place where he is to cast his vote. 

CHAPTER XII. 

NOMINATED MEMBERS. 

86. On a strict interpretation o£ our terms' o£ 
reference, it would perhaps not be within our compe· 
tence to express. an opinion as to the manner in which 
nominated unofficial members should be selected. But 
what we have stated in previous parts o£ the Report 
will make it abundantly clear that some large and 
important elements in the population will fail to secure 
representation at elections for some time to come, and 
that these deficiencies will detract very considerably 
from the representative character and thus the useful
ness o£ the Legislative Council. Such deficiencies can 
be made good in existing conditions only by nomina .. 
tion, and we cannot therefore refrain from recording 
our conclusion, even if in doing so we may Qe thought 
to travel beyond our legitimate sphere, that nomination 
should be resorted to as a matter of convention in 
order to supply whatever ·gross deficiencies may be 
found to result from the process of election. We. 
assume here that a portion of the appointive seats will 
be assigned to unofficial persons, that is to say, to 
persons who are not in receipt of any emolument from 
the Government. We do not feel called upon to 
make any suggestions about the selection of official 
memberg, and even in regard to what we propose 
below about the choice of unofficial members our 
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· proposals should not be understood as limiting the 
prerogative of the Ruler to select such·members accord· 
. ing to his judgment. Subject to the maintenance 
of this prerogative intact, we recommend that full 
and due consideration be given, while exercising the 
prerog~tive, to the importance and desirability of 
including in the Legislative Council · representatives 
of certain interests or elements of particular import
ance in the community which ought to find representa· 
tion but which, we are convinced, will not secure it 
by eleetion. 

87. Since the untouchables or the scheduled castes 
form one·tenth of the population, one seat out of the 
twelve to be filled by election was considered by some 
of us as their due, and these members of the Committee 
were accordingly willing to earmark one seat for these 
classes, to be filled by election on the ·common roll. 
But the Committee as a whole has not provided for 
such reservation. We would, therefore, recommend the 
nomination of one member belonging to these classes. 
Backward classes like the dhangars, thakurs and kat· 
karis are not as numerous and as politically conscious 
as the untouchables; but they form a category of the 
population whose problems, being distinct in several 
respects from those of the .. other classes, are in danger 
of being neglected, unless they have a representative in 
the Council. These classes will have absolutely no 
chance at the polls ; theh· representation can therefore 
be secured only by nomination. We think it would be 
possible to find a spokesman for them belonging to their 
own class. The appoint:rpent of such a represen· 
tative would not only enable their needs and gdevances 
to be voiced, but would enhance their social status and 
bring to the other classes a realisation of their impor
tance. J n addition to the nomination of one represen· 
tative of the untouchables and one of the backward 
classes, we would recommend the nomination of another 
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member, who may not necessarily be drawn £rom either 
of these elasses, but who, from the concern he may have 
shown· for their. welfare,· can be relied upon to inter· 
· pret their wishes and do everything in his power to 
protect their interests. In the Afrfcan countries it is 
usual to nominate Christi.<ttr< missionaries to represent· 
natives, ;arid some of them are· known to have cham
piorled the'native cause with the utmost vigour and 
with far greater knowledge and effectiveness than any 
native in the present state of their education could do. 
Bhor State has men who can play a similar: role in 
relation to the untouchables and hill tribes, and we can 
think of no better method of insuring justice for these 
classes in existing circu.'Ihstances than to. include one 
such amoi1gtne nominated members of the Council. 
It would·also be well ·e6 nominate a woman 'to look 
after the women's intei~ests generally. :. · .. · 

88. ·. :'j/e do not by this. enumeration exhaust·-.the 
numb~r· . of unofficial nominated member.s -of . the 
Coq.ncii:' It wm:ilcfbe desirable to have recourse to 
nomination when it is' felt that' any particular 1nt~rest 
o£ ~u.fficient importance has failed · to receive· 'its due 
sh~l~e of representation in the election,'but we have no 
de~~re to trench: to any greate~~-. extent than is ab~ol~tely 
necessary on a field which has not been expressly en· 
trusted to. us for inquiry. We may state, however, 
that the yei·y purpose o£ importing a nominated un· . 
official element into the Legislature everywhere is to 
·provide for the representation o£ classes and 1I1terests 
insufficiently represented by. the process of. direct 
election and to make available the service of individ-uals 
'v~ot. though well q~alifie~' · t~ rend~r it, would not 
seek oi~ would not find entrance into the Legislature by 
the ave.nue ~£the constit~encies. I£ it be thought that 
a~ equate provisio~ f<;>r · all such e~eme~ts . cannot be 
mad~ without unduly curtailing the, number of I?-Omi· 
pated ~fficials, the practice rpay be introduced, as ·is 
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done in some countries, of. ·allowing officials who are 
not members o£ the Council to attend Council meetings 
on. ·occasions for''the purpose of giving information. 
They ·c·annot of course be given the right to vote·;i·but 
as the Government ·cail. hi nci · caie have an official 
majority- this should· be a matter of· 1ittle moment. 
What is far greater importance is that the Council in 
its unofficial personnel should-be truly representative, 
voicing the sentiments of all sections of the population. 
The unofficials selected for nomination should be · men 
of i~~ep~ndence, ,an~ ~t should be m~~~ kno~n to them 
befoi·e they are ~ppomted that they would be :free to 
vote as they might choose and that they would retain 
their seats until the next dissolution of the Council 
after their appointment, being of course eligible for 
re-appointment in a new Council. 

89. In framing the recommendations detailed in 
this Report we have endeavoured to·· the best of our 

. ability to make the reformed Legislative Council 
as good an agency for the formulation and expression 
of the will of the people as appeared to us possible in 
the circumstances. Our aim has been to afford an 
equal opportunity to all sections of the community to 
inake their own contribution to the shaping of policies, 
to the end that no interest shall unjustly. suffer and 
that the common good of all shall be promoted. We 
are conscious that our aim will only be partially' 
realised; but we may venture to plead that exist· 
ing conditions render a full realisation unattainable. 
Only in the measure in which education advances 
and a keen political consciousness grows among the 
people will it be possible to approximate to the ideal 
condition in which all would equally share in the 
government. We have conceived the task set to us to 
be a more limited one, viz., that of finding all available 
means for giving authentic expression to such public 
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opinion as exists and for bringing it to b~ar on the 
administration; and this task we have done our best 
to discharge satisfactorily. For the rest we can only 
.express the ardent hope that, with the steady growth of 
representative government culminating into full res· 
ponsible government, the electorate will be correspond
ingly widened so that it will come finally to extend 
over the entire citizenship. 

90. One final word we may permit ourselves to 
add. To the people at large we would say that even if 
in our recommendations we hav~ succeeded in makll~ 
the Legislative Council truly representative of the 
popu1ar will this fact in itself will not be a guarantee 
that g~neral welfare shall be secured to the eXtent 
of the powers conceded to the unofficial members. 
They must show, first, that they know what is for 
their own best good; secondly, that they are able 
to select representatives possessed of sound knowledge 
and competent judgment who will exert themselves to 
achieve this good ; and, thirdly, that they are them• 
selves willing to make the necessary sacrifices for 
bringing about the desired result of a promotion of the 
public welfare. Popular government in the sense of a 
government subject to the influence of public opinion 
will succeed only in proportion as this public opinion 
is instructed, alert and honest. To the . Government 
we would say at the same time that the duty rests 
upon it of making constitutional arrangements where· 
by to such authentically expressed public opinion it 
will be compelled to give at first increasing weight and 
eventually a controlling voice. For only by doing so 
will it help public opinion itself to become intelligent, 
responsible and properly disposed. It is to be wished 
that the people will show themselves to be qualified to 
form a just estimate of their own welfare and of the 
public policies by means of which it can be secured 
and that the Government for its part will show itself 
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willing to give full force and approval to such popular 
judgment. Only if mutual help in full measure is 
thus forthcoming between ruler and ruled will the acorn 
of popular government now being planted grow into 
a mighty oak, and it is the Committee's earnest hope 
that a sincere effort will be made by both parties to 
secure and maintain that· spirit o£ co·operation and 
good"Will so essential to the welfare and development 
o£ the State. · . 

91. We take this opportunity of thanking all the 
witnesses who either made written representations to us 
or appeared before us in person. As we have already 
said, their views by which we were largely guided were 
of very great assistance to us. We also desire· to 
record our appreciation of the diligence which our 
Secretary, Mr. V. B. Deshpande, displayed in dis• 
charging his duties. 

•s. G. VAZE • 
.V. B. RANADE. 
N. G. AMBEKAR. 
S. S. KALE. 
V. V. BAVDEKAR. 
R. V. APTE. 

•G. M. PANSE. 
•G. B. SANE. 
*G. B. POTNIS. 
•KRISHNAJI GANESH DEO~ 

A. P. KONDE DESHMUKH. 

(The Report was signed at Bhor on 22nd July 
1940 by all the members except by Mr. Sane who 
signed it at Poona on 31st July 1940. ) 

*Subjeot to the Minute- or Minutes of Dissent signed by the 
member.) 
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~r ~tQ:cr ~~ Rcrii ~re{\ it~ a:rr~, cqrer ~~r=Gm 

• "' "'' ,.... t'\ nn,.... 
~;qreR t!Tij ~iff wz;1:q ~i2o ~r~r. ~lll'f lfr 3Tr:f(?;f ~r tlf~-

llocr(;rq;-r CffoCflo an~. . cfr ~~ lflf m Rcrr~ ~?riff ~~~~~~1if 
.. t\ ., ..... 

~~Cf.T\ cro-«:q-Jcr ~f=qcpG" ~~~~r ~F~r. 
" ,...... ""'""' ,...... \J ,...... ' • ....... 

\iCf T~'fif~~~~ Ta:qiJf Cf.li\llfi:Sr~~ q:I 'f.i if. ~ ~ of. ~ ~ lf 

~ ~ ~ o ~ cr ~ncr~ rt ~ :n ctr. ~ '1 ~l ~ ~ ~ o ~ lfr ~r;; cr;r~ter 
"' ~~ .. an~a. 

~g~ ~q. \ ~. ~r~alffi~ ~f.=tl'frlf ~+m:r~o:Jr ijfll~ q1R ~t~To:JRlfT 
l' ,..... ~ "'"'"' • 'e!e'l! ~~~'l_::r~ crrr~~r, qiTf a:Tfl1~1:fmr\~T.T ({i' rna« m~r;; 

it"'if ~it ~~cr'f:q ~:s~z€r 3TTT6T ~i ~~~~ro:Jhfr~ \tp.nofr J~~r· 
:jf.,T~f ~:tllrRT~ o{fit~~f ~erJT ~Tdff ~rrrr 3~~ am lfrif 
~~01crr a:rT~. (~i~mol':q \1~ ~~~ro:Rf \r~ctr~ errt=ncr~OT ~!ltar 
~llc;Gfrcrr'ic=t 3imtcri.fo ~« ~crr~r?f ~~ff an~ a:rr~ a:rTrcrr U:jf • 
~Rilli~ q;~r a:rr~~;r (lffiff a:rr~cr, c;'ij:q ~~~~ ~~~ ~~r·o-1~ 
~r~ :slffl~~ t~a~ cr~do qr~;; ~~~7.l'r rrir a1:1rmr a{ij

ot~r, qer~:q ~ o\ ~~~rffl" lfJTrOlr ~fin a:r\icrirrr, a:r«r 
ft'qf"J _\ifffif a:r~, ~~~ ~r ~~ erraa a:rr~. 

a:rror rt. ~ ~ tr~~ er ~. ~ ~ t tr~ WtfiH?ffi':qr ~llcrr\ f.fT.Tt\ 
~~. 

~tfif~ij .r. ~. 
' 

~ ~ '"" "' "'... "' · \~. 'Sli(I lfo~rrrcr~lff a:rro-li ~~7.1' ;~;; ~nrq ~~ a:rr~ 

amtrt cfr a:rr~:q ~H~r 3lli~Tff 3lTITfOT ~r.Jq fit ~ rrr~ a:r« 
_;~~ an~. ~r l ~~~~ · mr7.1' rrrfr.. ~~ \if{ 

"'- ~ N 

lfr;:q a:rr~ o{ ~ crr3i<?i ar~r. ~! .,r~r ~r ;~~, 
,...... . '"' . '" " (" ...... iiT!fl:JT lfffll~ ~T ~Tfif, CfiTf Cfi"T~r CiU a:£~ a:TT~· 

qfl[ ~ ~t rrr~r 7 aror ~r~ Rr . a:rcrer:s liT!! a{~ 7 ~r 
!ft~rr t~~« 3qnf ~rrrr' .,r~c;, Cl)T lfo~rd:tfr ~r{r ~rt 
Cf)~or ~ITfT~ rrr@, Cf)T~ ~~~ afr Cf)Tlf Y qrfr<?i-~oo~~rtiirfr 

,....... .... . ,.... ,....... ...., 
~n~r c;~r~ ~Uo~r a:rrriTf lff~~IUt=tr cqr !1r~ ~no~r. \?.:iT'T.f 
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;rlct ~r ~ri.(i'ff '1~ ~Tit aut~tf; ~o 31T~r ~::qr ~ 
~~ ~w:~ ~' ~fte~ .. a(1 ~. anq~ 'iTer ey\'f~ ~Wi' 
'£~~. 3~R f.:l ~ ~ ~f~ifl~ ~~ Cfr~r an~. 3l?.Tf· 

fl:q" 'ff ~~ mqz 9icl'rt?. •nm o~ ~trr~ '1f~ rrasa~. ~=t~r 
~ti ~~ at~ ~m a:rN~« ~~~ ~R.r ~r. 'Tttr"lr 
trr~~ ~Ul'f ~~~r a-~ ~~~ ~r at"t~, ft- a:rr~
'm.fl:q ~~ CS~r~7.ll ~rcr~rd~ i{f~ q(~Cf ~Tij ~ ~c; 
~OI:f mercr 3lij~J~Wq', 3lffit ~! iflfr ~ w-n~. ~r 
lfm-9iTaCR: '=Jcit ~' atq:n 31~ a:rrr6T. ~RS\T :st'lctT 151TJJO 

~~~~· '1tf.t m)', ~croo ~firep- a:rn'Ol ~=t~r ~ fit\C~~~ 
~rotR.f ~ w.f ij=ij'f 3lij~' a:~ij- tllt!lllRTrrT \'f(ft'f(::q (r Jilg ~l! 
o:rrfr. ~cp-tll\ ~ ijq~ qfr, ~=t~~cp- at~CTT CS~f. ({. ~~~ ij~ 
~~ m\ \l~?Wfiff m)'o. ~=~Ill~~~ w.f a-~r\f.:rr ~~, 
~m~, ifltnJT~ !1~, j;6DTr.ra5i~ SJ~, ~~~, 9iP-l~epJ'!_, 
~ q;t~ f(1=1.f f.f ~' ~C{ a:r« ~~~~~ efT epf~ 7 !{~ 
~Itt, o\ ~ am::q ~N ~qf~ CSJ~C! tq~ ~IJIR. ~Ht:ttOf 
~ atr~. ffP-ffi~ mmr~Rot CJrt(r l ~fr~ 'll~t. 
m ~~ atN~T\ ~~ 3ltt6T ~(~. Jtrr ~ =t~~a~ 
~r ~ 'lij~ttr atfifl! ~9i~ Jiffifit~o:r1 llrrr ~ o:r~, 3lW 
q;rlfifCT1t? ~~ ijllf\l~Rr ~im a:rr~ CF:t~ 7 a:~m. ~ffi~ ~~~~ 
3l~CIT ijl{~ ~~ ffU ~::q. ~ lll:t ~;.p m ~TU ll(DTHT 

~~, a:r~CTT atlftfttr ~CTr~ttr ~do \~rffi ~=~~, ffi llror, 
~R?I ij~ iif~ ~ooff, ~q~ ~n\ ij~ ~'1 ct o:r ~DTR 
at?.iff{ a:rmt11, l ~i:q m;:q o:rr~. 

tlrtm(ij if. 0( 0 

a:rn'ffr -=~UJ:o:t::q qcp ~~ 'll o ~~rd~€r ~CRT t o 3Jqqr t '1 
~r;:pf;:rr llT11.fCffi\ c:p(tnlf:qr a:rnGT CSJT~r~?.Jf:j:Jt i~ ~trttr:qr . ... 
ai«r~r 3lftl~r' ~mar~ Cif'~r\ rr~, a:r« mij ~qg Jtff a:rr~. 

~1il(\l rf. ~ ij rf. '"\. 

'~. cru~ ~'~fo ~ma1ot ~ Jraey;r~fo f;t;p~ff=q ij~'.f.u. 
eprGQ'~,5~, ~ tfr'l ~ffo~ m:trr~ !llfrlllffi ifo~flt~ 
q~crl~r m;~ ~ ~r ~:q o:rr~. 
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~r ~r~cftcr ~fi{Glij' fcRr~ ij\11~ :srn6t ~:~C\lg 3Tij llR 
~~?.lrrr~~r lf~o ~a: %~ an~. ~:~~ m'i mrrr:rffl~r q~-c.. ~,,., "' 

(To ~r~r 3lfu. 
~r:;:r ~~r ~P-iewlo ~ ~ ~. _llr~n'fii ij{Ull~ a:rnur ~ ~. 

~ ~ anur \:l'ill\11~ +romt ~r~ q;; o\fil~ 3lWf' amUt ~ew(t 
m;r 'J, ~ ~r ~ ~q~ \:TRT ijUo 3l~ o\:;:r ~~~ ~ 
~. ~ r:mu ~t'T.fr ~~. <rffi ~t'N ~ 3fn(f ~ 

'Z> 

. anl". z:rrij" ~f3a'ff tlff are ~ ~1, q;;fi{it~ ~mr ~r fito-P.i ~ 
~~ ~ff~~ \)ffq~ man\1 3T~. 

\i\stp\1 ~r +rn~'fr:qr ~ ~r ~· llrn.n:;;rr iii! ~' qur . """ ..... ..., ' .. ~ mr:q lf'lTOT 1iR \iliR 3TT~. ~ \:lf\i:ii,~ll-e'~.n 1:.11"<il-r.t J£z:rrur ~qr-
~ ifT~Rif~l~'iiUi ~ W.Utrij{ ~ 3THUT \i\ecp.n~ lf'UOT 
~ ijl1f m J.il lf'ITO'ffn Cf ~'tlf~r~ ~Rl~ 3NCU ~~ 
CilT~T at'« 3lmf, 0\ t:nij ~1 ffU \l~ ,m~ 31\ffi. 

qOT l q;fjff:q ~~ iff~l. a:rncrt ~T tmrr\~~ W~ ~ 
at~ qrrct;~ i'tt?r cr ~~u ~~mrcfui; iii~ mCfiiT lfm· 

01ffi ~~ ~ff iff~n. z:rr~ ~qo: Olfl1Tr:m=il :irmz ~. 
qfa\ct~r . c:mY~.n ~1 ftl~ir. ~UJ.'f ~r Wlffi"\~r z:r~ ~ 

. o:rr~. 
h\\l ;f. '&,. 

~Rr If~ Cf ijfif;fr. ( 3l ) ~ o o m- m ~H~ f1tllff 
~r if3i ~'1i'Rf~~ llletfqe(r R~ \lffi31 ro ~t;:rt;rr ou mtff 

an~. efT fctffo ~o o ~. 3l({T<:~?.Im ~cfr ~of. ( 1if) "~ 
\Cl1:?.Ifo" alii ~ffifc:r ~=Qa; ~. ijif " erm \l~ ~o" 
3l« ~ 'ciT~'f, ~ ~ffff ~ o o ~. I:H:if 3TT~, of ~ o o ~. 
3l\lre{~m qrffl~ ~cf'r. ~-~urn ~ ~qrr~ z:rr m~ ~1 3lt{ffi. qur 

. ~r \:£\~~~ ftf:z:ror \ilrm an~ aniut ~<:~ur \CT{:mroen~ 
!il"T~f.arr l3tiinrr~ \~ ~z:r~~ ~~~fCI_rr crncz~, l 
~ 31lltrlf 31!~. 

~~ij if. \,S), 

, ~. ( 31 ) mnri:~rn1~ olilqrfr ~r 1 ~. z:rr~nlf1.lfw~-if ~~ 
~~ a:rr~. ~ J£z:rTur ~ anOt aruOf ~~~ ~ft. 
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(Iii,)~ ~WP ~'1~td'1t+-~ ~ ~ifr;:rr ~ ~ •. ~~~. 
~r:a;rr ill~1f;i'1t ~ '1T{f 3lftlit ifa-~ ~Hll\ ~-~; 
~-~'!!'1 mm ~ ~1« fit~J'cl 3lr~. 
~ 'cT'1lR' ~ +mno. ~~ m~~f~t 3{(''cl$' cp( 

ijfflffi. tRg ~tal~ Cf cil1f;illta1~ qr.ttt~ ~:q1 ~& frt 
~{ ~ $0 '1T@ff. ~ a,~Tq:q QlCfijl~ Ft;n ~

-Ui11CT\ ~ ~rot mrr tt6ff. ~c:m qrCT«Toor ~CT\ ~ ~ ~lTf 
~r \CT"prtij tRo ~ am!il =qt;~Ti:f;ffift ~ ~ ~ ~ 
QfTCfiij ;~~ ~'1T i1fR:ntiiii' ~« 0\{'1' cr;rnf!~ ((Jt'1f mi~~f 
~r.r.t'(~ qrr~ fft me: 1R itH(!)1. i{{Ofijr:a;rr mmfUl~({1.ff 
~r ~1cr;ti1r ~oct;r Ql\\Cf a:rt~ fffirt'r «'! ~. 'cTfU *RUJF1.Ji'1f 3FR 

:qR ~m i1ua1 qrn ~n~ill ~ ltiiCTT '1f@, ~Tfr ~~r:q 31~. 

~ ~~R~ ~~ ~ t1~ ij{t=lf wn@. ii'il'i' \ft{rrdiir 
~ il~Tt:JT+.~r a:rN~\ ~<.rm qr~~ ~1or. 
roqrrw1 ~. c'! a r~ ~ ~ a:r~. 
~qii\\Pf. r~. ~r~ CJ'-I~Tl'W€fr ~~<.r~ ~«'! ~ a,ijr~r. 
~~ if. ~ \l i{(pf i{fi=?;f 3l1~. 

OOTW rf. ~'1. 

'\\J. ~\ M:s:r cpWf f.lRf;rrrs ~ ifflrn, m\ ~ ~mr, ~ ~r 
'flt'=q iil(f. ~\ ~~'1 fa~ ~ ~, a{«f '{~ i{CJ~T\W.J 
~ m;:q a:rr~. ijfi~T \l at~, Jr(~(f ;:Uii' ~'1' ';lffrrr, 3l« . ... .... 
mt~ij'Cf a{ijOT, ~r ij{t=?:f 3lr~. 

qOT m~ q~ '1PR il~'CJ ijmzr ~, W iliM i{f«J li{( Jf<'l~t(ttq. 
'1'~1. 3TTIOT3l«T ml~~'CJ '!moor CJ)til~?:~T«, ~\O~~lff Jfi1T01hr 

r.~~~ at~ffi at;:qp.{ ~ra 3Tl~. 

3llf0t ~~1 q::w ~ ~ fofT~l{, iJt!T~(, ~q;-~, ~~~~ 
~m ~P.t~~T~ ~~m(r:qr ~mor ~er CJ)\i:'1' ct~fiJT ~ 1 Jf<'li1{l\~q. 
~ ~ ffi i{fijl ffi~ r.Rf'cl ~. 

qCf) fWcf m ~~. qar en a:r~ 3llttft irm1 $t<tl GTRft, ~~q ~ if11<t 
'f~t'ir 3Ttqar \l~ ~tfet{qrt" a:rrtlit ~t\NT{"f i\ ~ ~' GIT01. · 
ct~t~?.tr q;'\ctf ~1 ~a1. 
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lffi:. ~~~Affi ~~~Rft ~cr;~\C~r ~~rcrr ~r an~. ~~ 
~rtfR ~~ fffinerr ffl~~r an~o amot ~rrtar ~=~or~ ari{\ er m~u 
~f~~ ~ ffimo~r ~~~1 ~. ~ ~m;rr · ~1~1l~~ 
~~ ~ rt 3cr~r~, iifcTCZ ii!<:rei5 q~ t:TSi~ ~~i;rr ~~~~ 
GiTtn:iT« ~~:q cH~ ~~~T '1nft. ~T a:~;:~r~rq~y, ~r~
~~:eqr mnoriff t o llo~\\l'Ef ro:mfur Cf;w:f, ~ ~~rifT amut 
~ ~;rrrl:, or~, ~rncpfr ~trrr, a:rm ~ Rij~ iT~~ 'lfl~, affi 
lltij ~q! ffff 3{~. trOT tr;fi:tflar~ wijf;:q ij+rf~~TifT ~q~t, 
~~epr~r a:r~~r::qRt tf.Itf err~~ amfit ~llrfri?lr G:rTtff ~~'Iu~ 
a:rr~~~n q6T~ ~r~, -~r~r wci=;;f;rr a:rr~ep mwtr. am6T 
qer; qg£~ ffc\~~n ~cp \CfU\Cf~T:o:f 'll~T\CTT~1 ~fct~ ~~. ~~T 
tl~;r anqtf ~o:rrii a:rnot ~~r(t~ q'ij ct Cfff'iT~ ffWf{1t VI~ 
11T(!5t:l'm' l=~f!!'l !:f~iF-f ~fii"MurT~, Cf W:~T~~:o:f \91~ VI~ 
~=~ot.rr ~t:T~crr ~epf:a~ ~~ cpt:l'T~crf~ ~Cf ~rfr 
q~rcrir~ Q:cr\Cfr~ am6T erfu~i~r ;ricHer\ r.t~ort~ ~o:J~Rr~r · 
3lrar ll~ tr~. ~r qrqffi m~ru ~« mt:T'i'~ ijf~, fr ~~ 
a:rr7;nqr fot faq;r~~ ilr! wr a:rr&tr an~. ~ a-~ an16T 

"" 
aur~cw Efi~r;r 31m~, a:r~r ~~T ~~r:r~ ~~c;s i5iTITT a:rr~. 

Jr~r~~m oe~e ~rr ~fflif ~iff anr6T Jr~n~ q~ 
~11 ~~rq;r ~, tqtWfT maTct ~rr, m\ ~Ciff~~ an'm ercr 
3ffiT uffi~ a:fl~r ~~ an~. 

. ~cp:ff ~ci mlfur ~ a:rm ~ ~\~f ~rill. ffi m mcfi ~ort~r 
cr;1~~T ~~1 ~ amff ff\ ~q ijf~ a:t'~ff ~UlW or~. 
~;f. ~~ ff ;f. ~\. 
~ 3ff~Tm rr~T ij ~;r ~::q ff\ ffi~Tet~rr f!TO mctr~:e~r 

~~ij qr ~\{r ar~ an~o. qor ~qja"'~ ~~ merirrt=;;f 
11rm fct~r~ 3fT~. l Jt1 ~ij m o:J~ ~~ ~mit. 
-~;f. ,o. 

3"4~\T:ir ~r~~r. q~~ ~o crl, ~ ~fa a:~T~. ffi ''1. 
1:(~ a:rmcfr. iiH~r ~ ofcp a:rr~. 

{tqil\~ ;f. ~ ~. 

. ,~. qefir or~~P.:{ffff~ ll~T« ~~ o~Tff :ail (~TRT ~at 
;rit, ~ a:{c~ff a:r;:~ rn! 3fT~. oqooe{ll#~l ~~ ~'lRl 
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~~ ~ ~;r srnl~~ ~~ ~aJ(~ ~ ~~~ 
~ ~ ~ anur~ ~. , 
~ ~' w.f \l~~Tiff ~ ~ ~~ CfmO'lRT, qtJT 

~m ·a-~ m:~ ~faa: ~~' iif(~ rn~~ ~ff 
croffi ~onu, a:r~r~ 3l~ m~<f£ ~~;:m ~t:r ail ~~· 
~Fft ~~ t=~rtf. ;Q''l!'l ~ ~R~ m~r ffiq Ft<rcr a:rrij'. 
f't1lml ;f. ~~ 
~ C( ~~t ~r:q1 ~(r. wtt~. 

. ~~~ Cil~!Jf a:rrrot U\il~uft ~~ ijijffi ~Wl ~~« l 
~lf 6T~ ~ 'ltr J:qUJ:f . m ~'lilt« atNcp- m rtU qm(r 
f'it~r at~ra q)t{"f a:r~m, at~ mij ifff ~. 
\ilf. ij, t ~ t ijt6 ror:nr'~ ;f. t a:rnUl ~ 'fer~ ~ anlo. 
~ ~cr-:rr ~~ arc.~ a:rrrot !f~rr~ii~ lfm ~cprO 

~Mffi ~Tiff ~11:~ aR :P cfr~1lf ~af:qr ~~ar~ a:r~ o:r iffit, 
~ ffliDff a ~{ w.:t~ \l~q'ff ~' ~r~ ~~t~ l{~ l{f:{:~cp-
3frlll\ mif1o a:rrl. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

SEPARATE CONSTITUENCY FOR BHOR. 

s:.fl~ ~ ~MT filii•H1q~T. 

''· ~ ~r ~fili(~ ~~ ~rt ~~«~ mt m;ff 
~~~ mi.ft t1.U cpfq'f &r~i9ff If~'l1: Cf «Tit{f~~Tctr t!i~ 
(7.JT cpr~ cp-~r?f atrqer R({ri ~rt if:~r a:rr~. rRf! CliT iifliilcffo 
an~ cpt~ ~CR ~ fl:r~ llff a:rr~, cff 31Ji:~1 wr~r~ ~ 
~ 'l'ii1tr ~(f. . . 

~oo. ~~~-7.1~'\t '1 ·m~. ~ efilfr~ij~-q q~ 
~ ~~~ t ~ ~r~ftl~q; ~+m:r~1 frlcri ~crrrt ~ ct 
&lTc€r .\~~ «~ Q- «m@f~q; ~qrcrrR a:rr~o-.. . ~ ~rmt:q1 
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ern:oiT. ~{it 31c~ 31r:r~ iifll 31f~. q~ ~e(\ 31f~<tf ltiti{ 
r:r ~r~r mir~r:rr r:r cpf?I;ft~ 3fR;f9f ~;;r~ ~rr:rr ~rcrwl 
an~=~ 3tTW mf \ilt CRI~(?;f 31T~ff cm~o:r '31~ 31« l{ff 3fT~ 
Cfff, fqf~~ ar~~r {crfr~WJ arrefr ~R ffT~« ~c~ 

"' (' . . ,....., . 
ffT~Ht ~ ~rrrr ~erm~r\rJT «~ T(.'{~r ~O?:IT r:r ijt~'l· 

If~~ ~ ~OfT~\ ~fli~ c:pf ~f~r m<n tRUTT at~ etrf~ 
,.... ~ ',.-.... .. . . . 
Wctr:q \&iOf cp\rJT~Cfr q~ m;r c:~r ~"fr&r~H··~f{T\ ijf.lltf 

q:p ~mr ~ar~q:(ir 31r!=fr 31rq~ 1{(1 ~T:q ft{~ 31r~, cr a:q 
an~ l{ff ~ iiftllT. ~. \T~~~r ~R.r;rll:s a~
Cf~« · ff.ar ~rrr ~~m miif~ anll:crr iffi~ . a{f~. 
fqRJ;m:s ~'liT in ~~{Q~ cr ac~r~ I{T'if~ \1cf err~
~ mor are~~ C<rr ~m fff'f \1fl1lT fitoour ~ q 

"'' ~ ~. t\ "'"''"" ... ~ ~ff[:q 311~. "f..l\fff ftfl di@Cf\QHi ffA \1fl1lT ~fqq;qT 31f~l 

~ ~ll'{ij 3tT~. m:if;; ffi~(if\1 1{(1~~'6fffi ~ ~ ~ 
an~ Cf Ctff ~ 3"~U~f. f;tr:r:g mul:qr 3ti~. ~r:q1l+!l0f 
\1~ fclRt;rlT:s fff~T~ ~ ffi~T~IlfoT llff(:{T~ ~ 
ffTif fflm11 ~ f~ ~ lln~r~\t~t~<t a"4(.'{crr\Rr Rr:r:s ~1 
aRt atfiR tQ'! llff 31r~. · · 

fitffill6 orff;qfff m\ ~ u:sf~ ~~ 31l~. ~ ~\:qr 
~Cf;~{ot~r 31(.'{mij qt:q ~r\ 31r~ cr ~--~ a~Rfr ~[;;. 
~~r 3l~llru ~'J) ij'm\ 31~. m ofWF~~ ~r~~~~ C\To:r 

~ qr:srr:r~~ ~~r~ ll~ ~llr~ al(.'{l1T« t ~ ~\ ~
~~:qr ij~~ mo 3ll~ Ef (;qr mrrr~ l{ff~rd=qf~ \l~ ~ITIRT 
31T~. q~~ liT\ 00~ ~);;ti{Q~~ qrffl~ Simtt qt:q ~\ CWcfr~ 

· ~ q~ ~rm ~., c;qr~r ~T@l ~\t'6f ~r:rr ~ ctnllf· 
c~@ gar~ fci~R ~T 3'fijfff i=~lr o\11TR 'lT~. ~\llf m\ ~ 
~· \r~mrf-Rf ~\ 3H1~T~ Ef a~(?.; iif~M~ ~\ 00~ 
m;;r"4" ~u ~111 anT~ afr ~\ ~\fq.~ ~~!Urcp, SiTUt(i_- . 

fcill4'cw cr ~Vi\t~cn cr 3il~?rcw trrfr~ «~ ~ \1~ ~ r:r· 
((l'~ \T~rw:r ~~('\!11~03 .3f~ff arc;q ~fa ~Cf;Rr fflooOF:ft. 
\1~ 31r)' r:r ~ ~11T~ir a~~ ;:~ an~ ~ ~T~«· i!fTC!ff 

;;r@'. ~a t{e¢1:{\ \l~~Rttr~ ~S{O{ij~ ~ ~w _Efij ~~ 
. t\ .... ~ "' "'""' ""' """' ~ "' • c~:e;qr :a·~JR'ftpG r:r ~\Cf\11~f~~ ~~ q!Jf ij' ~~:u:q 3tft:!· CiQij'T 

ljl\. ~~u~ q~ ~mr ~ ~"-' iff~~;y~f\lf]~.rr03~tff ~.cr 
SA; 
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c~i*t ~ ~ 3lt6 ~ er t$~r GfTfiT OOM ~~~ 
Elliriff lifGQ~tcrUf ~ ma ~rt ift{t. q~ 'CI~Iiillia1~~ :sir 
ij'f~~ ijf~T m ri \!:~ dr~ ~~T 31\laT Cf ~ m;Rl 
~1 atttar are ~ 1:.~0 ~ij ctr, m~~ ~tr ~1ii:4<,.4"1:.1.11 
~mf \l~ o1~4~r-c~ ~Ttp"~((aq"l:.~r ae'Ff fq:qf\ Cfi\ai ~~ 
oo ~rrrr ~ rr~ affl:q m ~o ~. CfiiitiA·:sfr ~~Uq'J 
~r 31~ ffi \f~~R?i ~· ~r~ ~ ~am .. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

RESTRICTIONS ON CANDIDATURE. 

1 02. We feel called upon to express our disappro· 
val of the recommendation contained in para. 46 of the 
Report and of the reasons given therefor in subsequent 
paragraphs in that Chapter. Under this recommendation 
a person enrolled as a voter in a general constituency · 
would be eligible for standing as a candidate~ for that 
constituency or for any other general constituency 
included in ·the taluka wherein is situate the constitu· 
ency in the electoral roll of which his name is entered, 
but for no other general constituency. It is obvious that, 
unless there are any compelling reasons for limiting the 
choice of representatives in this way, there should be 
freedom for candidates to contest elections in any con· 
stituency in which they think they have the best chance. 
Ordinarily, therefore, the rule would be, as indeed it is · 
in British India and in many of the States, as follows : 
"No person shall be eligible for election as a member of 
the Council to represent a general constituency unless 
his name is registered on the electoral roll of that 
constituency or of. any other general constituency of 
the Council." Any deviation from such a rule or any 
restric~ion upon the freedom of candidates requires. 
clear justification in the peculiar circumstances of the 
case. One searches in vain for such justification in the 
Majority Report. · . 

103. The reasons advanced therein are all far 
from convincing, and some of them are ludicrous 
where they are at all intelligible. We may give one or 
two instances of this latter kind of reason. The Majority 
say that the sort of rule that obtains in British India 
and in many States, if enacted in Bhor State, would 
virtually amount to an extension of the franchise. How 
it would have that effect surely passes understanding. 
The matter relates to candidature and not to voting, 
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and consequently the throwing open of· all 'the general 
constituencies to all 'would-be candidates who . are en.; 
rolled as voters in some general constituency within the 
limits of the State would no more 1·esult in an expan .. 
sion of the franchise . than a restriction upon their ' 
choice ·would result in its shrinkage. Any provision in 
this behalf will not affect the eXtent of the suffrage in 
any way, for the simple reason that it has nothin_g to do 
with suffrage. Take the case of England. In the early 
ages. it was necessary in that country that the person 
chosen as a Parliamentary ~epresentative should come 
from· the body of the persons represented. But the 
practice fell into disuse later and was recognised as 
quite unnecessary and also undesirable; consequently, as 
long ago as 177 4, an Act was passed formally remov· 
ing the limitation that then existed, though for a 
long time it had already become inoperative. {}an any 
one suppose that when the former restrictive statutes 

. were repealed the scope of England's franchise was 
indirectly enlarged ? The argument can only be chara· 
cterised as fantastic. 

104. Again, it is said that the single· member 
constituency plan having been adopted, there was no 
alternative but to impose restrictions upon the choice 
of representatives, as if one is a logical corollary of the 
other. If this were true, in England where single· 
member constituencies predominate there· . would 
necessarily be the kind of restriction that the Majority 
of the Committee seek to introduce in Bbor .State, 
whereas in that country the elector in one distriq,t is in 
fact at liberty to stand as a candidate for any other 
district. Besides, if the concept of a single•member 
constituency were in any way connected' with the con· 
cept o£ a free or restricted choice of representatives, . 
how_ is it that the Majority think that the single
member constituency plan would not be imp~ired . by 
the voter in .one constituency being permitted to stand 
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as a candidate for any other constituency in the same 
taluka, but that it would be impaired if he were permit· 
ted to· stand as a ·candidate for a constituency in any 
other t'lluka ? If a smaller extension of the field of 
choice does not affect the single-member constituency 
plan a larger extension should not affect it either. The · 
fact of the matter is that neither the extent o£ the · 
franchise nor any particular arrangement of constitu· · 
encies has anything whatever to do with the scope of 
choice to be. given to the voters to stand as candi
dates, and we . cannot help coming to the conclusion 
that the Majority have advanced these reasons without 
even understanding them. 

105. The Majority have further made themselves 
responsible for the statement that, but . for such a 
restriction upon candidature as. they propose, . " the 
very basic idea of representative institutions " would be 
violated. One:would have thought that what would 

· tend to emasculate representative institutions is not 
freedom, but unnecessary restraints upon freedom; 
apparently, however, the Majority believe that in 
England, British India and most· of the advanced Indian 
States representative institutions· are being worked 
without an understanding of the basic principles of 
such institutions inasmuch as there do not obtain any 
such restrictions there. The :Majority are welco~e to 
hold fast to their political philosophy, which leads them 
to think · that the· more numerous and narrow the 
restrictions to which freedom is subjected, the more 
luxuriant and vigorous will be the growth of demo· 
·cracy ; but few persons will be found outside the 
official hierarchy of Bhor State who are willing to 
subscribe to it. 

~06. Our colleagues also make much play with the 
argument that men from the same taluka will ordi· 
narily ·be better acquainted with local conditions 
~nd local n~eds than outsiders and thus will usually 
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make. better representatives. But they forget that what 
we recommend does not militate against this general 
proposition with which we have no reason to quarrel. 
The voters, under our recommendation, would be free 
to choose local representatives if in their opinion they 
ar.e better. All that we plead for is that they should 
also be free to choose outsiders if they so prefer ; and 
they would prefer outsiders only when they consider 
that ~he general ability of these outsiders would be of 
grep.ter value to the promotion of public welfare than 
the· knowledge of local conditions which local men 
possess. We wish our colleagues had borne in. mind 
the relevance of the argument they now use to the 
special inamdars' constituency which they so strongly 
recommend •. This is to be an all-State constituency, in 
~hich vo~ers from. every taluka will be called upon to 
qqoose a ~epre.sen~ative. fJ:Qm .among the inamdar candi·. 
dates of all the talukas. Let ua suppose that. the :votersr 
ac~ing upon the princjple laid down by the Majority, 
restricted ir.t practi<::e their votesto a candidate belong
ing tO their own taluka. · ·One can . well imagine . how 
haphazard. the ~1 choice would be. The taluka which 
has , the largest Iilitp.ber of . inamdar voters would 
:.tlways',b,e able to command the inamdars' seat. Again~ 
while .in a general constituency no candidate is under 
an pbllgation to canvass the votes of electors in a 
taluka different from. the taluka to which he . belongs, 
in the special constituency.o£ inatndars. every candidate 
is tJD,der sqch an 'obligation as the constituency is spread 
overall-the talukas. The argument of .the Majority, 
fir so far as it is valid, is fatal to their recommendation 
for the £ormation of a special· inamdars' constituency, 
but it.. is not opposed to our recommendation fo~ the 
widest · possible freedom being allowed to voters in 
ge~e_t·ai· constituencles. 

·:·107~: , The real reason for the restriction which the 
Majority seek to impose is the fear that they· entertain 
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lest, without such a restriction, carpet·baggers would 
arise in some advanced areas and monopolise all the 
elective seats in the State. Vve hotly repudiate the 
notion imputed to us that " the people in any of the 
talukas in the State are so backward as to be unable to 
come forward for seeking election. " On the contrary 
we believe that every taluka will have enough local 
candidates ; we further believe that these candidates 
will not necessarily suffer defeat, as seems to be the 
belief of tlie Majority, when engaged in a contest with 

-candidates from either adv!lnced areas or advanced 
classes. We only wish· to secure that the entry of a 
representative ~nto the Council should not be barred if 
be feels that he has a better chance of succesS' from 
another taluka than from his own. If the voters prefer 
him to a local candidate it would be morally wrong 
and politically inexpedient to restrict the range of 
choice to be left to them. 

108. The consensus of opinion in all countries 
which have worked democratic constitutions is that such 
restrictions prove either infructuous or injurious. Thes~ 
restrictions, where they exist, have often taken the 
form of a residence requirement for candidates, Such 
a requirement was partially introduced in British India 
under the Montagu·Chelmsford regime, and the history 
of its introduction may well be given here in brief in 
order to· illustrate how general principles were ignored 
at the time of its adoption· The Southborough 
Franchise Committee who recommended the imposition 
qf a residential qualification is known to have per·· 
formed its task in a somewhat perfunctot·y fashion. It 
made little effort, as the Government of India then 
said, "towards the establishment of principles." In 
dealing with the problems referred to it for considera· 
tion, the Committee" sought to arrive at agreement 
rather than to base their solution upon general reason· 
ing.'' When, therefo1·e, it was faced _with a demand 
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for a. residence condition it took the easy -road of 
applying it in certain provinces ·without considering 
whether, either in theory or in the light of local 
conditions, the course was justified. Notwithstanding 
its frankly empirical approach to the problem, th.e 
Committee felt constrained to admit that the majority 
ol its members were " on principle opposed to such 
a restriction anywhere." No doubt the residence 
requirement was finally adopted for three provinces as 
an experimental measure; but the main reason why 
·even snch a partial scope was, allowed to the condition 
was that a serious doubt was entertained, as the 
Government of India made clear, as to" the effective· 
ness of insistence on. the residential qualification. " 
It therefore comes to this, that no objection was 
raised only because it was believed that the condition 
could not be enforced in practice ! And the condition 
has in fact, as we have said above_, been now removed 
from all the three provinces in which it was intro· 
duced and is no longer in operation in any province. 

109. The general practice in England and the 
continental countries too lends no support to the 
requirement of residence. A writer on constitutions 
fays about England : 

The election of non-residents to represent constituencies 11 an 
occurrence so common in England that it has come to be almost 
as much the rule as the excell,tion, There has been no 
larliament for many years which has not contained a large 
number of members who represented districts in which they 
were not residents, The English practice not only has the 
effect of sedttring the election of representative!~ who are mote 
free from. th6 tyranny of petty local interests and who are 
likely to take broad national views of public questions, but it 
affotdi a D1eana of bringing into and retaining ln public life able 
mtm who othetwtse would be unable to obtain seats lo Parlia• 
ment, There have been times when some of the most distingui• 
ahedleaders in English public life would have been In retirement 
be! a residence requil'ement been enf()roed. Under the English 
practice the continuance in public lire of a great statesman and 
leader is not dependent upoo the favour of a particular oonsti• 
tuency which may refuse to return him for: local or personal 
feABona havlns no relation to hill qualifications • 
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. 110. In the United States there is· no 'legal bar 
against the candidature of non-residents, but custom im· 
poses an effectual bar. The result, however, is deplored 
by all. Lord Bryce has said : 

The mischief is tw~fold, Inferior men are returned, 
because there are many parts of the country which do 
not produce statesmen, where nobody, or at any rate nobody 
desiring to enter Congress, is to be found above a moderate level 
of political capacity; and men of marked ability and zeal· are 
prevented from forcin.g their way in, Such men are produce~ 
chiefly in the great cities of the older states. There~~~ not room 
enough there for all of them, but· no other doors to Congress are 
open. Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore could 
furnish eight times as many good members as there are seats in 
these cities. As such men cannot enter· from their place of 
residence they do not enter at all, and the nation is deprived of 
the benefit of their services. Careers are moreover· interrupted, 
A promising politician may lose his seat in his own district 
through some fluctuation of opinion· or perhaps because be has 
offended the wire·pullers by too much independence, Since he 
cannot find a seat elsewhere he is stranded; his political life is 
closed, while other young men inclined to independence take 
warning from his fate. 

111. We do not share the apprehensions expressed 
in the Majority Report that any particular ~ract in the 
State would feel helpless if outsiders are allowed to 
stand as candidates, or that any particular tract would 
be in a position to capture most of the seats iri the 
more backward areas, thus depriving these areas of all 
local representation. We have already admitted the 
force of the argument that normally a resident would 
be looked upon by the electors as a better and more 
.effective representative because o£ the greater interest 
.he' would take and the more intimate knowledge he 
would possess o£ the needs o£ his constituents th~n a 
non-resident would. But our plea is that, though this 

·consideration would always be in· the minds o£. the 
electors and though between candidates of nearly equal 
qualifications they would ordinarily prefer a candidate 
from their taluka to one from another, they should 
still be placed under no disability to choose a stranger. 
·n they Choose a strang~r in prefer~nce ~o a local ~IP.an, 
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the presumption· may' well be made that, in' their· eyes, 
the former is so much abler and more experienced than 
the latter that this· advantage of his superior ability 
and experience outweighs the obvious advantage of 
having some one to represent them who is thoroughly 
familiar with local· conditions. The interests of the 
State will suffer and the future· of representative 
government ~ill be endangered if the. electors are 
legally compelled to .reject a; man of-even outstanding 
abilities merely because he does not seek the suffrages 
in the taluka to which he belongs. · 

112. we strongly resent the suggestion made in 
the Majority Report that, in the absence of the 
restriction favoured by them, the Council "will be but 
a ~onopoly. and profession of very few of the advanced · 
class." This suggestion, coming as it does mostly 
from t~e official member~ (for the Majority . is com~ 
posed of all the five official members and two un· 
official ), is highly mischievous, since in effect if not in 
intent it will tend to produce a class consciousness and 
class animosity where they do not exist at present. 
Bhor State is singularly fortunate in not having to 
resolve· communal or sectional conflict. It is, therefore, 
most distressing to us that officials of all people should 
create a bogey with the transparent object of securing 
acceptance of their· reactionary recommendation. We 
do not deign to examine this tendencious argument, but 
if any serious refutation of it was required we would 
content ·Ourselves with a quotation from Dr. B. R. 
Ambedkar, who would be the last person in the world 
to tolerate any kind ·of arrangement which would make 
the legislature a special preserve of the uppet• classes of 
society. As a member of the Bombay Council's Com .. 
mitee appointed to co·operate with the Statutory ~m .. 
mission, he says in his report about the residential 
qualification ~hich imposed the sort of restriction 
recommended by our colleagues : 
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· hlibR coNsriturio:N coM:M:rrrE::E .. 
The retention of this qualification is, in my opinion, to some 

extent responsible for the election of inferior men to the 
Councils and for the keeping out of the Councils men of position, 
ability and proved political capacity who are mostly found in 
the larger urban areas and who by the existence of the qualifi· 
cation are prevented from seeking election anywhere else iC for 

· some reason they are unable to secure election from theit own 
residential area. 

Forsooth, the officials in this State are more solicitous 
of the interests of backward tracts 'and backward 
communities than Dr. Ambedkar 1 • 

113. In a comparatively ·little advanced State like 
Bhor it should be the aim of everyone, including 
officials, to utilise, at any rate in the initial stages, all 
available talent wherever found in working the reformed 
constitution, fashioned after the model of popular 
government1 to the best possible advantage of the 
people as a whole. It is a short·range view which with 
the object of giving the fullest chance to local men would 
by positive law exclude outsiders, even though they 
may be by all accounts men of superior merit and 
competence. We would, therefore, strongly urge that 
the restrictive provision recommended in the Majority 
Report be rejected as ·unnecessary, unwise and harmful, 
_and that in its place a provision like the one which 
is now in force in British India and has always been 
in force in several Indian States and which . we have 
quoted in the first paragraph of this Minute of Dissent 
be enacted as not only in consonance with general 
principles but as eminently and urgently appropriate 
to the actual conditions obtaining in the State. 

12th August 1940. 
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CHAPTER XVI. · 

SPECIAL SEAT FOR THE JNAMDARS •. 

114. We consider it our duty to record our empha
tic dissent from the COll.clusions contained in Chapter 
X on this subject. It would be evident to all who 
read this Chapter that the members of the Committee 
who are responsible for it have not reached those conclu .. 
sions ~n a consideration of the general principles which 
govern such matters, but that on the contrary they 
seem bent upon paying no regard to these principles 
and upon making pre-determined recommendations in 
despite thereof. If the members had any disposition 
to consider such principles, the first question which 
they would ask themselves would be : Is there any 
need at all for making special provision for the repre· 
sentation of the inamdar class, whether such ·provision 
should take the form of a reserved seat in joint 
electorates or in a separate class electorate? To be 
able to answer this question in the affirmative, they 
would have to assert either that inamdars, though 
influential, form numerically too small a class, like the 
Europeans in British India, to be able to secure. ade
quate representation ; or that though their numbers 
are large, they are, like the depressed classes, economi .. 
cally too weak and educationally too backward to obtain 
the voting strength that their numbers warrant; or 
that though their voting strength may be sufficient, 
they are, like the Marathas, too unconscious· of their. 
power to be able to make effective use of it. It i' 
only when one comes to the conclusion that the inam· 
dar! suffer from these or any other similar handicaps 
in the race of election that one can regard them 
as deserving of special protection. And it is only 
after it is decided that they require special pro· 
taction that one can consider the question whether 
this protection should take the sha~ of a reservation 
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of seats for them i11 general electorates or of the forma· 
tion of class electorates for their benefit. 

· 1'15. · The Majority have ·given no thoUght to this 
, fundamental aspect of the probl~m. What is the r11tio of 
. ~he inamdars to the total population? An official inemb~r 

put it at 1 to 3 at a meeting of the Coinmittee,,and the 
Majority also mention this· proportion; but they mention 
~t as an estimate on the part of those· who object to theit 
recommendation, without themselves ·either· endorsing 
¢r clfall~ngi~g it. One may well ask : If every third 
person in the State belongs to the inamdar class, is that 
class; though by no means· small numerically, · on 
account of other conditions unable to stand on· its feet; 
so that it may be said to need special ·props· to safe· 
guard its interes~s ? If it is not so numerous, what 
is its numerical.strength ? . The Majority, it· will- be 
observed, give no figures at alL How can they then 
arrive at the conclusion that "the class deserv:es protec..: 
tion without knowing · ·even approximately what its 
strength is ? 

.· · l .16. If it be. con~eded that the inamd~r cla~s .· is ~· 
large one~ is it m.aintained that economically it is in a b~d: 
way ? The :Majority say that it owns abqut: one·third 
of the agriculturallanq i~ the ~ta~e, butagain they~efe~ 
to it as an ~stimate_ formed by ~hose wh~:> oppose thei~. 
recommeudatia.n, without themselves either. endorsing or, 
disputing it.. .The Majority_ appar~ntly care ,nothing 

· ~or facts; all ~t they are .i.nterested in is ~o make a; 
r.ecomtilendation to which they have prevjously made_ 

. up thek minds, whether the facts len~ support . t9 the 
reca.mmendation or run c_ounter_to it. _We k~ow. ho~: 
ever, that 1.78 _village$ out of the_total _nun;tber of 486. 
viilages.in the· State, or .. _35'4 per cent.,_ are h?.a~: 
villages~ . It. may well be, .therefore, that the inamdars, 
own one~third o£ the l~nd. We k_no_w ·further that ._the 
inamdaJ:S : enjoy ne11rly .6ne-ha~f _of the State's land: 
r.evenne! . Th~ av_e~a~~: I~n~ . t~y~~ue . ·!'e,alised .. b-1_ ~be_ 
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State for the last five years was about Rs. 2,80,000 and 
that realised by the ·inamdars was about Rs. 1,34,000, 
which works out at 48 per cent. If so, they cannot 
be described as a poor community entitling them to 
measures of special protection. Are they educationally 
undeveloped ?. Even the Majority will concede that ' 
they are not lower· than others in the educational 
scale, but, if anything, higher. Or is it contended 
that, large as the class is, not being aware of its inhe· 
z:ent strength owing to its lack of political consciousness, 
it would be powerless to pull its full weight in election 
contests ? On this point also one feels certain that 
the inamdar class possesses at least the average ability 
and keenness that are required to look after its interests. 
It passes our comprehension, therefore, on what 
grounds the Majority can make out a case for any kind 
o£ special protection of the inamdar class. 

117. Unless any or all o£ the weaknesses enum· 
erated above-numerical, economic, educational or poli· 
tical-are alleged no such case can be made out, but the 
Majority, without making any assertion of the kind, 
rush to the conclusion that the inamdars need protec· 
tion and are willing to give it to them. Are they at 
least prepared to say, whether on the basis of' sufficient 
evidence or· otherwise, that, in the absence of such 
protection, the iiiamdar class will fail to receive due 
representation? No. They no doubt state that· 
the inamdars have that feeling, but say nothing them· 
selves as to whether, in their opinion, the feeling is 
justified. It would ind~ed be a strange kind of judi· 
cial investigation in which the court·merely records the 
~rguments on both sides and, without indicating which 
of the arguments are in its own judgment more cogent 
and why, finds for one of the parties to the litigation. 
Such a finding can never win the assent of dispassion .. 
ate observers that it is impartial. Nor can the recom· 
men dation of the Majority in favour of special 
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protection for the inamdars, ~e feel ~onfident, win the 
assent of the general public. 

118. Assuming, but without in the least conced· 
ing, that some kind of special protection is needed by 
the inamdars, we may proceed to consider what form 
such protection should take. If the decision is to have 
any relation to broad principles of political philosophy, 

· it is clear that the protection should be afforded by 
earmarking for the inamdars a suitable number of &eats 
in the general constituencies instead of in special 
constituencies. The tendency everywhere is to abolish
constituencies for particular sections of the community 
and replace them by territorial constituencies equally 
open to all sections. In England, for instance, the only 
special constituency that has survived is that of the Uni· 
ve1·sities, and there too the Liberal Party in particular, 
and the progressive elements in general, have been waging . 
·an incessant fight for its abolition. On the evils of special 
electorates it i~ unnecessary for us to enlarge here; for 
the Majority are fully aware of them, though, strangely 
enough, they exhibit this awareness only when dealing 
with the demand by the untouchables for special electo
rates for themselves and an utter obliviousness when 
dealing with a similar demand by inamdars. They 
admit that the system of special electorates is a remedy 
worse than the disease; that it becomes only a "baneful 
barrier"; that it is "more harmful than beneficial"; that, 
"like the lion's den, there are many ways to it but, 
practically speaking, no way out of it"; that at best it 
can be sanctioned only under exceptio.nal circumstances, 
which leave no other alternative to practical states· 
men. The question, then, resolves itself into this : 
What are the exceptional circumstances which rendered 
it necessary on the part of the Majority to recommend 
the formation of a class electorate for the inamdars in 
spite of the general considerations . which should ordi· 
narily negative it ? The Majority have referred only 
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to one such consideration, so far as we can see it. They 
state that the problems connected with the inamdars 
are so complicated that their view-point cannot be ~ 

adequately expressed in the Legislative Council unless 
they have for their .spokesman one who is himself an 
inamdar and is chosen by men belonging to his class. 
But the problems in connection with the inamdars 
which are of any intricacy are problems in respect to 
their legal rights arising out of sanads, etc., but they 
are .problems which will not come before the Council. 
They will be decided by judicial tribunals. ·The problems . 
concerning the inamdars which the Council will ever be 
atlled upon to consider will be the same as those which 
affect the whole population like education, public health, 
public works, and so forth; and for dealing with 
them an inamdar returned by a class electorate is· not 
necessarily better qualified than one returned by a 
general electorate. 

119.. The Majority invoke here the example of 
British India, where undoubtedly special electorates 
exist for classes corresponding to inamdars. But the 
British Indian practice in this respect should be more of 
a warning than an example; it should have led the 
M.'ljority to say, as they have said in connection with 
the untouchables, that special seats to be filled by special 
electorates should be "shunned altogether." Did any 
questions arise, for instance, in the Legislature of Bom· 
bay which concerned the legal position of sardars and 
inamdarsand which could therefore be said to have been 
fit subjects for ventilation and exposition in particular 
by representatives of their special constituency? Or did 
such representatives in fact prove themselves to be 
better exponents or more effective champions of their 
class interests ? If the Bombay practice demonstrates 
anything it is this, that sardars and inamdars require no 
special protection at all. For under the regime ~£the 
Montagu·Cbelmsford reforms they won, in addition to 
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the seats specially created for them, some twelve seats 
in the general electorates, so that on th~ strength of the 
total number of seats captured by them they could lay 
claim to one of the three Ministerships then open to 
elected members in the Presidency. We have ourselves 
no doubt that, the position o£ the inamdars in Bhor 
State being analogous, they too will, without any reser· 
vation for them either in general or special constituen· 
cies, carry away a number of seats. Anyhow the 
Majority have pointed to no exceptional circum.stance 
attaching to the inamdar class, which alone, on 
their own showing, could justify the grant to it of a 
special seat to be filled by election in a class electorate. 
To put it at its lowest, the case for such a seat is not 
proven. 

120. There is one argument which is sometimes 
advanced in favour of a- speci.<:tl constituency which, 
though not actually used by the ·Majority of our 
Committee, may still be considered here for the sake of 
completeness. It is said that the landed aristocracy, 
though powerful enough to hold its own at elections, 
requires special seats because its members consider -
themselves too lordly to seek the suffrages of the lower 
Qrders of society. They could win all the seats to which 
they are entitled, but they' would not on account of the 
notion that they cherish of their izzat. They would, 
therefore, go without any representation unless provi· 
'sion was made for a suitable number of seats to be 
filled by election among their compeers. In British 
India territorial magnates were formed into a special-

-constituency chiefly for this reason. There too it was 
thought by many, as for instance was proposed by the 
Bihar Government to the Southborough Committee, 
that the-proper course to adopt for securing representa
tion for such a class was to nominate them to the 
legislature. Anyw_ay, in Bhor State the reason which 
weighed with the authorities in British India does not 
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hold good, for the special constituency proposed to be 
established .here is to include inamdars whose annual 
income derived from inams of all sorts and kinds and 
in the whole of the State is as low as Rs. 2 5. They 
can by no stretch of imagination be regarded as stand· 
ing so far above the crowd as to deserve specialrecog· 
nition of either their socbl position or their wealth. 
If indeed inamdars as a body total any thing like 
one-third of the population, they can in fact be neither 
better nor worse than others. No doubt in British 
lndm the Government was predisposed to support the 
claims of the big landlords because it was expected 
·that they would exercise a conservative and steadying 
influence on the democratic forces that would otherwise · 
command a dominant position ~n the legislature. I£ 
the Majority of our Committee consisting for the most 
_part of officials are also guided by this considera· 
tion in recommending the est."tblishment of a special 
inamdars' constituency, we would only characterise the 
proceeding as infamous. So far as it lies in our power, 
we would not allow~ such gerrymandering of the con· 
stitution in favour of the reactionary elements any 
more than in favour of any other. 

121. The reason actually given by the Majority 
for their recommendation consists in the fact that ·the 
inamdars have themselves asked for a special consti· 
tuency for their interest. The responsiveness to public 
opinion that. is here shown by the official members is 
very touching; and it would be entirely commendable 
if this solicitude were not reserved for the stronger . 
members of the community but was equally extended 
to the weaker. If the desire of the inamdars must 
"carry the day," as the Majority say, why not also 
the desire o£ the untouchables ? . Is it because they are 
utterly helpless ? · For our part in a situation like this 
we would be prepared to consider the claim only of 
those who, but for the concessions asked for, would. be 
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at a serious disadvantage. The inamdars, not being 
s~own to be at such a disadvantage, cannot receive 
the concessions at our hands. 

122. Nor is it true, as the Majority suggest, 
that the inamdars as a class were unanimous in their 
demand for a special constituency. Among the wit· 
nesses belonging to this class that we examined there 
were several who not only did not prefer such a 
demand themselves. but stoutly opposed it when made 
~y others as, in the first place, unnecessary and, in the 
second place, prejudicial as much to their sectional 
interests as to the general interests of the community, 
in so far as it might lead to a class conflict which does 
llot now exist. It may be that if the question were 
left to be decided in accordance with the vote of an 
inamdars' plebiscite, the decision would perhaps be in 
favour o£ a special constituency, but questions concern· 
ing vested interests are not decided by a plebiscite 
confined to such interests. And the number and 
influential position o£ the inamdar witnesses who were 
far-seeing enough to oppose the demand convince us 
that the State can well in the interest of equal justice 
reject the demand without having to incur any untoward 
consequences. These witnesses feared that the special 
constituency would verily become a sort of prison· 
house, or, in the words of the Majority, a lion's den 
from which escape would become impossible; and, with 
a view to meeting their wishes, we persuaded the Majo· 
rity ( and two of us are ourselves iuamdars ) to modify · 
the ·water·tight character of the constituency and to 
agree to let the inamdars opt themselves out of it. This 
escape clause no doubt mitigates to some extent the 
evils inherent in a class electorate, but cannot wholly 
eliminate them. So our opposition to the Majority 
recommendation persists. 

123. To summarise the grounds of out• opposition, 
we are not statisfied that inamdars deserve any kind of 
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special protection, nor that if special protection were Conclusion. 
needed by them it would be either in their own ~ltimate 
interest or in the interest· of the common weal to give 
it in the form of a seat in a special electorate. 'V e 
wet·e ,prepared, chooSing the lesser of the two evils, 
to reserve a seat for them in the general electo· 

' rates. We actually put forward such a compromise 
proposal in the Committee, but the Majority rejected 
it. There was nothing for us therefqre but to offer 
blank opposition to the Majority recommendation, and 
we ~ave every hope that in the final electoral arrange· 
ments that will be made this recommendation will be 
turned down. 

15th August 1940. 

S. G. VAZE. 
G. M. PANSE. 
G. B. SANE. 
G. B. POTNIS. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

REPRESENTATION OF THE 
-UNTOUCHABLES. 

124. We regret the Majority recommendation in 
favour of a special seat for the inamdars all the more 
bitterly and oppose it all the more strongly because the 
recommendation virtually imposes a veto on the grant 
of an elective seat to the untouchables. How this 
recommendation, if adopted, would operate as a veto 
we shall explain latet• in this. Minute, but we must 
first state our view of the special provision that is 
essential for the representation of the untouchables or 
scheduled castes in the Legislative Council. And as 
we have throughout related our own conclusions to the 
evidence received, we propose to begin by, discussing 
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the representations made on the· subject by witnesses 
belonging both to the touchable and untouchable. 
classes. 

125. This question formed a subject of anxious 
thought on the part o£ witnesses. There were not many 
( and for the present we shall confine ourselves to non- . 
untouchable witnesses) who dismissed the question as of 
little moment, saying that the untouchables were much 
tob backward to be considered in the allocation of seats 
on the Legislative Council. On the contrary, a large 
number of witnesses displayed a deep concern for the 
protection of the interests of these classes. All of them 
were agreed that, short of the introduction of adult 
franchise, no· electoral device would secure for the 
untouchables their due share of voting strength, and 
some of these, despairing of justice in any other way, 
proposed the adoption of universal suffrage, mainly 
with a view to insure that the untouchables shall suffer 
no injustice in the new ordering of things. But for 
reasons which have been stated before we found our· 
selves unable to accept this proposal. All the wit
nesses barring the few to whom we have referred in 
the beginning of this paragraph were also agreed that, 
since the untouchables would not ordinarily succeed in 
being returned in the elections, some means must be 
found for a seat being .filled by their representative. 
None was in favour of a separate communal electorate 
being formed for the untouchables. Opinion was 
unanimous ~hat communal electorates lead to an. 
accentuation and perpetuation of communal differences 
·and engender communal animosities which it should be. 
the task of statesmen to prevent by every means 
within their power. · We agree with thi~ view. There 
is no reason whatever. for dividing up the Hindu 
community between touchables aud untouchables for 
electoral purposes, and we fear that an· electoral divi4 

sion on these lines will only tend to confirm the social 
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segregation which now exists between these sections 
but which everyone wishes to see abolished. 

126. Rejecting the communal electorate plan, not 
a few witnesses suggested that a seat be earmarked for 
the untouchables in one constituency or another, to be, 
filled by election on the common roll. Since the 
untouchables form one·tenth of the population, one 
seat out of the twelve to be filled by election was· 
regarded as their rightful share. . But there was also 
a large number of witnesses who disapproved of 
this plan of reserving a seat for them in joint ele· 
ctorates. These witnesses did not see any objection 
on the ground of principle to this course being taken. 
Their reluctance to agree to it proceeded from the 
feeling, as they put it, that there were too few elective 
seats in the new Council to permit ·of even one 
beiqg set aside for a section of the community, 
however urgent it might be that that section should 
be assured of a hearing of its special needs and 
grievances in the Legislature. . Their hesitation was 
partly due also to the fear lest the untouchables' 
representative should, for some time at any rate, 
be of such a calibre that he would be unable, 

· from lack of necessary capacity, to safeguard either 
their own distinct interests or the common interests 
of the general population. They felt, therefore, that if 
a seat was reserved for them the untouchables them· 
selves would gain little and the community would very 
likely suffer, there being thus a net loss in the arrange· 
ment. They were not thus in favour of guaranteeing 
an elective seat to them, but they all insisted that the 
untouchables must have a place on the Council and 
suggested that one of the nine seats left by Government 
in its own hands for being filled by nomination should 
be given to them. It did .one's heart good to observe how. 
not only educated witnesses who argue on this ·:matter 
from a .rational point of view but even the illiterate 
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with whom social prejudice and religious superstition 
might be expected to weigh strongly urged with one 
voice that the untouchables ought to be represented on 
the Council, however much their respective modes of 
securing this representation differed. It appears to 
some of us, it must be confessed, that there is some 
force in the reasoning of those who would hesitate to 
ask for one elective seat being set apart for the un· 
touchables ; but they too feel (along with those of 
us who never had such misgivings) that this should 
still be done though effective use may in the beginning 
not be made_ of .this seat. The leaven is spreading 
among the untouchables, and it will not be long before 
they will employ the legislative power that will be 
conceded to them to give voice to· and obtain redress of 
their grievances. In matters like this it is much better 
to err on the side of a too early concession than of a 
too late. The recommendation of the undersigned 
members is, therefore, unanimous that one seat should 
be reserved for the untouchables and that it shoUld be 
filled by election )n joint electorates. 

127. We have thus far dealt only with the evidence 
presented by witnesses who themselves belong to the 
touchable classes on the question of the representation 
of the untouchables in the Legislature. ~r e must, how· 
ever, in fairness refer to the evidence given by witnesses 
belonging to the untouchable classes. Unfortunately 
such witnesses were few and we are convinced that 
they do not entirely represent the views of the commu· 

. cities for which they spoke. But those that appeared 
before us asked for a separate constituency formed out 
of the electors of the untouchable classes alone. Our 
opposition on the ground of principle to communal 
electorates has been stated above. , It would neverthe· · 
less be well to reinforce what we have said there by 
quoting the opinion of one who is unquestionably the 
greatest leader of the untouchables, viz., Dr. Ambedkar. 
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Dealing generally with the question of the communal 
. electorate system and with special reference to the 

demand on the part of the Mahomedans for communal 
electi0n, he wrote as a member of the Bombay Legisla
tive Council's Committee appointed to co-operate with 
the Simon Commission as follows : 

The separate or special interests of any minority are better 
promoted by the system of general electorates and reserved 
seats than by separate electorates. n will be granted that 
injury to any interest is, in the main, caused by the existence 
of irresponsible extremists. The aim should, therefore, be to 
rule out such persons from the councils of the country. If 
irresponsible persons from both the communities are to be ruled 
out from the councils of the country, the best system is the one 
under which the Mahomedan candidates could be elected by the 
suffrage of the Hindus and the Hindu candidates elected by the 
suffrage of the Mahomedans. The system of joint electorates 
is to be preferred to that of communal electorates, because it 
is better calculated to bring about that result than is the system 
of separate. electorates; At any rate, this must be said with 
certainty, that a minority gets a larger advantage under joint 
electorates than it does under a system of separate electorates. 
With separate electorates the minority gets its own quota of 
representation and no more, The rest of the House owes no 
allegiance to it and is therefore not influenced by the desire to 
meet the wishes of the minority. The minority is thus thrown 
on its own resources and as no system of representation oan 
convert a minority into a majority, it is bound to be overwhelmed. 
On the other hand, under a system of joint electorates and 
reserved seats the minority not only gets its quota of represen• 
tation but something more •. For, every member of the majority 
who has partly succeeded on the strength of the votes of the 
minority, if not a member of the minority, will certainly be 
a member for the minority. This, in my opinion, is a very great 
advantage whioh makes the system of mixed electorates 
superior to that of separate electorates as a means of pro· 
teotiQn to the minority. 

128. Even if, as we were told, Dr. Ambedkar's 
views have undergone a change, we ourselves feel that 
they are as sound to·day as when they were uttered, 
and that they are as true of the untouchables as of the 
Mahomedans. The untouchables would suffer and not 
gain i£ a communal electorate were established for them. 
We, therefore, hold to our view that the interests o£ the 
untouchables would .be best met by reserving a seat for 
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them in a constituency in which the electors will be 
touchables as well as untouchables. The witnesses, 
'\vhile pleading for communal electorates, admitted that 
they entertained no serious fear that the seat reserved 
for their class in a joint electorate would be won by an 
untouchable who would be so far under the influence 
of the touchable classes as to be either unwilling or 
unable to guard the interests of the untouchables. In 
the present state o£ public feeling when the claims of 
the untouchables meet with a ready recognition in 
almost every quarter there is in fact no ground for 
any such apprehension, and therefore the establishment 
of a communal electorate, admittedly vicious in princi· 
pie, would be wholly without even a colourable excuse 
in existing conditions. For this reason we adhere 
to the recommendation made above, that one seat be 
reserved to the untouchable- community in a constitu· 
ency with the general electoral roll. 

129. The witnesses belonging to the untouchable 
classes also put in a claim for a weighting of repre· 
sentation ~ they asked for two seats "'instead o£ one. 
Apart from the obvious objection that any representa· 
tion in excess of what is due to any. particular commu· 
nity on the strength of its proportion in the population 
can only be given by depriving the other communities 
of their rightful claim, in the case that we are consider· 
ing such excess representation would mean doubling 
the number of seats for the untouch..ttbles. vVe see no 
justification for this course, and the witnesses themselv· 
es, realising the difficulty, suggested as a compromise 
that, in addition to one elective seat, they should be 
given one appointive seat. The Committee has made 
a recommendation in this sense, though when the 
recommendation was made the proposal for an elective 
seat nad been rejected by the majority of the Commit· 
tee, The rejection o£ this proposal only emphasises 
the need for a nominated seat, but we would add here 
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_ that even if our own recommendation for an elective 
seat be adopted by Government the necessity would 
still remain for providing for a spokesman of the 
untouchables by nomination. Because we fear that 
even reservation of an elective seat for these classes 
might in present circumstances fail to afford theni 
enough protection, we would suggest, in case the 
reservation is agreed to, that an additional represcnt..'l.· 
tive should be appointed by Government who would be 
charged with the duty of making himself the advocate 
of these and other backward clt.tsses, and that this 
representative might belong himself to a different 
class if in the opinion of Government such a person 
would loyally and effectively serve their cause .. The 
twofold plan we recommend is in our opinion both 
necessary and adequate, and we feel that it would 
substantially meet the claim put forward by witnesses 
from· among the untouchables. 

130. The elective seat that we would like to see 
assign-ed to the untouchables can only be t.'l.ken from 
what otherwise would be the quota of Vichitragad 
taluka. Bhor town has been given a seat of its own ; 
and the rest of the taluka can justly lay claim, on 
the grounds of population, revenue, etc., to three 
seats as compared to two each for the other four 
talukas. This claim was put forward by almost every 
witness who hailed from Vichitragad taluka and , was 
conceded by several who came from the other talukas. 
'Ne would, however, ask this taluka to_waive its claim 
in favour of the untouchables. We would make an 
appeal to the people of this taluka to rejoice in the fact 
that it is given to them more than to the people of the 
other talukas to make a sacrifice. for their hard ·pressed 
brethren of the depressed classes. We feel confident 
that if such an appeal was made it would meet with a 
ready and even enthusiastic response, though. Vichitra· 
gad taluka would not willingly give away a seat to 
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inamdars, as iri effect the Majority ask it to do. To 
fill one seat by election for the benefit of a section of 
the people spread over all the five talukas in almost 
even proportions is a task that is attended with tre· 
mendous difficulties. But we had devised a plan for 
overcoming these difficulties to some extent. . y.,r e do 
not, however, consider it necessary to outline this plan 
hare, since the principle of gt•anting an elective seat to 
the untouchables has not been accepted. 

J31. Our. own recommendation, therefore, would 
be that a seat be set aside for the untouchables to be 
filled by election in mixed electorates. But the Majority 
recommendation for a special seat for in..'lmdars leaves 
no scope for a seat for. the untouchables. Bhor town, 
as explained in para. 62, has to be given a separate 
seat. Even if its claim to be treated as an urban 
constituency could be discounted, the union of Bhor 
with surrounding villages would land us into anomalies 

-which must be removed. Willy nilly, therefore, one 
seat must be assigned to Bhor. If in addition to this a 
special· seat is to be given to inamdars, as the Majority 
propose, then no seat can be found for the untoucha hies 
except by giving only one seat, instead of two, to one 
of the five talukas. Vichitragad taluka, even as it is, 
gets only two seats, which is less than its due. To ask 
it to be content with one would be out of the ,question. 
Nor can we in fairness ask any of the other talukas to 
have only one seat, giving up its claim for the 
second, so that it may be filled by a representative of· 
the untouchables. No taluka would accept such an 
arrangement. It therefore comes to this, that, one seat 
being assigned to Bhor and two each to the five talukas, 
the twelfth seat can go either to the inamdars or to the 
untouchables. As, however, the Majority insisted on 
a seat being found for the inamdars as a class, we 
suggested a via media. 
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132. We proposed that this inamdars' seat be 
taken from the quota of seats to be assigned to Pawan· 
mawal taluka. Thereason for making this proposal 
was that of the 6 7 villages 1n that taluka as many 
as 57, or 87 per cent. of the total number, are 
held in inam. The acreage and land revenue of such 
villages are also more or less in the same proportion. 
The total extent of agricultural land in the taluka is 
44,022 acres, of which 37,415 acres are in inam villages, 
i. e.; 85 per cent. The taluka's aggregate land revenue 
is Rs. 64,268, of which Rs. 54,049 are contdbuted by 
inam villages. This works out at 84 per cent. The 
taluka thus consists of inam lands · for the most part, 
and if a special seat is to be given to the inamdars it 
. might well come out of the share of this inamdar 
taluka. When a proposal to this effect was put 
forward, it was outvoted in the Committee. 'N e 
mention this in order to show that, provided in some 
reasonable way a seat could be released for the un· 
touchables, we were prepared to go to the utmost 
length in accommodating the advocates of the inamdar 
class. Finding, however, that we were foiled in every 
such attempt, we were compelled to oppose the 
Majority's proposal for a special inamdars' seat by our 
own proposal for the reservation of a seat for the 
untouchables in joint electorates. When such a straight 
issue was raised, the Majority chose to support the 
most powerful section of the community as against 
the least powerful. 

133. The Majority, while dealing with this subject 
in its Report, have mainly confined themselves to show· 
ing why a special class electorate should not be formed 
for the representation of the untouchables •on the 
Leg~slative Council. With the ·reasons given by them 
on this point we agree in substance. But the Majority 
seem to be opposed even to the reservation of a seat 
for these classes in joint electorates. They agree that. 
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the untouchables are entitled to have one seat, and we 
are sm·e that they would further agree that these castes 
'\vould not be able to secure this seat in open competition. 
With all this they do not favour any kind ot special 
provision being made in their interest. And in this 
connection ·they mention two reasons. The first is 
that the untouchables are not sufficiently advanced. 
But it· is just because they are not sufficiently advanced 
that the need arises for special protection being given 
to them. I£ the Majority feel that election will not 
throw up the kind of man who can guard the interests 
of the untouchables, are they in favour of at least 
nomination being used for the purpose ? '\Vhen the 
question of nomination was raised, the official members, 
who, it must be repeated, formed the bulk of the 
Majority, coyly held themselves aloof from the dis· 
cussion and abstained from voting wit;h the unofficial 
members. The second' reason is quite astounding, 
viz., that .the untouchables .have no interests of their 
own to ·guard; .nor, it is said, have they any appreeiable 
stake in the State. An argument like this does not 
deserve any elaborate refutation. The Majority seem 
to think that it is only the wealthy who have some· 
thing to protect that can need protection ; those who 
have nothing to lose in material wealth can well be 
left uncared for. Theh· whole view·point is fl:lndamen· 
tally different from ours. 

Conclusion. 134. We earnestly wish that an elective seat would 
be reserved for the untouchables in joint electorates • 

. In order that this should become possible} we feel that 
the Majority recommendation in favour of a special 
constituency for inamdars will have to be rejected, for 
acceptance of this recomrnendation entails denial or 
a seat to the untouchables. But if it is to be 
decided that a special seat be given to the inamdars, 
it should be taken out of Pawanmawal's share of 
two seats, only one general seat being given to 
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that taluka, so that a seat can be set apart for the 
. · untouchables. 

S. G. VAZE. 
G. M. PANSE. 
G. B. SANE .. 
G. B. POTNIS. 

15th August 1940. 

CHAPTER XVITI. 

An Explanatory Note on the selection of 

NOMINATED UNOFFICIAL MEMBERS. 

135, In the discussion of this question in the . 
Committee the official members took no part, neither 

~ according their acceptance to the Committee's recom· 
mendations nor withholding it from them. Among the 
unofficial members Mr. Deo would, as will be seen 
from para. 101 of his Minute of Dissent, insist upon 
reserving five of the nominated seats for unofficials, 
leaving it to the Ruler, however, to allocate them to 
particular interests. 
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APPENDIX I. 

List of Witnesses. 

Vichitragad Taluka. 

1 Mr. D. L. Joshi 
· 2 ,. M.G. Bhagwat 

3 , K. S. Ainapure 
1·4 Nagar Bhushan N. P. Thopte 
*5 Mr. A. R. Upadye 
*6 , S. K. Shindkar 
7 , V. L. Lohokare 
8 , R. B. Bhide 
9 , D. G. Bokil 

10 , D. C. Phadnis 
11 11 G. p, Chirputkar 
12 1, S. L. Atre 

. 13 , K K. Potnis 
·*14 , S. L. Limaye 
*15 , R. L. Gujar 

16 , K. B. Patankar 
17 u A. V. Thite 
18 , P. v. Kanitkar 

*19 , K. A. Gupte 
20 , K. B. Gapchup 

*21 M. K. Dabadghao 
22 ;: S. v. Mahashabde 

*23 , K. R. Dabadghao 
*24 , G. B. Devi 

· 25 Secretary, Bhor Bar 
Association 

26 Mr. N. M. Aptikar 
*27 , L. M. Devi, Praja Sabha, 

Bhor State 
*28 , V. s. Patankar, Hindu 

Mahasabha, Bhor 
*29 , v. D. Mukadam 
*30 , R. B. Phadnis 
31 Dr. C. M. Anturkar 

*32 Mr. H. s. Desbpande 
*33 Dr. S. S. Walimbe 
34 Secretary, Aikya-wardhak 

Club, Shirwal 
35 Mr. N. G. Walimbe 
36 11 N. K. Parvate 
37 , S. T. Sanas 
38 , B. M. Deshmane 
39 , R. v. Kulkarni 

• Orally examined. 

40 Mr. D. S. Deshpande 
41 , R. H. Deshpande 
42 , · S. K. Kabule 

t43 ,. Shankarrao Nigada 
Deshmukh 

44 , S. M. Phatak 
45 ., G. V. Dhaygude 
46 11 B. B. Salunkhe 

*47 , R, T. Shete 
48 , M. C. Shivtare 
49 , A. A. Shirke 
50 " M. V. Shirke 

Rajgad Tafuka. 
*51 Mr. S. R. Jogdeo 
52 , Narhari Dhonddea 

*53 , P. B. Shilimkar 
54 , S. R. Purohit 
55 , M. G. Nakti 
56 •• B. T. Katkar 
57 11 K. A. lngulkar 
58 11 V. B. Deshpande 
59 , N. M. Dere 
60 ,. G. K. Shilimkar 

t61 , J, K. Dhor 
t62 11 S. K. Pansare 
t63 , V. R. Kank 
t64 ., K. B. Dhangar 
t65 , N. B Konde 
t66 , D. A. Konde 
t67 , K. V. Dhor 
t68 , K. R. Patil 
t69 ., V. B. Dere 
t70 , T. A. Pangare 
t71 , K. D. J angam 

Prachandgad Taluka. 

*72 Mr. D. B. Pasalkar 
73 , , G. S. Honap 
74 , G. G. Nivangune 
75 " S. B. Pasalkar 
76 , K. G. Vargbade 
77 , R. H. Karhadkar and 

18 others 

t Orall1 examined but written statement not received, 
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*78 Mr. Y. G. Kadu and 86 .others 119. Mr. K. V. Joshi 
79 •• Y. N. Patil and three 120 " V. V. Ketkar 

others 121 •• V. G. Joshi 
80 n S. G. Deshpande *122 .. 'N. P. Chavak 
81 n N. A. Pasalkar and six •tz3 ,. K. G. Limaye 

others 12+ II G. G. Marathe 
t82 ., ·S. R. Desbpande *125 II G. D. Gaikwad and 
t83 ,, ·N. M. Desbpande six others 
t84 , S. R. Pasalkar 126 II G. R. Joshi 
ts5 

" 
¥.H. Pawar 127 II G. M. Sule 

t86 " S. B. Pasalkar *128 ., L. K. Bbave 
t87 ., M. S. Pasalkar 129 II M. N. Acbarya and tss. II B. K. Kadu two others 

Pawanmaval Taluka. 130 II G. L. Dharap 

89 .Mr. V. G. Agasbe 
131 II B. N. Chandvadkar 
132 II M. G. Cbandvadkar '*90 ., K. G. Deo 133 II H. T. Ranade 

91 ,, R. L. Deo *134 B. K. Damle .. 92 .. D. V. Joshi 135 ., R. G. Gangal '93 u ·c. K. Shah 136 N. K. Konkar *94 D. B. Potnis 
,. 

" 137 , S. S. Joshi *9'5 , ·v. A. Rayarikar 138 T. G. Dikshit Lele ., ·y. N• ,Agashe, Pawan· " 96 139 II G. C. Kulkarni 
. maval Taluka Sabha 140 II K. A. Deshmukh 

97 It N • .L.-Natu 141 ,. R.N. Potdar 
98 II A. R. Shah *142 Sakal Revachand Shah 
99 Moba~lal Nagardas II 

II *143 Dr. K. H. Kunte 
100 " A. B. Deo *144 Mr. C. M. Kulkarni *tot II V. G. Deo t145 D. R. Modak 102 D. V. Deo " II tl46 P. K. Deshmukh 
103 Giridharlal Hargovandas II 

" tl47 S. D. Lakbimale 104 D. S '.Deshpande " IJ tl48 Usman Inns Mujavar *lOS M. N. Satve " " ·fl49 Shilimkar, Chambbar 106 P. V. Dighe " IJ ttso D. J. Khatal 107 R. R. Gbare II , 
Outsiders. ttos II B. B. Jagtap 

t109 .. N. S. Bamgude 
*151Mr. S. L. Vaidya, Poona tuo 

" 
B. B. Mara} 

152 ., .M. R. Subhedar, +111 M. B. Deshpande " " . *153 R. R. Bbole, M. L.A., tl12 A. B. Marne II ., 
Poena 

·Sudhagad Taluka. *154 IJ G .. C.·Bhate, Sudhagad 
113 Mr. R. M. Pradhan Taluka Sabha 

*114 ., : R. P. Mehta, Sudhagad :ttss ,, · S. V. Tilak; Nagothna 
Congress Committee t156 ,. P. S. Athavle, Lonavala 

i 115 . , ·T; S. Abhyankar '*157 II Khaserao Raje Shirke, 
· 116 Secretary, Vachanalaya, ·Poona 

Jambhulpada 158 n · G. B. Vartak, Bombay 
117 Mr, R. V. Khandagle '159 ,. 'N, P. Gaikwad 
118 tl V.Y.Sule 160 II H.-V. Chiplunkar, Poona 

• Orally e:s:amined. 
t Orally onmlneli but mten statement not received, 
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161 Mr. V. K. Sohoni, Turade 
162 , M. V. Anturkar, Bombay 

*163. , M, G. Bapat, Poona 
164 ,, T. K. Vaidya, Bombay 
165 " D. K. Konkar, Panvel 
166 ,, N. K. Wagh, Chaskaman 
167 , G. V. Chiplunkar, Poona 
168 , A. D. Gadre, Bombay 

*169 , V. A. Gadkari, M. L.A., 
Poona 

170 ., G. M. Divekar, Bombay 
171 Raj-Ratna V. V. Joshi, 

Baroda State 
172 Mr. G. M. Divekar, Bombay 
173 , G. G. Dharap, ,, 
174 , K. G. Limaye, Poona 
175 , V. V. Konkar, Wai 
176 , G. P. Deshpande, Poona 
177 11 N. R. Divekar, Bombay 
178 , V. R. Divekar, , 
179 , B. R. Deshmukh, Poona 
180 " K. D. Puranik, Indore 
181 , R. B. Mohite, Rajewadi 

. 182 , G. K. Salunke, Poona 
*183 , R. D. Salunkhe, , 

*184 Mr. V. K. Bhave, Poona 
185 , R.N. Mandlik, Pen 
186 , P. G. Limaye, Poona 
187 , N. K. Bavdekar ,, 
188 , V. A. Patvardhan, , 
189 , V. R. Shilimkar 

*190 Sardar V. N. Mutalik, Satara 
191 Mr. B. R. Pasalkar, Poona 

*192 , D. S. Walimbe, , 
193 Sardar R. R. Panditrao, 

Sa tara 
194 Mrs. Anandibai Lonkar, 

Poona 
*195 Miss Vimlabai Chitrav, Poona 
*195 Mr. V. R. Thakar, , 
*197 11 V. R.·Shingre, Poona, and 

two others 
*198 11 Y. D. Khole, Poona 

199 , M.D. Deshpande, Poona 
*200 ,, M. V. Shingre, ., 

201 , V. A Karmarkar, Paud 
*202 11 - L. G. Patwardhan, Poona 
*203 ,, V. K. Khasnis, , 

204 , B. B. Konde, ,. 
t205 " K. T. Jadhav, " 

APPENDIX II • 

• t"' t"' 

~U~l6T~. 

, (3l)~~~~~~~~~~mt 
( lii ) 3ffl~a, ~ ~ ~1-~ ~~ ~~ ~~i~ ~ ~~~ fl 
~mr 

( q; ) ~ 'lij«i, ~ ~ ~~ ~llifm iiffiftt:m( qrcn ~* wN iio ~~ m 1 

' ( ~ ) ~qm: J{~ ~Of ar<r~<:J ~~ aW ~ o:m:a 81~~, ~i~ 
I{~ ~~~ff ~lml'~ f.i:;a1 qli(1T( ~' ~C?i ~WI ~1 ~ 
~~il~mi 

(lii)~re-~t 

• Orally examined. 
t Orally examine~ but written statement not reoeived, 
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APPENDIX tr. -QUESTIONNAiRE : 

\ ( 31 ) ~:oft wrm ~~ 3l1R i?\a;¥~1<~< ~rt ~. l '11~~ 
~ ~a;~~~~ ~ ~ OT~rf ~ ( Wmro, ~ffi ti, · ff<fm -~ 
~'i:l, ~~ cplOf<ff ~ ~ ~ qfr ~Of, cr.~ fcmw: ~&~~'f-.;~1 ~;:ft
CR a:rT( ~~ ffil~ 3itiur, Cf.f~ GUfcp.p ~til~ qrm:, ~Tif 3l1R: 

~~ ~~ \~ ~ ~~'T:.fl J!<'IG.:l"'l'l:~' et~q:lh~t ~-~r.f'm al<i
llicr ~ a1« ~T"if. ) 

(if) *1i1:1'11"'lt ~ ~ J~te&~=Ci<i< cr ~<R ~ a:mriT f.f.<nt~~ 
aiiif.t-"'1 ~ ~1m1 ~ ~! 

( cp ) ro~ ~'1 cp(T'1T ~ ~ .9W'f a~, Ul~ lli<'l'G,OT'il~~T 
ri~ ~ ijfo:Ff ~ ~ ~'11 ~ :wl( ~ Cf ~~trr ~T 
~~ lA~'1 ~"'11 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~q\7(1~ ~ 

( i ) e}(J~1.~ R~ Sliil1lT am-~ ~'i:l ~ ~ ! 

v ( 31 ) fflr.rt;;prnr~ qm aW ~ij crWf m ! 
(if) al Cfliffi ~Ta, f«~f.r.Wlt R~ sp:f{Uf ~1 ~iii aW 2~ §~· 
~ Cf.T~~ 

~. ~ sp:f{Uf m :a:wr~ ' 
{ cp) ~~~trw;~~ if~m~ ~ ~rm ~ ~oqf .~ 
~ li<'f ~ mt 
~m, ttt:r ~'1f ~! 

( i ) f.f.qt, t*tl 1i~ ~at §~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Cf.f~ ~ 
~~ttl ~ Cf.Ttt ! 
~,~l:JT~ 

"' ( 31) ~~<-l Cflf [ ~ ], ~< ~ cpfi~at ~~~~~ ~ 
~fq~f ~ Cf.Qoqy ~ ~ ~ Cf.T~! 

(if)~, Cf.Iuwn~! 

. ~ J~(1G,OI"11"'li m$ flta;a<4t~io1 Cf~ ~1 ~~G.:T ~ t 

" { 31 ) ~~rli<'f~ ~~ ;rn~(t o:r1~ ~'Tutti~ ~ J.fffi{mrn ittN" 
~'1(~ ~ ~ 3llR ~~ ~~ ~ ~it CJffif ~)fi ~ 
~TI Sf.liR""l'1 Cf.f~ ~ •1 awt~JlRT ~ cr~ct cpl~ t 

{if) mT ~. ~1 ~ ciltrrm ~! 

1{\i~R-«~ I 

' ( 31) ~~ cp~ :a:wr~, ~0 ~{1Wq 3;4C{T fq~fl~ ~ 3lNOT Cf.ftl 
~<rr ~ '~ Cf.p.f t 
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( er) :w:u;q ~ ( territorial ) iffl~U~ ~ ( rural ) q iflt({ 

( urban ) ·~ fcr:nrr tf.'U~ ~ ~!Tim ~ m t 

( qi) F£ij ~ ~, iffl'R I'IC'II{IW"'i~ ~t<:n ~~ :-wf{ ttf<li'91 ~T 
tlm::tli 

( i) ~ lffi~q' R~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~T 31c.l 

~ 11C11{1WiillctJ(iS ~~ ~..fl ~ ~qw;n ~ ~ 
"' ~l 

( ~ ) F£~ ~, ttiT ~ ~~ mrro~ t 

(ttl.) ~ ~~q ( general ) !>ll~f:U~ l'l('f({IW"'i~~ ~{, s~, f~ 
em~ 'ffll(I'Rif ~ T~flr ·(special) ~ifq- ~F£ mf ~ 
~ Cf,tq 7 

< 11) ~, ~~ Cflirm ~ I'IC'Ii{IW"' ~ ~ are e:mvt 

~7 

'< ~) ~ ~~mom ~~ ~ ~~ \iff~ ~ ·~\irq 
3ffil~ affi ~~ iRT ~ ~q 7 

(\if) ~~,~~~1 
((iS') ~~ I'IC'I(\1(~"11~ ~ ~..q iffi~1 ~ 11\'1(\l<~l?.liArilJ cpffi 
~ \ifl~ cpi~ Vf11JT ~ ~· a:ffi ~~ lffi ~ cptq 1 

(~) ~, qJ ~ ~ q t~ ~ ~ fclrffl \ifT1JT ~ ~t 
~ti~1 

( { ) ~"tft:pl{C'tl ~ Vf11JT ~ ~ awraiT(I' ~ q 31ct~q m m 1 

( ~) ~ ~, ~ \ifT1JT ~ q ~ ~m~ (mF~ :-wr< ~ij)~~ 
Q~~i 

\ (a;) mq"'tp S1C'II{I«hHi1 ~lil iiit~ . ~ ~ · 31ij 31NOTRT em}, 
~ ~~~~Rq'r :31~ :3Wtfl=ffi<.JR11f:;;qy ffi~OTT:;;"fT <rtFt ~m ~. 
~ ~~ ~~~~1 Fr~ ~ ~:rn ~mutffi ~ 1 

, ( er) ~ anu it~ ~(\~~ q-goft ~ijG(lqr sti"ti\l«ibli~ a:mur WJ.T1 
·,~1 

~~~nd~ 6~~. 
,tJ (a;) Fr~?J~i3:~~~u~ ~rij qq, ~ .<i ~ 

:-wr{ ro~ ~ <i{~ ~qJ a;-~n em~ ~m S1il ~qfliqJ 3l« \fflll~ 
~~ml 

(iii)~~, qJ m-1 ~!Tittll t 
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('f.) ~ ¥1clf{i(tiqf('j '3llif(Eli(l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ifi~~ ~~ ~ 
ffm\Rm ~ ~<\q((t't fiiqf$~~i~ ~ mfcf a:m ~fl ~ m t 

( i } ~ qo.1uw:uij . ¥1cl<\Hti"'lfcl ~ ~ \R ~qm ~ij ¥1~ 
t$1cft ~ ~ffi ~ I 

( ~) qo.l~ ~rn ~ ~~~ Mqs~l~i~ ~ ~ F-IT 
¥1<'1~1«1E4i\i ~~ <m~RfR ~ ~ a11R ~ cr.ia ·~ ~ 
<!fur Cf.€i(.S1 ~ 31\ll ~1 ~ m ~ ~ Vfi;( ~ mt 

(qr) em att~~rn, ~ m ~ ~t 

APPENDIX lU· 
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( v ) 
.... ,.._,.._ "" ,.... " "' . llR: ~RroT~~ l"'tJI's!YCfile" ~ st\ie~t~• ~~ 

elt~cr.1~~r aTa:'T· 
g .....," "' 
\ ~ r.::'i4 (.'jt-::nq:~:r.:rl 01. 

(a:t:)~~~~-mt~~~. 
(ar)~:tm~~-mt~~·~<~wrr~'f~~ 

~. ~u<if<i ~ 31'\TT ~T lf<iR1 ~Qi ~. ) 

'( cp) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1:~ ipfjq{l ~. 

( i) 1\WRIS ~v ~ ~ rnff ~ ~ lWliR· 
~~~mu;:r. 

(~)~~~~~~~q;f~. 

~~I:~Uif·. 
( '{) ~Jfl'f!J~~rt WR ~i=f~ ftcrr c:r-rl~ tfil'1<f~ ( ~ mii(~ · 

~rflt'~~:qr ) w~ tn~ ~. 
(ift)~~~~·~·· 

( trT) ~~~Of ftcn ~T ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~. 
(iT ) '1~i=fl ~im ~ ~ ifl~ ~ ~\Ff ~ ~ffi. 
( ~) ~ aff.m1 WA~~i!.~. 
<'{'f) m-qffi ~{ q ~. 

( ;:;:ft) ~~ tfi:Rl ~q~f ;pfr '1'T!( ~~ ~~~ q ~~ ~ i={~{. 

(~)n~. 

( ~) ~· ~~ ~m• mu q1:ro ~~ ~ -mT ~"'cpy ~T~ ~. 
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~~~. 
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. ('-t) 

\11-t~, ~~' ~;mt~, ii:I(I'(R<5;n ~T ~~n~ ~'4t m{&ffi. 
~~ \F.1I ~feR ~ f.illl~~~ ~ INil ~~ Hti\11'-tl{1 ~ f.il~ ';"11911: 

~l~~:-- . 

( ~ ) \'n~ ~~ ~m~ . ~~ iJmrro ~UTR ( 31 ) vrrm ~~ ( i1 ) 

~ ~orRT ~ ~~ f.t.ffi ~~ ~'91 ~~:- . ' 
~ ~i{qtt~ m ~OTRT G1fi11l"''l ~ 31'1R ~·~~ ~ ~~ fOO· 
~ mm 9 ~ o ~f'l'4~ trru ~~ Gijlq•'ll"''l ~ 31'tt\ ~· 
~ o ~tm 9 ~ ~f'liffi ~m ~ ~RrT ~ ~ ~· 
~~ ~~ ~'i t:tm lRUTlU G1ii1cft"''l ~ 31'~ fOO· 

( ':{ ) ~ (?!~ ¥£""~ \1jl=fi~ ~ ~ ~ t:tl(UT ~~ ~~ ~ ~ 
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